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Ihtroductioir
This digest is a product of the Phi Delta Kappa-Commission on the Impact
of Court Decisions on EdUcatidri. It is designed to serve as a ready reference
tool for practitioners and others interested in sctiool law. The scope of the
digest is- limited to U. S. Supreme Court eases because of their pet-vasive
impact. It is not the intent of this digest to he-a cpmplete 'compilation of case
.law affecting education. 'Many important decisiobs affecting school policies
and practices are handed down by state court, e.g., regarding school finance
reform: and rower federal courts, e.g., concerning student rights. Thus,
readers are encouraged to become farniliar also with the respective state court
rulings as rell as state statutes and administrative regulation's in their
jurisectipn.. Furthermore, this digest is irttende.d to-serve as a supplement to,
not a substitute for, reading the Sul3re?ne CourtCases themselves, studying
written. interpretations of them, and consulting competent counsel.
TO,

.4;

'onicitt

'The prineial source° materi'al for this digest consists of Supreme Court
decisions di -.ly affecting students and staff in kindergarten through grade
twelve. Older,arid overruled cases. e.g.. Messy'and Gohitis are included for
their historical importance. In addition, a few cases in higher education, e.g.,
Healy and Roemer, and j uven ile law. e.g.,. In re Gault, are included to p'rovide
perspective of these related areas of the law that are relevant to, but not
identical to. the K-(2 school context. Finally, decisions involving nonschool
litigants are included insofar as they have direct impact on.s' tudents or staff. In
the Fable a C'ontents the categories of litigants are coded to the right of the
case, names as follows: 1. public school litigants. 2, private school litigants. 3.
higher education litigants. 4. nonschool litigants.
f he case entries are organiied into five substantive chapters and one
procedural chapter I his latter chapter is included to illustrate procedural
hurdles that can cause the ,:uh,:tantive issues posed in a case to go unresolved.
(*ros,: references are provided in the I able of ( .ontents for cases that fit more
than one chapter heading T he I able of Contents also indicates summary
affirrnances (s6e the (los.zarv) and one 'judge opinions in charrThers (see the
desegregation decisions in Chapter V) as well as thntze decisions in which the
Court has rendered a full opinion on the merits.
. The digest includes
cast's decided by the Court as of July 1977. It is

anticipated that decisions after this date will he included in periOtc

sapplements to the digest. I he digest does not include cases in which the
Supreme Court has denied certioriTri (see the Glossary). Also, constitutional,
statutory. and'administrative sources of law are omitted except insofar as they
are incorporated in the Supremsa,Court decisions.
4

vi

Ad

',The entry for each case includes the following information: 1. the citation,
2, the facts. 3. the holding, and 4. the basis for the decision. The citations

f011ow the style /of the Harvard Law Review Association, A Uniform System
of Citation, 12th ed. (1976). The volume number and that of the first pagespf

the 'case as it appears in the official reports of the Supreme Court are given
except where'tInly an unofficial report of the decision ( "S,Ct." for West's
Supreme Court Reporter and "U.S. L. W." for United Stales Law Week) was

available at the time of the preparation of this digest in July 1977. The lower

court history of the decisions is not listed except in cases resulting in a
summary disposition, i.e., summary affirmance, dismissal, etc. For the typical
case, the arm of the citation is, summarized below:

Kir

SPRINGF1 EU!) v. QUICK, 63
' U.S.
56 (1i359)
(appellant). (appellee) ( vol.#) (U.S. Reports) (page #)(year of decision)

The facts for each decision are presented as much as possible in laylanguage. For instance, even such com'mon legal terms as "plaintiff' and
"appellant" are generally not used in each entry. Since a limited amount of
technical language cannot be avoided, a glossary is provided at the end ofthe
volume. For the sake of brevity, facts not essential to the decision are not
included in the summary. The "holding." like the "fatts," is extrapolated from
the majority opinion of the Court except for summary dispositions, in which
instances ilAle facts and decision of the lower court are summarized (see the

explanation under summary affirmance in the Glossary). The vote of the
Court is reported as follows: number of justices in the majority., number in the
concur reace, followed by the number dissenting, indicated for ,-xample by
(5 2 x 2) 1 he numbers app arbittarik listed as ooe hpif insoo, races as
prr oNiMate indication of split vtes RR
1
(C
I

he basic for each decision is listed in ter rns.:11 the constitutional
precedents, statutory sections. or judicial precedents cited by the Court as its
primary authority Legal reasoning is presented only to the exteni`it helps
establish the authority for the decisions Cases resulting in a summary/
disposition serve again as an exception. T he bAsis for such cases is given, in the

absence of a readily available alternative, in terms of the lower court

opinion. Dismissals and vated opinions, which are limited to the
Procedural Parameters chapter, ate dealt with in ter rnk of an explanation of
the Court's ruling.
vii
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Because they are, frequently
r- erred to in the cases, selected federal

-Anstitutjon alL provisions are cited b

..

Article I, section 8:
General Welfare Clause

w-.

..

.

"1-he Congress shall have the PoWer

To .. provide. for the .
general Welfafe./ of the United
.

MP'

States . . .
"Toregtilate &Limmerce
among the several states

Commerce Clause

Article I, section 10:
Impairment of Contracts

"No State shall

-C la.use-

.

.

1

.
. .

.paSs AnY

-- B-itf,i1FAttaiiider, ex -past
facto Law, or Law impairirig

a

the Obligation of Contracts

'`4Ripr

r.

-Article III:

"The judicial Power shall
extend to all Cases, in Law
and Equity; arising under thiS
Constitution, the Laws of the
United States, and Treaties
[etc.] . to Controversies . .
betweenCitizehs of different

I

A

Amendment I:
Establishment and Free
Exercise Clauses
ression

Clause
Freedom of \s.:.7/Ti
Clause

4

States.,

.

-19
.J

"Congress shall make 'no law
respecting an establiOlment of
religion, or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof
"Or abridging the freedom
.

Freedom of F

Amendment V
Due Process Clause

(Congre:0

.

of spAich

.

.

.

.

"Or the right of the people
peaceably to asserM;kle

No person shall he
deprived
of life,' liberty, or property
without due 'process of law
"nor shall be compelled in
any.criminal case to .be a
wifness against himself
.

1

Self-Incrirnination
Clause

.

.

Amendment VIII:

IN] or cruel and unusu
ment inflicted

.

. . .

.

nish-

.

.

I

powers. not-delegatect to
,f- "The
the United States by the

Amendment

.

Constitution, nOr.j>rohibited:.
by it to. the. States, are re1
served to the States

.!

r,

'"The .ludi1

Amendment Xi:1

power o
United Stags shall

c.
. .

.

extend to any suit n law or
equity. .. . against one of the

United Stales by Citizens of
'another State . . . "
1

ri'llenanent- X11-1:

-.
(

Amendment XIV:
Due Process Clause
(States)

4

----*.`Nei-ther-slavefy or involuntary
servitude, except as a punish-

ment for crime ... . . shall exist.
within the .United States.. . . . "

"[N] or shall ,any State defyr4i ve any' persdh of.life,

liberty, or property, without
"
due process of law
"nor,deny to any 'person. within its jurisdiction the equal
protection of the laws ..
"'
.

Equal PrOt ction Cla.ager

INS%

This,digest is designed to fill a gap in the legafliterature and knowledge of
educat9.rs., It is 'hoped that its. simplicity of presentation ; augmenied by, the

prudence of its readers, will clarify Supreme Court decisions that affect

education.

'Perry A. Zikkel

Bethlehem., Pennsylvania
December 1977
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I. SCHOOL, DISTRICT FINANCE AND
OR
Reviewer.: Philip K. Pie le
Associate Professor and Director,
ERIC Clearinghouse on
-Educational -Ma nageme-n t

University of Oregon

What poWel, consistent with the ti S.. ( onsettution, du state legislatures
have to organize' and finance public schools within their boundaries? When
deciding this question, the U. S. Supreme Court has, with few exceptions,
extended broad ri °wet. to the states under general constitutional construction
upholding- the state interest in establishing and promulgating free public
education lot elementary and secondary school-age children. In Springfield v.

Quick. for example, the court upheld the discretionary power of state

legisLitures to collect and disburse taxes for educational purposes. And in an
equally important school organization case, Attorne.r General ql.Michigan ex
rel. Kies v. Lovvre.i. the Court unanimously declared that a state legiskiture
has the absolute power to make and change school district boundaries. The
Court rejected claims that property rights protected by the due process clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment were,being infringed. And in Montarla ex. rel.

Hair v. Rice. the Cburt reaffirmed The discretionary authdrity of state

legislatures to alhiocate state-acquired funds for the establishment and

operation of publiCchools.
'It was not until the late sixties and early seventies that the Supreme Court
began a serious re-examination of the constitutional issues related to the
organizatipn and finance of public schools in this country. And so fat th re

examinatibn has not seriously eroded-the broad discretionary power of states
to organize and finance public schools. In McInnis v. Ogilvie. aprecursor to
Rodriguez. the Court upheld the constitutionality of a state system`of funding

public schools Ftat relied heavily on the local property tax. The Court

declared that the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment is not

applicable where the system of state funding is not arbitrary nor based on
invidious discrimination against any identifiable class or group. Butin three

voter-eligibility and public office-holding cases, Kramer v. Union Free School

District No. 15, Turner v. Fouche, and Hadley v. Junior College District,
decided in 1969.and 1970, the Court did apply the equal protection clause of

the Fourteenth Amendment (1) to. declare unconstitutional state

. titer

eligibility statutes based on ownership of taxable real property and cusat&ly of
public school children, (2) to strike down p-Thblie office- holding state statutes
based on ownership of property. and (3) to declare unconstitutional a system
of trustee apPortionment that consistently discriminated in favor of smaller
districts. However', in a fZirth voting case. Cicirdora v L an r, the Court
declared that a state law requiringa 6O :4. voter approval 01 bond measures did
not violate the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment because
the law did not discriminate against any identifiable class. of persons.

And finally. what is perhaps the most significant and certainly the most
idely publicized case in this chapter, San Anionic) hidepenclent School

District v. Rodriguez', the COurt-narrowly (5-4) upheld the constitutionality of

a state system of funding public schools based on the local pooperty tax. In
finding that the Texas system of financing public education did not violate the
equal protection clause, the Court held that there was no "evidence-that the
[Texas} financing system discriminates against any definable category of

'poor' or that

it

results in the absolute depiivation of education

Subsequent to this holding by the Court. however, several state supreme
courts have declared their state systems of Itnancing public education based

on the local property tax to be invalid based on their respectiv state
cunstitutionrs.

SPRINGFIELD v. QUICK, 63 U.S. 54) (1859)

Congress reset cd the sixteenth se,tit)ii ul th public lands in

each township in all new states for the support of public, schools.
Within each township. The funds were to be spent only within

the township and only for ,educational purposes.
he State of Indiana, while maintaining the congressional
reservation of each sixteenthsection's funds to the educational
needs of its township, pro,vided that other sources of school
revenue, e.g., those arising from taxes, would be distributed to
townships Who'se sixteenth section funds were less than a perpupil expenditure allocated by a state program. but that such
money would not be allocated to townships whose per-pupil
expenditure from sixteenth section funds exceeded this
amount. Springfield township, in this latter category,
challenged this allocation of state revenues...

Holding:

(9x0) A state law, that preserves the congressional allocation of
sixteenth section funds to each township, but which allocates

other state education revenues4to townships on the basis of
need, is constitutional.
2

t!
.

Basis:

ts

.

,,,

r The state

legislature has not impinged on 'the federal
government's reservation of sixteenth sectionfundsandtas the
power to collect and disburse taxes for Aducationarrid other
purilioses at its dis&etion.

pAqS v. INDIANA, 94 U.S. 742 (1876)
Facts:

An Act of Congress in admitting Indiana as a state declared
that every sixteenth section of a township should be
app! opriated ;for the use of schools within the township. A state

act directed that the money derived from every sixteenth
section of a township should be put into a common fund along
with school monies derived from general taxation and should
be apportioned among the counties according to the number of
pupils in each county. The state act also provided "that in no
case shall the congressional township fund be diminished by

such distribution, and diverted to any other township." The
treasurer of the township refused to pay all the money he
received into the common state fund claiming that there was no

state law that would permit this money, when paid into the

county treasury, to be withdrawn, or if withdrawn, to be
applied to the use of schools in the proper congressional
township.
Holding:

(9x0) Where'the school les of the state do not authorise each

county auditor to distriNte the school funds in the county
treasury to the different townships but do bind him/ her not to

diminish the school funds, the rights of the inhabitants are
sufficiently protected.
Basis:

The school treasurer is the very officer who collects and pays

money to the fund. The whole fund in the county treasury
devoted to the use of schools was lo be apportioned and if the
fund arising from the sixteenth section becomes a part of it, it

also must be distributed. In addition, the statute carefully
provides that in making that distribution, the appropriation of
the sixteenth section to the schools of the township shall be
strictly observed.
DOON v. CUMMINS, 142 U.S. 366 (1892)
Facts:

The 1857 constitution of the State of Iowa provided that,"no
county, or other political ocmunicipal corporation shall, be
allowed to become indebted in any manner, or for any purpose,
3

for an amount in the aggregate exceeding 5 percent ofjhe value
of taxable property within such county or corporation .
"
'The value of taxable property within the county was a matter of
public record ascertainable from .the.most recent tax lists ,
A school district, in order to refinance existing debts, issued
bOnds ir3 excess of..the cronstitutignal limit. These bonds stated%
on their face that-they had been 'issued in accordance with a
state statute authorizing such refina ing. The...school district
madeeveral interest payrnenig'to th buyer and then defaulted
on the bonds. In this case;. the buyer laims a right to be paid
arises from his bond purchase froth t e school district.
.

11 ulthrtg

.

.

(Ox3) A creditor who lends to a school district an anotilit hi
excess of the constitutionally mandated limit on school disti lot
indebtedness cannot successfully sue in order to recover such
funds, since the constitutional provision prevents the creation
of an enforceable debt above the prescribed amount

thesis:

Ile original buyer L.)l bonds 'loin the ,school

14.:t

v., as

charged with the duty' of noting the value of taxable propel ty in

the district. This amount is a matter of public record. Neither
the re.cita-tions of legality on the face of the bonds nor the
making of interest payments by the school.dittrict could create
a debt in excess of that ,permitted in the state constitution.
A. I( IIIISON BOARD OF EDUCATION
Pacts;

DEKAY, 148 U. S. 591 (1893)

As permitted by state- law, the school board of Atchison,

Kansas, issued bonds with interest coupons attached. The city

of Atchison and the Atchison' school district had the same

geographical boundaries. The bonds were secured by the school
fund, which bylaw was to be raised by the city and by the school
property of Atchison,-title to which was held by the city. The

owner of certain of these bonds brought a suit against the
school board for payment due him under the terms' of the

bonds.
The school board claimed that the bonds were invalid for the
following reasons: 1. when naming the statute on authority of

which they were issued,''`the bonds read "an act to organize,
cities rather than "incorpd'rate cities" as the act is actually
titled; 2. the school board had no right to make the city liable
for the bonds and could -only attach liability to the school
district; and 3. the city council had ratified the bonds when a.
4

4: 0

Lis

majority, but not air, of the council members was present and
by rewlution rather than by ordinanCe.
The school board also claimed that Atchison's growth in
population since the bond issue had made the school board an
improper entity to sue. At the time of the bond issuance, the
school board was a corporate entity sincethis was the status of.
the school boards of class two (smaller) cities under state law.
The statutes were silent as to. the corporate nature othe schOol
boards of larger cities.
Holding:

(9 AO) ( I ) Bonds issued/by the school board are valid despite
misquotation of one word of the title of-the enabling statute. (2)
The city is properly liable as well as the school district since they
are identical in geographic area and are closely linked; indeed,
they may be one entity. (3) The bonds are valid despite the fact
that only a majority-of council members was present When the

bonds were ratified. (4) The school board is still a corporate
entity although the school boards of class one cities, which

Atchison has now become, are not, by statue, corporate
entities. 'Therefore, the bondholder's sui-t can properly' be
brought and decided against the school board.
,Bases:

Q

(1) A mere error in copying one word of an enabling statute will
not invalidate an otherwise valid document. (2). Under state law
at the time of the bond issuance, the school board did not have a
corporate 'Went' y separate from that of the city and, under the
state law, the c y was liable for the properly made debts of the

school board. 3) The majority of the councirs'acceptance by
resolution of t e bond issuance was sufficient and the decision
was not require under state law to have been made by an
ordinance.

INDIANA ex re!. STANTON v. GLOVER, 155 U.S. 513 (1895)
Facts:,
A creditor sought reinbursement out of a school. district
trustee's official bond. The trustee had executed and delivered
promissory notes for school supplies without first procuring the
county commissio hers' approval as required by state law. State
law alsO provided that a trustee incurring a debt in a manner
contrary to state law was not only liable for his/ her bond but
also personally liable to the holder of any contract or other
evidence of indebtedness for the amount thereof. Finally, state
law provided that a trustee had no power to create a debt for
school supplies unless supplies suitable' and reasonably
necessary- had actually been delivered to and received by the
5

township. In his law suit the creditor alleged violation of the

trustee's obligation to comply with the terms of pis employment
mandated by state law but did not allege that .necessary and

suitable school supplies had actually bet rtuzsceived by the
township. In this case, he challenged the 'Over court's dismissal
of his claim.

ft if Allies.

creditor does not-allege, facts creating aar actual
debt, but only facts indicating.a violatiOn el the terms of the
(9x0)

c

schoo1,.district trustee's employment,. he does not have a
sufficien -lairn to reach the trustees official.emploYment bond.

ire k.ttler for a debt to arise for school supplies state law requires
that the supplies be suitable, reasonably necessary, and actually
received by the township. Since the creditor did not allege these
fact, he did not successfully allege the existence of a debt that

fJa. 4.) ,

could be paid' out of the official bond.

4-

NEW OttLk..ANS v. FISHER, A80 U.S. 185 (1901)
1-'acts:

.

_Fisher, a judgment ciedttoi of the board of c dii. alturr, brought
ari.action against c city of New Orleans to recover $10,000
taxes levied for the purpose of paying
OATS interest from t
expenses of the puilkti schools. Fisher alleged that these taxesconstituted a trust fun , that the city negligently failed to collect
the taxes punctually a also'never paid the board of education .

any interest due on t e taxes. The board of education had
refused w dernatid an ccounting from t e city.

tl o Iding ;

(7x0) When -a city has collected school t xes and penalties

Basis:

he schobl taxes collected were held in oust by the city, and the
creditors were entitled to the interposition of a court to recheck
the fund.

thereon, and has not paid these c011ections over to the school
board; judgment creditors of the board whose claims are
payable out of these taxes are entitled to an accountitig from the
city if the school board refused to demand it.

ATTORNEY GENERAL OF MICHIGAN ex rel. KIES v. LOWREY, 199
U.S. 233 11905)

Facts:

The state constitution requires the legislature to.establish and.
prpvide a system of public education. In accordance with this
6

JP'

requirement `the legislature passed laws establishing
school
districts. In 1881, four school districts
were
established
in the
townships of Somerset and-Moscow. In 1901.;
merged parts of the four 'original districts to.new legislation
create a new
district. This resulted in the old districts
loSing
control over
some of the schools they had previously
administered and also
altered the control orsChools within the two
case, the legislature's power to alter school townships. In this
district boundaries
was questioned.
Ht idirtg:

l'he state leg,islattit.e has absolle
povv,;( to make and
change the boundaries of subordinate
school districts. These governmentalmunicipalities, inclining
sub-divisions cannyt
claim constitutional protection from
alteration by state action.
1 tic unsuccessful
arguments are
the t-9.11StilltIi0iidi
gilarantees of republican governmentthat
(Article
unimpaired right of contract (Article L section IY)'-`a'nd of th-:
beer,
violated. Under state law the creation tf school luiipave
cle4cts
does
not create a contract between
suchidistricts
and
the Ogle. I-he
claim that property rights protected by
the
1-0,tirteenth
Amendment aViringued by the creation
of
a
new
district is
also rejected.
(9A.0)

op.

MONTANA ex rel. HAIRE v. RICE, 204 U.S. 2n
(1907)
FUCtii.

lAti act approved in 1889 *.!emitted
several states, including
Montkina to the Union. The act provided,
people of the territory about to become inter alia, (I) tharthe
delegates to a convention char ged with thea state .would choose
duty to create a state
constitution and gove5nrnent,. and (2) that
given to the State of Montana solely for the certain lands be
support of public
schools.
The Montana State Constitution further limited
the state
legislature's use of,such lands by re in
all assets for the
support of schools be invested and that o lythat
earned
interest be
used to pay 'school costs. In 1905, the -state
islature issued
bonds. The proceeds from the sale of These b nds
were to be
used to subsidize an addition to the
State-Normal
School.
The
bonds were to be secured by
proceeds
from
the
sale,
lease,
or
exploitation of the.lantis that had been granted
to
Montana
by
the federal government for the
support of the vhgols.
An architect who had performed
valuable services in the
construction of the Normal School sought
to be.paid from the'

proceeds of the bond issue. "I'he State Treasurer refused to nay,
claimingtl.141 the bond issue secured by proceedS from tth-e-sli-le,
or lease of school lands.- w,aS," in -violation of the state
constitutional requirement that only earned interest be used to
support the schools.

(9x0) A state constitution may properly limit the way in which
federal grants of land to-the state for the purpose of support of
the schools may be used, e.g., it may properly require that such
'assets not be spent and that+ only earned interest be expended

Holding:

--for---the-retraired- purpose.

where a federal-act. provides for the establishment of a state

Basi.v.kib

constitution and slate legislature and also entrusts that

- legislature with duties and powers, the legislature must, in

execs tirtg its authority, act in accordance with valid state
constitutional limitations.op the use of such power.

105 (1967)

SAILORS v. BOARD OF EDUCATION, 387

Rr

Facts:
2%4

In Michigan laal school boards are chosen in public elections.
each local board, without regard to the population of its
. Then
school districtThas anequal voice in the appointment of a five member county school board which performs functions that
al* essentially administrative rather than legislative: Voters
'challenged the constitutionality of this system whereby each
local school board, regardless of its district's 'population, has
one vote in the selection of .the county board.
(7) 2x0) A syst& providing for appointment of county school

Holding:

board officials by elected local school boa'rd t,officiais is
constitutional. There is no requirement that the state provide
.

for 'the general public election of administrative officials.
V

Bases:

1) There is no Fourteenth Amendment right to vote for

administrative officials. Where there is no right to vote for an
official the "one man, one vote" requirement does not obtain.
(2) The Court does not decide whether the state'may provide for

appointment rather than public election of local legislative
-

bodies.
8

to

MCINNIS v:-SHAPIRO, 293 F. SUPP.4327 (N.D. ILL. 948 ),affd sad, nom
MCINNIS v. OGILVIE, 394 U.S. 322 (1969)'
Alt

Facts:

cP*

"'he llllticzis satte system tor t funding of public sc ols i
based largely on pV)perty taxi . Maximumjaz. rates an 'als
inaximum rates fOr inde redness .,bond issuance) are set by
statute.. Variations.rin tax tee ;and progeny. value among
district per - pupil.
districts 'result in. la wide variation
eXpendi.tures However,.state grants and federal funds assure

each
distrita ,about $400 per pupil and thereby pl-ovide- a
e.

n level ofed uckian funding.1 n this case, stwie,tt4,from
nditures are Fifat4Vely to*.
polor districts whei'e pe.r-pu ii e
financing.
challenged the state system
i

Shoal

De ision:

Suciln1az ily atiirrried (gxl)

Holding.

(01 the three judge !owe' court). A state systenfKor tunding
public schools that relies largely on local property taxation, sets

maximumax rates, and thus mandates wide variation in perpupil expeSditures among districts is constitutional.
1

tic Evrteenth Amendment. Which guarantees due process

Basis:
,

and equal protection of the law, does not prohibit the state from
establishing a rational, decentralized system for funding
education based largely on local property 'taxes. The system is
not arbitrary nor is it based on invidious discrimination against
a racial, ethnic, or religious group. The system does ptovide a

minimum level of funding to all districts, and there is no
constitutional right to an educational fi.friding system based
solely on pUspil heeds or on absolute equality in per-pupil
spending.

L,

KRAMER v. UNION FREE SCHOOL. DIS' VICT NO. 15, 395 U.S..621
(1969)

Facts:

A bachelor, who neither owned nor le

in the district, challenged a New

d taxable real property

ork State statute that

prohibited residents, who were o erwise eligible to vote, from
voting in school district electio s unless they owned or leased
taxable real property within kte district or had children

attending the local public school.

Holding:

(bx3) A state statute denying residents of requisite age and
citizenship the right to vote in schoorboardielections because
9

%Kg,

it 9
-they doritit'OWft
Teri! pri;periy in th'' FizIttstrict or have
custody of public school children-is unconstitutional.
.

Basis:

.41

.1 he equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendinent
states thAft nO state shall deny persons equal protection of the
laws. 'Where the state is infringing on the right to vote. it must
shOw ithat there Is a compelling state interest; such state Intel es"

will he strictly scrutinized by the Court. In this case the Court
held that the statute is unconstitution4pecause the additional
voting requirements are broader than ne&ssarx in order to

limit -the pool of voters to those' "primarily interested in
educational issues Therefore, the Court did not rule on the
issue of whether or not such limitation of the pool of voters is a
compelling state interest.

TURNER v. FOUCHE, 396 U.S. 346 (1970)
Facts:
Black residents of tarmletty t...01Itit) ()cot
pie [c)usly
brought an action challenging the constitutioniiiity of the
system of' selection for juries and for school hoards. The system

in question providedhat a county school board of five

landowners be Selet.2-ted by a grand jury, which was chosen from

the jury list compiled by six jury commissioners. Although the
population of Taliaferro County was 60% percent black, all the
school_ board members were wj-iite. The trial court had ordered

that a new grand ury list be compiled. In so doing, the

commissioners, in a

rdance with their statutory powers,
"upright" and "intrIlyent." Another 225 persons, many of
eliminated 17.8 persons (4) whom 171 wire black) for not being

whom were black, were eliminated because the commissioners
were uninformed as to their qualifications. The resulting grand
jury list was 37% black. Black residents of the countychallenged the trial court's validation of this new grand jugy_tistN

Holding:

.(9x0) ( I ) A requirement that members of county boards of
education be lancionwers is unconstitutional. (2) Where a
disproportionate number of blacks arc excused from jury lists

as being unfit or because those drawing up the list have
insufficient information about the members of the black
community, either the state must prove there was no racial
discrimination or the courts will be constitutionally bound to
order corrective measures.
Bases:

(I) The equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment
does not permit a state to deny the privilege of holding public
10

office to some while extending it 'to others on the basis of,
distinctions. that violate constitutional guarantees. The requirement-that members of the board of education be landowners
violates the equal protection clause because there is no rational
state interest mandating such a- limitation on'the privilege of

holding public office. (2) While the county system for jury
selection does not require radial discrimination and is not
-unfair as written, its operation is presumed to have been in
violation of the Fourteenth Amendment since disproportionate
numbers of blacks were eliminated from the jury list. The state
offered no explanation to counter the resulting presumption of
racial discrimination..

HADLEY v. JUNIOR COLLEGE DISTRICT, 397 U.S. 50 (1970)
Facts:.

Missouri law permitted separate school districts to unite to
form a consolidated junior college district and then elect six
trustees to conduct and. manage the district's affairs. The
trustees weee-appottione,d among the school district on the
basis of "schbOl enumerations," which are defined as the
number of persons from age six through twenty. residing in each

school distrit. Within the Kansas City C011ege 'Pi,sti,icts a
school district having between 50(4 and 66 2/ 3% of the,
enumeration could elect three. or:.one-half of the trustees,
Similarly. a school district hax ing between 33 I ,1%and 50%) of

the total enumeration could elect two, or one-third of the
trustees One particular school district had 60% of the total

college district's "enlimeiatiro- but could elect only Sfri of the

ttirtees Residents of
con.littitionality of th

'Ip?

,.-hoot

-.1;f.tvicr

cl.al'enped the

its
51 oleVey e

Basis:

(6x3). When members of an elected body aro chosen from
separate school districts. the apportionment of members must
insure that equal numbers of otets in each district an ote for
proportionally equal numbers of officials A cyst" of truoeePPortionrnent that consistently discriminates rr fat or of
smaller districts onconstimtional
Whenever a state or local government decides to select persons.

by popUlar election to perform governmental functions, the
equal protectionclause of the Fourteenth Amendment requires

that each qualified voter have in equal opportunity to
participate in inat election In the establishment of voting
II

districts for such elections, the principle of "one man, one vote"
must be followed as far as practicable.

ASKEW v. 1-1ARGRAVE, 401 U.S. 476'(1971)

Facts:

In 1968. Florida enacted a new law concerned with the
financing of public education through state tunding and
ad valorem taxes assessed' by each school; district. Thelocal
law

provided that a school district must limit ad Valorem taxes to 10
mills of assessed valuation in order to be eligible to receive stater

funding. The 10 mill limit was challenged as being dis-5

Holding:

Bases:

criminatory against school children of property poor districts,
since 10 mills would produce less money in those districts. The
federal district court invalidated this section of the law on
federal constitutional grounds without considering the effect of
the entire law on the funding of public education. Before the
federal taw suit was filed, a State court action challenging the 10
mill limit on state constitutional grounds had been begun.
(per curiam" 8 flx10) (1) Federal district courts should not
decide federal , constitutional questions when the same
controversy is challenged in state court on state constitutional
grounds. If decided on state constitutional grounds, there
-would no longer be a need to determine the federal questions
involved. (2Y Where the effect of an entire funding program on
the amount of _money available per pupil is crucial to a
determination of the federal equal protection issue, the court
should not invalidate()ne section oft he new legislation without
considering the effect of the entire low.

(1) Where a remedy is available .under state law, a federal

constitutional claim cannot be decided until the issue of state
law has been decided. This policy avoids friction between the
states and the federal courts and prevents the unnecessary
decision of federal constitutional claims, since a complainant
who prevails on state grounds will have no need to pursue a
federal claim. (2)11-he equal protection clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment requires that persbns not be denied equal
protection of the laws. The operation of a law in its entirety
must be examined to determine witeThikr it results in a violation

of this' constitutional mandate.
12

GORDON v. LANCE, 403 U.S. 1(1971)
Cts:

A West Virginia statute requires a 60% voter approval of
measures which add to the public debt or which increase
taxation over a certain ,amount. A 'proposal calling for the
issuance of general obligation bonds was submitted to the
voters. By separate ballot, voters were also asked "to, authorize

the Board of Education to levy additional taxes to suppokt
current expenditures and capital improvements." The
proposals were defeated because the required 60% voter
approval was not attained. Certain voters in favor of the
proposals sought to have the 60% rule declared un-

constitutional: They claimed that the schools are in great need
of improvement, that their level of quality is far below the state
average, and that four similar proposals received majority votes
but failed due to the 60% rule.

Holding:

(6x3) A state law requiring, for bond issue approval or
additional taxation. ratification by 60% rather than a simple
majority of the voters in a referendum election is constitutional.

Basis:

The laws requiring more than a simple majority for rOtification
of certain questions do not violate the equal prbtecton clause
Of the Fourteenth Amendment unless the questions singled out
1151"7.7HTrtractment cause the laws to act unfairly as to any
identifiable class of persons. Because the 60% rule in this case
applies. to all bond issues and taxes for whatever purpose, it
does nrit discriminate apninidentif.,ble class

SAN ANTONIO I.NDEPENDFNir

gt

TVIRT !PICT'

v.

RODOvv:vir-7.. 411 U R. 1 (197w)

relfor-Or.

T he financing of public elementary and secondary schools in
Texas comes from state and local funding. Almost half of the
revenues are derived from the state's Minimum Foundation
Program which is designed to provide a minimum educational

offering in every school in the state The school districts as a

unit provide 20%. of the funding for this program. Eachdistrict's share is apportioned under a formula designed to
reflect its relative tax-paying ability and each district raises
these funds by means of a property tax. All .districts raise
additional monies to support their schools. This revenue source

varies with the value of taxable property in the disrict and
results in large disparities in per7pupil spending,

districts. In this case, a class representing studentVwh are

,
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'minority group menibers or poor and who live in school

districts having a low tax base challenged .the. validity of this
is widely used in the United
funding system. Such a sys
States to fund public educat n.

Holding:

(5x4) A funding system based on the local priiperty tax that
provides a 'minimum educational offering to all students and
that reasonably serves to further the legitimate, state'goal of
universal, public.education is constitutional.

Basis:

The equal protection claus.e. of the Fourteenth Amendment
requires that a- strict test

state law be applied when the law

involved operates to the disadvantage of a suspect class of
persons or interferes with the exercise of rights and liberties
eXplicitly or implicitly protected by the 'Constitution. Here,

there is no suspect class since students of all incomes and races
suffer alike, 'depending on the tax base of the district in which
they attend school. There is n'o loss of a fundamental right since
education, in itself, is not constitutionally protected and since

the minimum education guaranteed to every student, is

sufficient for the exercise of protected political (voting) and
First Amendment (expression) rights. Therefore, the financing
system must be rationally related merely to a legitimate state

purpose to meet the requirements under the Fourteenth
Amendment. It is noted that ritatf- constitutions may still
"quire stricter

14

II.

CHURCH-STATE RELATIONSHIPS
IN EDUCATION
t

Reviewer: Marion A. McGhehey
Executive Secretary,
National Organization on
Legal Problems of EducationCases involving church-state relationships arise primarily out of the First
Amendment to the r.. S. Constitution which provides that "Congress shq11
make no law respecting an-establishment of religion of prohibiting the free
exercise thereof." The prohibitions against Congressional action found in the
First Amendment have been applied to the states through the due process

clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution. Restrictions
against state action may be found in state statutes; rules and regulations of the

state educatiop agency; policieS, rules, and' regulations of local school
districts; and the actions of school personnel taken under color of state laws.

The first phrase: of the First Amendment is customarily called the
.

"establishment" clause. Two types of classifications of cases fall within the
establishment classification: cases involving the activity of states in promoting
as prayer of Bible reading, and cases
religion through religious practices
involving the use of tax revenue to aid church-related institutions.
Bible reading and the use of the Lord's Prayer were held unconstitutional in
Abington v. Sehernpp and relatted cases. Released time programs for religious
instruction on school premise' was held unconstitutional in McCollum, but
released time where the program itself was conducted away from the school

was upheld in Zorach v. Clausen. The Court found unconstitutional an'
Arkansas statute which prohibited teachers in state-supported schools from

teaching the Darwinian theory. of the evolution of man in Epperson v.

Arkansas.
While state tax revenue aid which tended to benefit the child rather than the
Sectarian institution has been upheld as to textbooks in Cochran and pupil
transportation in Everson, more direct forms of aid have been unconstitutional. The loan of textbOoks to parochial schools was, upheld in the
.Allen .and in Meek v. Pittenger cases, but salary supplements and other forms
of direct aid for the payment of the salaries of teachers. in parochial schools

..was held unconstitutional in related cases. Tuition reimbursements and
15
CS

.

-income tax credits to 'parents of .nonpublic school chikren were found

unconstitutional in Nyquist and Sloan, as were funds reimbursing nonpublic
schools for certain administrative services in Levitt.
'There are relatively' few cases involving the "free exercise clause:" The
Court upheld the validity of Mandatory flagsalute in Gobitis, only to reverse
itself a few years later in Barnette..

PIERCE v. SOCIETY OFSISTERS, 268 U.S. 510 (1925)
Facts:

An Oregon law which was to take effect in September, 1926,
required. all normal children between the ages of eight and
sixteen to' attend public schools until the completion of the

eighth grade. Even before becoming enforceable, the law
seriously impaired the operation of sectarian. and secular

private schools within the state. Its enforcement would perhaps
result in the destructiOn of well-establishe, private elementary

school corporations and vruld greatly diminish the value of

property Tong held for,thatiptirpose. In this case, private school
corporations sought a court order restraining enforcement of
this law.

tr.

Holding:

(9x0)' The state may reasonably regulate all 'schools and may
require that all children attend some school, but the state may
not deny children the right to attend adequate private schools
and force them to attend only public schools.

navf-F

The Fourteenth Amendment protects persons from arbitrary
statesaCtion impairing life, liberty, or property interests. ( 1 ) The

act requiring children to attend only public primary schools-is

not reasonably related to a legitimate state purpose since

children could be adequately educated in private, as well as in
public. schools. (2) The 'act urireasonalsly interferes with the
liberty of parents to direct the education of their children (3)
The property interests of the private school corporations are
severely threatened by the airec impairmenr of the, liberty of
their stiicients and patrons.
COCHRAN v. LOUISIANA. STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION. 281 U.S.
370 (1930)

Facts:

A state law required that tax money be spent to supply text
books to all school children at no charge. Public and private

school students, including students of private, sectarian schools
were benefited by the program. Suit was brought by .a group of
16

taxpayers in -Louisiana to. restrain the state board of eduction
from expending funds to purchase schoolbooks and to supply
to the school children of the state, on the
them free of

rounds that it violated the Constitution.
Holding:

(9x0) A state statute providing secular textbooks to school

children attending private sectarian schools as well as to those
. attending public schools-is constitutional.
.

.

The Fourteenth Amendment forbids the states froin depriving
a person of life, liberty or property wttbout Niue process-cif laity.
However, the provision of secular texts to all school children
serves a public interest and does not benefit the private interest
of church schools or of parents of parochial school students in
such, a way as to violate the dueyprocess clause.

Basis:

EVERSON v.-BOARD OF EDUCATION,,330 U.S. 1(1947)

A New Jersey statute authorized its local school districts to
make rules and contracts for the transportation of children to

Facts:

and from schools. Acting in accordance with this statute, a local
board of education reimbursed parents of-school children for
the bus fares of students to-and from school. While the statute

excluded students of private schools operated for profit, it
included children who attended private, sectarian schools. In
this case, a taxpayer challenged the constitutionality of such
payments made to the parents of children attending these
private, sectarian schools

n Miry

07

(5x4) A law authorizing reimbursement of the parents of school
children for the bliq fares of their children to and from private,

sectarian schools. when included in a gi-neral program of
reimbursement fpr
constitutional

bus fares of pUblir'

rhildren, is

( I) The due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment

forbids state action which deprives persons of life, liberty, or
property without due process of law. However, the claim that
reimbursement for bus fares taxes the public in order tp serve
the private desires of those sending their children to private,
sectarian schools, and is therefore prohibited by the Fourteenth
Amendment, is .Without -merit. The state can properly decide
that the safe transportation of a Irschool children is in the public
17

interest. (2) The establisiment clause of the First Amendment,
made applicable to the states by the Fourteenth Amendment,
prohibits state( establishment of religion. However, the
provision of governmental services such as police and fire
protection, sewage lines and sidewalks, or general reimburseMent for school bus fares, without which the church schools

would be severely hampered, is .viewed, by the Court as
neutrality toward religion rather than' as, support of it:

ILLINOIS ex rel. MCCOLLUM v. BOARD OF EDUCATION, 333 U.S.

20 (1948)
Facts:

An Illinois 'school board permitted representatives of several
religions to teach religion classes to those students in grades
four through nine whose parents signed cards indicating that
they wanted than to attend. The classes were held during
school hours and inside the school building. Students whb
'attended the classes were excused froth their secular schedule
for that period of time. Other students remained in their regular
classes. In this case, a taxpayer challenged the constitutionality
of the program.

Holding:

!etx I) A program permitting religious instruction within
public schools during school hours and excusing studetits
attending such a class 'from a part of the secular schedule is
unconstitutional.

Pay is

The First Amendment prohibits state establishment of religion

(3

and requires the separation of church and state. The Court
finds the program allowing the use of state buildings for
religious instruction and providing state support of religious
class attendance. through appliCation of the compulsory
attenclanc-e law, to he unconstitutional because it ftlit; to
t

ZORACif v
Pact c..

tii(1 (*f rIttirrfi

rfrilvirvwfi

Lztptr

AUSON. 343 U.S. 306 (0 942)

New York City had a program of "released time" religious
instruction under which public school students are permitted.
on their parents' written request. to leave the building during
school hours-to go to religious centers forinstruction or prayer.

I

Thestudents who are not released for religious purposes are
required to stay in school. All costs or the program and all
18

facilities for it are -paid for and provided by the religious

organizations. Public funds are not expehded for the program
and religious classes are not held in the public school
Taxpayers, who are residents of New York City and whose
Children attend its public schools, challenged the present law,
contending it is in essence not different from the one involved in
itiecolltim (supra).

411

..
Basis:

(6x3) A law that allows public schools to adjust their schedules
in order to release children for religious instruction Outside the
schools' facilities and that requires no state fina. ncial support of
such instruction
is constitutional.
,

By releasing children from school for religious instruction, the

state has not acted counter to the First Amendment which
prohibits laws creating a state establishment of religion and
laws denying the free exercise of religion.
ENGEL v. VITALE, 370 U.S. 421 (1962)"

Facts:

-

A local hoard of education, acting under authority of a New
York State law, ordered a 22-word nondenominational prayer
to be said aloud by each class, in the presence of a teacher, at the

beginning of each scll the,y. The prayer had been composed
h\- the Hoard c). f reeltnts which had also established the
procedure for its recitation. Those children not wishing to pray
were to he excused from the exercise.
Parents brought this action to qallenge the constitutionality
of both the state law which alithori7ed the school district to
mandate the use of prayer in public schoolsk and the school
CI ;tit

II

h`ir;rf

Bacic

irt

artii,T,

ejefrTing I c,cif:ifirbn elf f hicz

ricraVey

1 x 1) State encouragement r,f the regular reeitat;,,) of prsivf-,
in the public Lzehctol svctent iti lencorwitiitional

(S

The statute providing for prayer recitation in the public schools

is in direct violation of the first Amendment prohibition of a
state establiaime t of religion
11 .

r

ABINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT v. SCHEMPP, MURRAY v.
CURLETT, 374 U.S. 203 (1963)
.
Facts:

A Pennsylvania Law required that 10 Bible verses be read with

no comment at the beginning of the school day_ The Bible
19
ft-, LJ

readings were to he followed by the recitation of the Lord's
Prayer, held in the school building and conducted by public

school personnel. On written parental reqUest, a child could he
excused froth the exercise. Baltimore adopted a similar rule for
school system. The Schempp. and Murray .families
challenged the constitutionality of the practice required by state
its

statute and local regulations, respectively.

is unconstitutional for a. state law to pr. ote the
reading of verseVrom the Bible and the recitation of
r On
school grounds under the supervision of school personnel
during, school hours, even when attendance is not compulsory.

Holding:

'(5 - 3x I) It

Basis:

The establiShment clause of the First Amendment, made
applicable to the states. by the Fourteenth Amendment,
requires the states to be neutral toward .religion and forbids
state establishment of religion. A law requiring a ,prayer at the
beginning of the school day is an impermisSible establishment
cif religion, whether or not students are forced to participate.

CHAMBERLIN 1,...DADE COUNTY BOARD OF mimic
INSTRUCTION, 377 U.S. 402 (1964j
Forts:

A Florida statute required devotional Bible treading and the
recitation -of- prayers in the Florida public schools. I he state

supreme court found the statute to he constitntieltial
torida decision wars challenged in this :ii.tion

ff-14,47..0

The

(pet etiriarn 6, lac()) A state s'atute may not authorize the
reading of Rible ver:es

H

grotinclq.. (luring "f 11o1

T on sch,.01
,

;.:;,

nivi h. l
,Schempp
This case follows
(vtipro. in which the Cotut held that school prayer laws are in

..iolation of the First and Fourteenth Arnenciments.in that they
St:Ite PsIahlishrne nt of religion

BOARD OF EDUCATION v. ALLEN, 392 U.S. 236 (1,968)

Facts:

A New York State law required local public school authorities

to lend textbooks free of charge to both public and private-

school students in grades seven *through twelve. In this case, a
20
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local schoOl board, desiring to block the allocation of state
funds for students of private, religious schools, challenged the
constitutionality 'of the, statute.
Holding:

filk

,(5I 1x3) A law which, provides for the statesubsidized loan of

secular -textbooks to private, as well as to public, school
students is constitutional.

Basis:

The First .Amendment proscribes laws which 'create a state
'establishment of religion. Since' the books loaned are part of a
general program to further the secular education of all students
and are not, in fact, used to teach religion, the program is not
theref re an 'establishment of religion. The Court also notes
that th state aid goes to parents and students rather than to the
religio s schools directly and therefore would not be a state
establishment of religion.

WALZ v. TAX COMMISSION, 397 U.S. 664 (1970)
Facts:

A NeW York City law provides property tax exemptions f)1t>4.1
nonprofit religious, educational, or charitable enterprises. A
real estate owner argued that the exemption indirectly requires

him to make a contribution to religious institutions and

therefore is unconstitutional.

II °Hint;

(6/ 2x1) A law permitting a tax exemption for nonprofit
religious, educational. 4-1' c'ha I itn hle enterprises is con.
stitutional

T he First Amendment prohibits the state establishment of
religion and the excessive entanglement of the church and the
state. Tax exemptions for religious institutions are historically
--,- sanctioned as being neutral toward. rather than supportive of.
religion. The in ourt finds thM such exemptions Ippr, rsther
than incteace, chnrch ctate e.ntanglernent
LEMON v. KURT7.MAN. FAR1.F.V v. TIICF.NSO. 403 U.S. 602 (1971)
("Leman I7)
Facts:
This case raised questions about Pennsylvania and Rhode
d statutes which provided for state aid to church-related
elementary and secondary schools. Both statutes were enacted
with the objective of aiding the quality of secular education in
the nonpublic -schools. The constitutionality of both statues
was challenged.
21
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J.

'The Rhode 'Island statute supplemented the salari

of

teachers of secular At bject-s in nonpublic elementary schcials so

that these schools could attct competent teachers. The

of the teacher's annual.
supplement Could not exceed
salary, and the salary itself, when supplemented, could not
exceed the maximum paid public school teachers. The teacher
had to be certified, to he employed at a nonpublic school at
which the average per-pupil expenditure on secular education
was less than the average in the public schools, to teach only
dourses offered in the public schools, and to use only
instructionaLmaterials used in the public schools. Teachers also

had to agree in writing not to teach a' course in religion. In
Rhode Island the nonpublic elementary schools serve about
25% of the student population. and:about 95%. of these schbols

are affiliated with the Roman Catholic church.
The Pennsylvania statute authorized the state to reimburse

nonpublic schools solely for their actual expenditures for

teachers' salaries, textbooks. agd instructional materials which
were used for secular courses. The subsidized course had to be
also offered by the public schools. The nonpublic schools had
to maintain prescribed accounting procedures and had to have

n f rirr

texts and instructional materials approved by the state. The
statute benefited schools which served more than 20% of the
total number of students in the state. More than 96% of these
students attended church-related schools, most of which were
affiliated with the Roman Catholic church.
(5/ 3x1) (1) A law providing a state subsidy for nonpublic
school teachers' salaries is unconstitutional, even where the
funds are paid only to teachers of secular subjects. (2) A laW
providing for statr r,-imbursernens to nonpublic schools for
1hr. trnsiirip (If cerlilrir slIbfretR algo
expenses incurred
1,R

;

It 111 r

FOrrs-i.

TIS.titliii0flqi.

Roth statutes are unconstitutional under .the establishment

clause of the First Athendment insofar as they create an

excessive entanglement between government and-religion. To
be valid, a statute must (1) have a secular legislative purpose; (2)

have a principal effect which neither advances nor inhibits

religion; and (3) not foster "an excessive government entangle-,
mew. with. religion." As to the Rhode Island program, statesubsidized teachers would have to be monitored extensively by
the state to assure that they did not teach religion. This would
involve an excessive entanglement between chtirch and state.

As to the Pennsylvania program, the aid would be .directly
22

I)

liven to the nonpublic schools This. combined with the
surveillance and accounting prOcedgres that would be required,

would create excessive. church-state entanglement and excessive 'state supporof religion.

JOHNSON v. SANDERS, 319 F. Supp. 421 (U. Conn. 1970), gerd; 403 U.S.

955 (1971)

Facts:

A 1969 Connecticut act autho ed the state to reimbuoese
private schools for part of th expenses for texts and teachers'
salaries incurred by them in he teaching of secular subjects.
The act would require extensive ate regulation of the religious
schools which make up the majority of potential beneficiaries
since it would requite that state funds be used only for secular
texts and secular teachers' salaties. In addition, the act would
mandate that a fraction of the student body ()Peach beneficiary

school be admitted. oh a nonreligious basis: The fraction would

equal the percentage of the total yearly budget of the school
paide'by state funds under the act, In this case, state residents
and taxpayers challenged the constitutionality of this aid to
sectarian sChOols.

Decision:,

Summarily affirmed (8x I)

!Folding:

(of the three-judge lower court) A state law reimbursing
religious schools for: the teaching of secular courses and

resulting in state support of education ina setting surrounded
by sectarian observances and offered to a student body largely
restricted to a religious group is unconstitutional. Such a law
requiring extensive state 'regulation of the daily operation of
religi'ous schools in order to assure that state funds are used to
pay only for secular texts and teachers is unconstitutional.
Bases:

The establishment clause of the First Amendment prohibits
laws which re4lilt, in state sponsorship of, or excessive
involvement with, religion. (1) The state support of secular
courses taught in religious school surroundings and to a
sectarian student body is unconstitutional state support of
religion: (2) The state regulation of the sectarian schools iri their
use of the subsidy funds would result in excessive entanglement
between church and state.

WISCONSIN v. YODEL, 406 `U.S. 205 (1972)

Members of the Old Order Amish religious community, a

Facts:

Christian sect that has been a distinct and identifiable group for.
three centuries, were convicted of violating Wisconsin's
compulsory school attendanc'e law. The law required parents to ,

send -their children to school until age .sixteen: The Amish.
refus&I to send their children to any formal school, public or
priva,te, beyond the eighth grade because they believed that
further formal education would seriously impede their
children's preparation for atilult life and for religious-practice
within the. Amish commun.' les. The ArqSh did provide their
teenagersWith substantial practical training at home for Amish
adulthood. Further, it was shcown that the children would most
likely be 'self-sufficienit citizens.. -tfie Amish challenged the
constitutionality of the school attendance law as applied to
i

them.

Holding:
.

(51/2/ 3x1/2) Where compulsory school attendance beyond the,
eighth grade will have a detrimental effect on an established
reli;gious community's way of life. in which religioUs belief and

practice are' inseparable from daily work, the comptklsory

attendance law must yield to the parents' desires as to the form
of their children's education.
Persic!

The compulsory attendance law violates the free exercise clause
of the First Amendment. Since the religious belief and practice
of the Amishis inseparable from their daily way of life, a law

that interfere,* with Amish life also infringe upon the free
exercise of their religipn. The state may infringe on this right.
fof a cr)rnpelling reason. S iftce the Amish way of life is not

analogous to a health or safety hazard to the children and does
not tend to create adults incapable of responsible citizenship or
self sufficiency, the state cannot successfully argue that it is
empowered' as parens patrie to override t he rnr,-,%,q

for

the benefit of their children.

LEMON *v. K 1.T RTZM A N, 411 U.S.. 192 (1973) ("Lemon II")

Facts:

A Pennsylvania law had provided for state reimbursement of

sectarian schools for secular education functions that they'
performed. The state was to monitor the programs to assure
that state funds Were spent on only secular courses of
instruction. No attempts were made to enjoin the operation of
24
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the program, althougAz a lav,. suit challenging the law's +.4.ilidity

was begun soon after it was passed. Relying on the statute,
sectarian schools entered into contracts with the state foi
perla mance of and compensation fot ser% ices. -I he Court
later invalidated the statute in I .etmin I 6tipra). 1 he iedei al
district court then enjoined the ttte iot leirnhursernent

ser\ ices perloimed after the law was i ti alidated but permitted
payments lot services petta med prior to that date. including
Nei Ices performed during thc 1970 71.school yea! h this case
the plow iety of state payments to tcltgious schools lot set vik:...es
per formed- in 1970-71 was challenged.

(4 1 s.3) Itcli6t..)tib school:. that

L44..

t

it,'

ICilill(Pti.sl.:1114.1i

a state law reasonably presumed to Le .aild'and that arc
t be compensated for only secular sei ices performed prior to
invalidation of the relevant state law may be allowt4d to
ju
receive the' compensation for which they contracted.
u

(1) I he di&trict court is pct Wilted

Liice3e.s.

1.101,tt,Iting

a remedy. Here, it reasonably permitted payment for services
rendered in reliance on the law=s validity. (2) 1-hete is no
violation of the First Amendment establishment c se since no
excessive entanglement between church and S, to qui result

because the program cannot cOntinue beyond these. Einar
payments; and the services, that have already been performed
by the religious schools, were monitorcd.in order to assure that
they were secular in nature.

cOMMISSION FOR PUBLIt EDuk. A I ION AND
'RELIGIOUS LIBERTY, 413 U.S. 472 (1973)
LEVIT I

Facts:

v

A New York State statute enabled the legi:$14.1till c to apps ow late

funds to reimburse nonpublic schools for the performance of
various services. required by the state. Of these services, the
most expensive is the administration, grading, compiling, and
repo-rting of test results.- There are two types of tests
administered in the Schools: the state-prepared tests, such as
Regents exams and student aptitude tests: and the traditidnal

in-school, teacher-prepared tests. The latter` make up the
overwhelming majority of the tests. A lump sum per pupil was
allotted annually under the statute and the beneficiary--7
nonpublic schools wee not required to account for the money
received or to specif§ how it was spent. In this case, a grobp of
New York State taxpayers challenged the validity of the statute.
25
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Holding:

(8x1) A statute which authorizes the state to reimburse

rfonpublic schools for state-required student services, e.g..
testing, and which does not limit such reimbursement to the
secular functions of such schools is unconstitutional.
I he .First Amendment prusci ibes laws creating a state
establishment of religion. Where the state allocates tun
directly t.2191-igious schools. and especially where the use of
such fuhds is not limited to secular functions, there is

Basis:

impel rnissible state support of religion

COMMIT1E.E FOR PUBLIC LDUCA11ON AND Rki.1(,.101.;s
1.113F RTV v. N )(QUIST, '413 U.S. 756 (1973) r

Facts:

The State of' New York established.three
progr arils
for non pu.blic elementary and secondary schools. One program
was to supply funds,to qualifying nonpublic schools for repair
and maintenance of equipment and facilities. Another provided

for a tuition reimbursement to low-income parents with
children enrolled in elementary or secondary nonpublic

schools. The third program provided for a state income tax
credit to middle-income parents with children enrolled in
nonpublk Schools. Most of the schools that were to benefit
from these programs were sectarian schools. A group a
taxpayers challenged the validity of the laws authorizin%g the
expenditure or state funds for the benefit of such institutions.
46. 1x2) (1) A law providing tot duect payments to sectarian
schools for repair and maintenance of equipment and facilities
is unconstitutional. even when limited to 509' of comparable
state aid to public schools. (2) Tuitibn reimbursements and
income tax credits for parents of nonpublic school children are

unconstitutional, even if the dollar amount of the reim-

bursements is a statistically small portion. of the total Tuition'?
paid.
s:
A

s

'

Amendment, a. state law must (I) reflect a clearly secular
legisiativepurpose; (2) have a primary effect that neither
advanCes,e7noi inhibits
religiOn; and (3) avoid excessive
,
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provisions directly support the enrollment of children in
religious schools and therefore unconstitutionally advance

religion; and the potential for continuing political strife over
furtliter appropriations to aid religion creates an excessive state
entanglement with religion.
SLOAN v. LEMON, 413 U.S. 825 (1973)

Facts:

In an earlier case. Lemon I (supra). the Court ruled that a law
aiding nonpublic elementary and secondary education was

unconstitutional. The law in that case provided for reimbursement of sectarian schools for expenses incurred in the teaching

of nonsectarian courses. The Court ruled that the state
supervision necessary to guarantee that the aid would benefit
only secular activities would foster "excessive entanglement"

between church and state. In an attempt to avoid the

entanglement problem, the Pennsylvania legislature enacted a

law under which the state could reirriburse -parents with
children in nonpublic schools for a portion of their tuition
expenses. This new law specifically precluded stale regulation
of the schools and imposed no restrictions on the uses to which
allotments could be put by beneficiary parents. In this case, the
validity' of the new law was challenged.
_

Holding:

(7x2) A law providing for State reimbursement of parents with
children enrolled in sectarian schools for tuition paid to such
schools is unconstitutional.

Basis:

)
a state
The First Amendment proscribes laws creating

establishment of religion. State payment to parents of children
in sectarian schools encourages enrollment in such schools and
therefore unconstitutionally supports religion with state funds.
WHEELER v. BARREFIA, 4.17 U.S. 402 (1974)

Facts:

Title I, which provides funding for remedial programs for
educationally deprived children.in areas with a high concentra-

tion of children from low-inCome families, is the first federal
aid-to-education program authorizing assistance for private, as
well as public!, school children. The primary responsibility for
designing and, effectuating a Title I program rests with .the
"local educational agency," e.g., the .local school board. The
plan must then be approved by,the state educational agency and

by the U.S. Commissioner of Education. In order to be,,
27
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approved at the state,jeve1 the plan must provide eligible private

school students with services that are "comparable in quality,
scope, and opportunity for participation tO those provided for
public school children with neecis of equally high priority." The
lays, does not require that identical servicesbe provided nor does
it intend that state constit utiona pending proscriptions, e.g..
those against the use of public funds to employ private school
teachers, be preempted as a condition for accepting federal
unds.

-

Altkough most of Missouri's 1 itle inone,. was .pent to
cmploy remedial teachers, state officials had refused to
appropi late any money to pay r ronpublic school teachers
wor king during regular school hours However, some Title I
1

funds were allocated to nonpublic schools. In this Case, parents
of nonpublic 'school students argued that state school officials
were illegally approving Title 1 programs that did not offer
comparlible services to their children.
ultills,g

0 3,\11

I itle l's requrrCrrrcrrt that compar able bey., 1C,CS be

pr ovided to private school children does not require a state to
administer a program calling for the use of 'rifle I teachers in
nonpublic schools during regular school hours. Where such a
program would be contrary to state law, officials may
formulate alternative plans.
I he decision is based on htle

et41111ellle 11t that compai able.

although not identical, services be provided for eligible private
school students. The issue of whether or not the First
Amendment would per mit Title I subsidy of teachers working
within nonpublic schools is not decided in this case.
f11t:11.1

OCA:

1'11 11..Nl.ER, 421 U.S. 349 (1975)

In order to assure that nonpublic school children would receive
auxiliary services, textbooks, and instructional materials which
were provided free to public school children, the Pennsylvania
General Assembly passed two acts in. 1972. Act '194 authorized
state provision of Alisciliary services including -counseling,
testing, and remedial education for the educationally disadvantaged. These services were to be provided within the nonpublic
schools but staffed by employees of the public schoor system.

Act 195 authorized the lending of secular textbooks, either
directly or through an intermediary, to nonpublic- school
children. It also authorized the lending of other instructional
28
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f.

materials and equipment directly to the nonpublic schools. The'

great majority of schools that were to benefit from the laws

were sectarian schools. In this case, the validity of the two acts
was challenged.
H aiding:

Basis:

3x3) (I) An act authorizing the state-subsidized loan of

secular texts to nonpublic, as well as to public school students.
is constitutional. (2) An act authorizing substantial direct aid to
the educational function of sectarian schools is unconstitutional. State provisions of personnel or of instructional
materials that could he used for religious, as well as secular,
education constitutes such substantial direct aid and therefore
is unconstitutional.

.I he establishment clause of the First Amendment, made
applicable to the states by the Fourteenth -Amendment,
prohibits state support of religious institutions. While the
Court allows the state loan of secular texts to nonpublic, as Well

as to public, school children, it finds that the provision of

millions of dollars of additional aid to sectarian schoOls is too
direct and substantial an aid to the total educational function of
such schools. to be constitutional. The provision of staff or of
materials, susceptible of use in religious, as well as secular,
instruction is -unconstitutional because it would require
excessive state entanglement with religious institutions in order

to insure that state -aid is not used to support the religious

function of such institutions. The Court also notes the

pro ability of political entanglement as the result of legal suits
er future appropriations of funds largely for the benefit of
sectarian schools.

MER v. BOARD OF UBL1C' WORKS, 426 U.S. 736 (1976)*

Facts:

la

s

ute authorized state aid to any private

institution of higher learning. within the state which met certain

minimum criteria. Excluded were institutions which award
only seminarian or theological degrees. The aid was in the form,
of an annual subsidy based on the number of students enrolled,
but not including those enrolled in religious programs of study.
*For similar cases permitting state aid (construction funds for building to be
used for secular purposes) to church-affiliated institutions of higher education

see Tilton v. Richardson. 403 U,S. 672 (1971) and Hunt v. McNair, 413 U.S. 734
(1973). These cases include in their reasoning the distinction made in Roemer
between higher education and elementary-secondary education in terms of the
pervasiveness of the religious influence.
.
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More than two-thirds of the colleges receiving aid had no
religious a Ili ha Lion Institutions found eligible under the

statute were requited to use the funds only lot secular purposes,
to keep them in a separate account, and to keep records of their
expenditure'.. These records were subject to review by a state
agency to assure secular use of the 1-L441C1s x111 thi+, case. Maryland

citi/ens and taxpayers challenged the program and statute as.
unconstitutional
ultling:

2.-i)

:NuAttitc

that ploy ides fitiankAai Lilo to pi IN.:ate

institutions of highei education having student bodies not
primal ily enrolled in
Tented programs, that
requires such aid be sperit only for secular purposes, and that
establishes a s) stem of reporting of accounts to insure that
kinds arc so spent is constitutional
Basca;

In ot del to be constitutional a statute must ( 1 ) have a seeulai
legislatRe purpose, (2) have a primary effect which ne,ither.
,advances or inhibits religion; and (3) not result in excessive
church=state entanglement In addition to finding the statute to

conform to the first part of this three-part test; the Court
distinguished between .education in kindergarten thropgh

mi,hui grade and .higher education in applying parts two and
three of the test Mor6 specifically, the Court concludes that the
religious element is less pervasive in church-related colleges and

universities than in parochial elementary and secondary

schools.
WOI.N1AIN
FUCC.1.'

WA1.1 ER,

U.S.1..NN

-$861 (June 24, 1977)

A 1CCCIII. Ohio LANA 1n ovialiag spite aid to nonpublic c.:Icinentaly

and secondary schools was challenged by a group.of citizens
and tdxpayers. Most of the schools standifig to benefit from the
program are sectarian institutions.
The statute authorizes the provisions of the following: (I)
secular texts. (2) standardized testing and dignostic services,
(3) therapeutic and remedial services adminiStered by public
school personnel at religiously ne4tral locati6ns.(4) instructional materials and equipment Comparable to tlibse supplied
to public schools, and (5,), transportation
and citlie.rservics for
,..
field trips. r
Holding:

(61/2 x2V-,) A state may constitutionally stipplyoe.cred\rian private..

schools with the following: (I) secular texts which are approved
30
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4

by public school authorities and which are loaned to private
school students, or their parents. (2) standardized tests and
scorings services such as are used in the public schools.
provided that nonpublic school personnel are not involved in
test

drafting or scoring and nonpublic schools are not

reimbursed for costs of test .administration, (3) diagnostic
speech. hearing, and psychological services performed in the
nonpublic schools by public school personnel, and (4)
therapeutic guidance tend remedial ser\iices staffed by public
school personnel and performed in religiousl.y neutral territory,
i.e..

not on private school grounds. A state may not

constitutionally provide nonpublic schools with instructional
equipment rind materials or with field trip transportatiOn and
sery ices.

Bases:

A statute. under the establkshment clause of the l-irst
Amendment, must. have a secular legislative purpose, a

principal eefect that is religiously neutral, and must not foster
excessive government entanglement with religion. By this
standard, the state provisiap of seculiCr textS, standardized.
tests, diagnostic and therapcutic or -remedial Services as
described above is constitutional. The loan of instructional

materials to the private schools rather than to individual

4

students is excessive state aid to the advancement of religion
and is-unconstitutional. The state support of nonpublic school
field trips is a benefit to sectarian education rather than to
individual students and is therefore unconstitutional state aid
to sectarian education. Also, the state surveillance of field trips
which would be required to insure their secular nature would
result in unconstitutional church-state entanglement.

III. STUDENT RIGHTS AND
RESPONSIBILITIES
Reviewers: Henry S. 'Lufler, Jr.
Assistant Dean
School of Education
University of Wisconsin

MicI4el A. Roth
Student
School of Law
Harvard University
Traditionally, the U.S. Supreme Court has., been reluctant to interfere in
school matters related to the rights and responsibilities of students. A number
of reasons explainthis orientation, with perhaps the_ major one being the
strong belief of the judiciary in the American tradition of local control over
the schoOls. In Epperson v. Arkansas the Court stated that "Public education
in our nation is committed.. to the control of state and local authorities. Courts
"do not and cannot-intervene ib the resolution of conflicts which arise in the
daily operation of school systems." The first four cases in this chapter reflect
the deference that. the Court gave to local 'control, in matters concerning
student rights. :In these cases the interests of local governments in protecting
health, forbidtIing fraternities, and promoting good citizenship were upheld
in the face of 06urteenth Amendment challenges by students.
In, 1943, the. G'- 'oat issued two opinions in flag saluting cases which signaled

-co

a later change iii, julicial attitude toWardthe rights of students versus those of
state and,..roCalV6v.ernmgnts. Howei/er, in upholding the First Ardendment
rights to belief 'and' expression of, students, it is not clear if, the Court had
changed its approackto student rights or whether these decisipns were simply
a by-product of the Court's emerging interest in protecting fundamental rights

againSt government encroachmelit. The fact that the Court did not decide
another student rights case until 26 years later seems to support the latter
interpretation.
The Court in 1967, held that due, process rights must be afforded to those
under, as well:as over, the age ,,of eighteen. Although the Gault decision was
not a school case, this decision, which is discussed in this chapter, seemed to
trigger a renewed interest by the Court in the rights and respAsibilitieS of
.
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students. The Court then proceeded to hand down nine decisions in is area
in the next ten years.
The Tinker., case in 19o9. marked the Court's first foray Into the student
rights field since" its decision in Barnette. Again the issue Was the First
Amendment rights to belief and expression of students, and again the Court
upheld the status of student#arsons' under the Constitution. This time
the interest of students in expressing themselves'by wearing black arm bands

was deemed to outweigh the fear of disturbance on the part of school
authorities. The next four cases: Mosley. Graned. Healy, and. Papish. all
followed the course set by the Court in Tinker by upholding various First
Amendment rights of students, including the right to picket. the right of
association, and freedom of Speech and of the press.
From 1907-1974, all of the school case decided by the Sup, eine Cow t

involved various substantive interests of st dents. In 1975, the Court in the
Goss case expanded the procedural rights o students faced with short-term
suspensions by requiring notice and an o portunity to be heard prior to
suspens
ourt further strengthener he procedural rights of students
i

oc)c! v. Stricklanc. which followed ort ly after Goss_ I n Wood the Ccturt
Id that a.school officia, not im
Tom liability for money damages in
ses where the constitutional rights of the student are abrogated. Finally, in

that same year. the Court, summarily affirmed a holding of a three-judge

federal district court' in Baker /v. Owen that corporal punishment is

co stitutianal it students are afforded e+rtain procedural safeguards prior to
it: administration
The decisions of the ('ow t in (foss. W(,i. and Baker that provided for and

engthe ne d the procedural rights of students under the due process clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment are perhaps best viewed, along with Gault, as
part of a general expansion by the Court of procedural safeguards to various
private liberty and property interests, and not as part of a new judicial attitude
toward the schools. The Court's holding in the 1977 Ingraham case seems to
support this interpretation. In this case the Court again upheld the
h

constitutionality of corporal punishment in schools, but refused to require
any notice or hearing prior to its implementatiOn. This case, when taken-wit
other contemporary non-school cases, seems to represent a reluctance on th
part of the present Court to extend furthei.due process requirements into ne
areas. It should be noted at the same time that it does not appear the Court will
discontinue,, its protection of the substantive constitutional rights of students.

JACOBSON v. MASSACUUSETTS, 197 U.S. 11 (1905)
.../
Facts:
State law empowered the board of health of a city or town to
require the vaccination of all its inhabitants and to provide free
vaccinations if such action was necessary for the public health
or safety. Children who should not be vaccinated for medical
reasons were excused from compliance with the Order*. Noting
33
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an increase -in the incidence of smallpox within the city,

Cambridge health officials instituted a program of mandatory
vacination. In this case, an adult resident of Cambridge sought
to trave the program declared unconstitutional.

Holding:

Basis:

-

(7x2) A law that mandates compulsory vaccinatiov in order to

protect' the public health and that does not require that one
whose health does not permit vaccination to participate in the
program is constitutional.
The Fourteenth Amendment protects persons from arbitrary
state action infringing on life, liberty, or property interests.
However, state laws which infringe on personal liberty but are
reasonable measures taken by the legislature to protect the
public health and safety are constitutional. The states have a
"police power" to protect the public health, safety, and welfare.

WAUGH v. BOARD OF TRUSTEES, 237 U.S. 589 (19155

A state law prohibited Greel$ letter fraternities in the ,state's
higher educational facilities and denied studentoi who joined
such organizations the opportunity to work toward honors or

diplomas. Students who were already members of such
organizations at the time of the law's passage would suffer no

penalty under the act if they. became inactive members. A

student cballenge.d the corAtlittit,ionality of the statute.

Holding:

(9x0) A law penalizing membership in univeisity Greek letter
fraternities by denying active or new members of such groups
access to the state's7.1 higher educational facilities is' constitutional.

Basis:

The Fourteent

Amendment prohibits state action which

impairs a perso
liberty, life, or property interest without due
process of law or which.denies a person equal protection of the
law. Viewing access to the: state's colleges and universities as a
privilege rather than a right, the Court finds that no`property
interest under the Fourteenth Amendment, is impaired by the
:statute.' Nor does the C.outt find a denial of equal protection in

those already members of
fraternities and prospqctive members. It finds that the
the law's distinction 13,0,Iyeen

allowance made for thoge already members is reasonable and
prevents unfair penalization for conduct that was not forbidden
until the statute took effect.
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ZUCHT v. KING, 260 U.S. 174 (1922)
Facts:

Ordinances of the city of San Antonio, Texas, provided that no
child or other person shall attend a public school.or other place
of education without first having presented a certificate of
vaccination. In accord with this Jaw, public officials exclud'ed a
student from both, public and private schools because she was
not vaccinated and refused to be vaccinated. The- student
.

argued that there was., at the time, ,no medical situation
requiring vaccination and that the law is overboard in that ( I ) it
makes vaccination mandatory; and (2) it leaves enforement to
the board of health without timitihg the board's discretion.

Holding:

(9x0) A vaccination law conditioning public and private school

attendance on compulsory vaccination and leaving the

operation of the vaccination program to the board of health is
constitutional.
Basis:

The police power of the states enables them to mandate

compulsory vaccinaffon in order to safeguard-the public health;
safety, and welfare. The fact that the board of health is given
broad discretion in the implementation of the program does not

invalidate the statute.
MINERSVILLE SCHOOL DISTRICT V. GOBITJIS,3lartiiS7-5.86 (1940)*
Facts:
The local school board required all public school StUdents and
teachers to Salute the Americ4n flag as part of a daily school
exercise. T'wo' children who refused to salute the-flag because ofl
religious ionvictions were _denied education in the public
schools. They challenged the validity of the compulsory flag
salute regulations.
Holding:

1 x..1) A school board regulation requiring student and
teachers to salute the American flag, even if to do so is conera.ry
to their religious belief, is constitutional. Avenues for critism
and change. of the regulation 'Must be left 'open. The school
board may not suppress the expression of opposing views made
privately between parents and children.or publicly in order to
urge modification of the flag salute policy.

BaseS:

The First Amendment gu-arantees of personal- freedom of
speech and belief
are balanced against the right of the state to
legislate measures reasonably likely to promote the
su'rvival of
*Reversed by West Virginia State Board of Education. v.-Barnette infra.
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the government andgood citizenship. l'heflag salute ceremony
is reasonably likely to support these goa.1..s'and it is reasonable
for the legislature t& conclude that excusing some child ten from

the exercise would diminish its unifying, patriotic effect. In
addition. the impairment of First Amendment freedoms is

a melioratptl by the retention of the personal right to work in an
orderly and legal way for a change in the policy and to teach
one's children at home or in religious school the premises and

priorities of one's religious belief. For these reasons, the
mandatory flag salute law is constitutional.

TAYLOR v. MISSISSIPPI, 319 U.S. 583 (1943)
Under a state statute, teachinig or encouraging others not to
-salute, honor or respect . ." the national or state flags was a
criminal offense. Several members of the Jehovah's Witnesses,
who were convicted for expressing their religious belief that flag
.

saluting and nationalism are unchristian. challenged the
constitutionality of the .statute.. The ,literature that they

distributed specifically criticized the practice of opening flag
salute exercises in public schools.

Holding:

(9x0) The state may not punish those who, for religious reasons,
urge and advise that people cease saluting the national and state
flags_

Basis:

Trig First Amendment, which is made applicable to the states
by the Fourteenth Amendment, protectittherights.of freedom

of expression and of belief from arbitrary .goVernmental
intrusion. Unless accompanied by subversive intent or the
creation of a clear and present danger to the government, the
expression of opinion cannot constitutionally be burdened with
criminal sanctions.

WEST VIRGINIA STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION v. BARNETTE1
319 U.S. 624 A1943)
'Facts;

Public school pupils were eic.pelled for their failure to
participate in a compulsory flag salute program. As a result,
students became liable to prosecution as delinquentsandtheir
parents became liable for noncompliance with the compulsory
education law. The students challenged the constitutionality of

the school board's acilon of_ conditioning public school
attendance on compliance with a mandatory flag salute
program.
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Holding:

(3/ 3x3) Public school officials may not require students to

salute and pledge allegiance to the flag at the risk of punishment
and expulsion from school. Gobitis (supra) is thus explicitly
overruled.
Basis:

The First Amendment protects expressions of political opinion

and symbolic speech. The refusal to salute the flag is an

expression of opinion within the meaning of this Amendment.

The Fourteenth Amendment prohibits state impairment of
First Amendment rights absent a present and substantial
danger to interests which the state may lawfully protect. The
mere passive refusal to salute the flag does not create a danger
to the state such that the First Amendment rights to belief and
expression may be impaired.

in re GAULT, 387 U.S. 1 (1967)
Facts:

A I 5-year-old boy was taken into custody as the result of a
complaint that he had made an obscene phone call. After
several hearings at which the boy was not allowed to confront
the complaining witness and was not represented by legal
counsel, the juvenile court sentenced him to a maximum of six
years in a state school for juvenile delinquents. If an adult were
to have been found guilty of the same act, the maximurripenalty.
would have been two months imprisonment and a $50 fine.
There was no provision for appeal of juvenile court decisions to
a higher court. In this. case, the boy's parents challenged the
.validity of the state juvenile court statute which allows a child to
be incarcerated yet denies him basic constitutional rights.
(5/ 21/2x 1 1/2) When juvenile court proceedings could result in a

minor's incarceration in an institution, the following con-

stitutional safeguards must be provided: (1) timely and

adequate written notice of the charges must be given to the

Minor andhis/ her parents or guardian; (2) parents or guardians
and the child must be itiforrned Of their right to legal counsel,
and, if they are unable to afford a laW3ier, counsel will be
appointed by the court to represent them; (3) the. constitutional
privilege against' self-incrimination is applicable to these
proceedings; and (4) absent a valid confession, a child has
right to cross-examine hostile witnesses and to present his./ her
own witnesses.
Basis:

The Fifth Amendment creates'a right against self-incrimination
37

in criminal matters. The Fourteenth Amendment protects the
people from state action impairing life, liberty .or property
interests without due process oflaw. These ameadments apply
to those under, as well as over, the agrk of
Ctildren, faced
with a loss of liberty must, We afforded tiTT procedural
safeguards required by the d de process clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment.
%le

TINKER v. DES MOINES INDEPENDENT COMMUNITCHOOL
DISTRICT, 393 U.S. 503 (1969)
Facts:

public school pupils who wore Black aim bands to class
in order to protest the government's policy in Vietnam Were

suspended from school. It was not shown that substantial
interference with.school work or school discipline had resulted

or could reasonably have been predicted to :result from the
students' conduct. Based on a showing.that school authorities

did not prohibit the Wearinii of other symbols with political or
controversial significance, the Court noted that the 1)fficials
were interested in suppressing students' expressions' of opinion
about a specific subject; the Vietnam war. The students sought
a court order restraining' the officials from disciplining them
and declaring the suspensions unconstitutional.

Holding:

et

2x2) It is unconstitutional to suspe4 students ,for the

peaceful wearing of armbands or for other symbolic expression

of opinion unless it can be shown that material interference
with, or substantial disruption of, the school's routine did or
would occur.

tia

The peaceful wearing of the arm bands is an e.xplession of,
opinion entitled to plotection under the First Amendments,

,,

which is made applkable to the states by the Fourteenth

Amendment. Since students are 'persons'.' under the Constitution, school officials may constitutionally infringe on students'
First Amendment rights only when the particular expression of
opinion proscribed would materially and Substantially interfere
with the operation Of the school and,the rights of other stulks
learn. Mere apprehension
aPprehesion of disturbance is not a suffi
basis for such action on the part of school authorities.

POLICE DEPARTMENT v. MOSI.EY;408 U.S. 92 (1972)
Facts:

A lone, peaceful picketer habituallyrnmonstrated at. a high
school against alleged racial discrimination at the school. An

"(r

ordinance which was about to become effective provided as
1
follows:

A person commits disorderly conduct when he knowingly: (i)
pickets or demonstrates on a public way within 150 feet of
any primary or secpndar'y school building while fhe school.is
in session and one-half hour before the the schoolis in session

and one-haIf hour' after the school session has been

concluded, provided -that this subsection doeN not prohibit
the peaceful picketing of any school involved in a labor
dispute. (emphasis added)

Since the picketer's demonstration was not related to a labor
dispute, his conduct would be prohibited by the ordinance. In
this case, the picketer sought to have the ordinance declared
unconstitutional and to enjoin the police department from
enforcing it.
1,1ding:

Back:

(7; 1x2) An ordinance- prohibiting all non-labor picketing near
the schools while they are in *session is t4nconstitulionally,
overbroad
Since picketing involves expressive conduct Within the
protection of the First Amendment, liMitations on picketing.

are carefully scrutinized by the Court. They must he narrowly

tailored to serve as a substantial, legitimate; governmental

interest to 'be valid under the Fourteenth- Amendment.

Disruption must he imminent to alidate an official hag on
picketing, and the judgment as to the likelihood of disorder
mUct lie made on an individualized basis and not by means of
broad classifications, especial') not by means of classifications
based on subject matter. I hi?.i. the II.ourt c onclu,Jt91 !II tt ..1Ii!
k
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Anti-picketing ordinance:

A person commits disorderly conduct when he
knOwingly: (i) pickets or.demonstratf-s on a public
way within 150 fegt of any primary or secondary
hilt.

10

crhe1 1Q in 4:occie-wi :arid

one-half hour before the-school is in session and onehalf hour after the school session _4...1.11as .been
concluded, provided that this subsectiont.does not
prohibit the peaceful picketing of any school
. involved in a labor dispute . . '(emphasis added)
2. Anti-noise ordinance:
[NJo persOn_while on the public or private grounds
adjacent to any building iti which a ,school or any
class thereof is in session, shall willfully make or
assist in the making of any noise or diversion which
disturbs or tends to disturb. the peace or good order
of such school sessionoor class thereof . . .
.

The anti-picketing ordinance in question is identical to a.
Chicago ordinance which the Supreme Court considered in
Police Department v. Mosley (supra). In that case a lone,
peaceful picketer had been demonstrating in a place and at a
time which the statute woAld prohibit. since his demonstration
was not related to a labotrispute but was concerned with racial
discrimination at the school he was picketing.

Holding:

(8/ fAx1/2) (1) An ordinance prohibiting all 'non-labor picketing
near the schopls while they are in session is unconstitutionally
overbroad. (2) An ordinance prohibiting the willful making of
noise incoinpatib.le with normal school activity and limited as
_to time (when. school is in_session) and place (adjacent. to the
school) is constitutional.

Bases:

.(1) .Since picketing involves expressive conduct within the
-protection of the Fii's.t Amendment, limitations on picketing
are'carefully scrutinized by the Court. they must be narrowly
tailored to serve a substantial legitimate governmental interest
to be valid under the Fourteenth Amendment. Substantial
disruption must be imminent to validate an official ban on
picketing, and the judgment as to the likelihood of disorder
must be made on an individualized basis and not by means of
br...oad classifications, especially not by means of classifications
base4 on subject matter. This same ordinance was invalidated
in Police Department v. Mosley (supra). (2) The anti-noise
ordinance is not so vague as to be an unconstitutional denial of

due process wider the Fourteenth Amendment. It is properly

limited as to time, place, and scope. It does not prohibit

conduct protected by the First and Fourteenth Amendments
since, it punishes only conduct which actually disrupts or is
about to disrupt normal school activities.. Under the ordinance,
the decision is to be made, as is proper, on an individualized
basis.
40
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HEALN v. JAMES, 408 U.S. 169 (1972)

Facts:

State college students, Who wished, to form a local chapter of
Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), applied for and were
denied recognition as a campus organization, despite having
met all the necessary requirements. The students.asserted that
their organization would function independently of the
national SDS. The college president denied them recognition
because he was not satisfied that the group was independent of
the national SDS, an organization whictr.he found to have a
philosophy of disruption and violence _in -conflict with the
college's declaration of student rights. Based on this assumed
link with the national organization. he found that the group
would be a "disruptive influence." .Recognition would have
entitled the group to use campus buildings for meetings and to
communicate with students tied teachers through the student

newspaper and the school's bulletin boards. Its ability to
funCtion on campus was impaired by the denial of these
facilities. The group challenged the constitutionality of the
college's denial of recognition.

(X

I x0) A state college may not deny the benefits of official

recognition to a group unless the college can justify such
nonrecognition. The basis for such justification cannot consist

of an assumed link with some other orgtni7ation (guilt by
ssociation) o'r of mere disagreement with the group's
philosophy. or of the fear of disruption. unsupported by any
eidence that the particular group is likely to disrupt the
clisipline or eclnea'ional rifORTRITI of the school A proper basis
for nonrecognition would e .idence that the group refused to
affirm its intr.. roinn try ahi(1" F'

idf(i
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.
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reason to do so In the school context, itnr:lir rnrnt is justified
when the conduct proscribed -matt-6;111v and substantially

disrupts) the work and discipline of the school.- Mere

apprehension is insufficient. By retuning to grant recognition
and the right.; that accompanN it t( the group. the state collegfimpaircd the vrimr.k: eso-T r;L:P of its right of

PAPI-S1-1; v. BOARD OF CURATORS, 410 U.S. 667 (1973)
Facts:
A graduate student was expelled from'a state university because.
she distributed on campus a newspaper containing an
"indecent" cartoon. The cartoon depicted policemen rapinthe

Statue of Liberty and the Goddess of Justice. The caption
under the cartoon read: ". . With Liberty and Justice for
All." The student challenged the constitutionality :3f her
.

dismissal.
Ho Wing:

(6x3) The mere dissemination of ideas via a student publication..no matter' how offensive to good taste, may not be barred
from a university campus in the name of' "conventions of
decency." Unless it causes actual or imminent disruption of the
university, or is legally obscene, a publication cannot
constitutionally be suppressed, although reasonable regulation
as to the time, manner, and place of distribution may be
permissible.

Basis:

She First Amendment, as applied to the state_ through the
Fourteenth Amendment, protects freedom Of speech and of the
press on the state college campus. Unless the newspaper is
obscene. it is a constitutionally protected publication. Its
content cannot he suppressed by state action on the campusin
the absence ()factual or imminent dkrunti,,n ,,f rbr rikeiroine or
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(6x4) Suspensions ordered and statutes permitting -students to
he suspended without notice and hear ing are unconstitutional.

Students who are suspended for up to ten days must he

accorded the folloking hi:fore a suspension (1 ) oral or-written
notice of the 4-targi,:: (2) an explanation of the evidence if the
47

student denies the charges; and (3) some kind of hearing that
includes an opportunity to present the student's view of the
incident. There need be no delay in time between the notice and
the subsequent hearing, and tho-sonstitutional requirements

may he met by an informal discussion which includes the
necessary- elements. Unless a student's continued 'presence in
the school poses a threat lo persons. property, or the academic
program, the required pnicedures shall precede suspension. If it

is necessary that the student be removed immediately, the
notice and hearing must follow within a reasonable tithe.
Complrcated fact 'situations and suspensions forlonger periods

of time may require more formal proc'edures which could
include legal counsel and the right to present and confront
witnesses.

Bases:

Hie procedures applicable to short-term suspensions are

required by the Fourteenth Amendment which prohibits the
states Prom impairing a per'son's life, liberty, or property
interest -without due process of law. (I) The students have a
-property" interest in 'public education. Although there is no
constitutional provision -guaranteeing free public education,
the fact that the state has undertaken to provide its children
with such an education creates a constitutionally. protected
interest. lhe state cannot deny compulsory education to some
because of misconduct without adherence to the minimum
procedure' required by due process. (2) The students have a
-Iihert interest in their reputations. Due process is required
'kh..re a person's good name is at stake
because of what
the go\ t.rnment is doing to him
I he court finds that
suspension could d:tmage a stildenli., reputation with teachers
and other students ;.rnd intei tore ilh future educational and
employment oppor unit les: I. \ en if tin' do tivige to students
.
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hree high school students were expelled for violating school
regulations blecause they put malt liquor in the punch served at
an ex tracurricular meeting held at the school. i he students and

their parents brought suit under 42 11.S.C. section 1983, a
federal statute which provides that any person who, under the

color of state law, deprives anyone within the jurisdiction of the
United States of constitutional rights or of rights secure by
federal law, shall be liable to the.party injured in a law suit for
money damages or feu- other relief. The student's sought money
damages from two school administrators and from the
memberS of the school board.

Holding:

(5/2x2) lri the context of school discipline, a school official's
immunity- from liability for money. damages sought under
section 1983 depends on two elements of good faith: ( I ) The
subjective element requires that to retain his/ her immupity.the
official acted in the sincere belief that he/she is doing right and

'without a "malicious intention to cause a deprivation of
constitutional rights or other injury to the student." (2) The
objective element causes the school official to lose his/her
immunity if "[Ole knew or reasonably should have knowrit hat

the action [s] he took . . would violate the constitutional
rights of the student affected . .
The objective part of the good faith requirement is satisfied if
the official acts in accordance with the "students' clearly
established constitutional right,s" and with "settled, in.

.

.

dispitta ble law."
Basis:

The Court finds that public policy and prior legal decisions
require a qualified good faith immunity from damages for

officials so that those who act in good faithand within the scope
of their duties will not he intimidated in meeting their
responsibilities hy,a fear of being sued.
In light of the importance of civil rights, the Court finds the
objective element requiring the administrator to act in accord
with the settled law and with the ,constitutional rights of those
affected h. ot ficia I action to he a reasonablc condition for their
immunit tr °co a 1p%,
fot
s On Lhe other hand, if a
schi-ol of Iicial acts 410 of ip,or
dkiewArd err cf-tt1,41
in

he or 4:1", TY":11., ht..7. sued
1'
ro consider questiorLs: of

interpretation and

application of Ow releviuu-sr-ko.vt
regulation. the Court notes
that 42 II S ( section I 9x3 provides for federal court
correction of only tho.,e improper exercises of discretion which
result in 1. 1(1Ia ( )11 of Nree fie constitutional guarantees. The
C"otirtdelers decision as to whethe'r there had been a denial of
piocedural due process required by the Fourteenth Amend-

ment. sending the case hack to the lower court for initial

consideration of" that issue.
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BAKER v. OWEN, 395 F. Supp 294 (M.D.N.C.), aff'd, 423 U.S. 907 (1975)
Facts:-

A North Carolina statute empowers school officials to "use

reasonable force in the exercise Of lawful authority to restrain
or correCtpupils and to maintain' order." Although a mother
had prev.iously informed her son's teachers and principal that
she did not want her son to be corporally punished because she
disapproved of the practice, the boy was struck twice on the

'buttocks with a piece of wood because he disobeyed a rule
forbidding the throwing of balls except during recess periods.
In thiS case, the boy and his mother challenged the constitutionality of the statute and of the punishment inflicted
under it.

.

-Decision:

Summarily affirmed (9x0)
<

Holding:

(of the thr'ee-judgeloWei court) A statute allowing reasonable

corporal punishment (punishment which causes no lasting
discomfort or disability) for the purpose of maintaining order
in the schools is' constitutional if it is administered in

accordance with theoilowing procedural protections: ( I )
Except for acts of misconduct which are so anti-social or
disruptive as to shock: the conscience, corporal .punishment
may not be used unless the student has first. beets 'warned' that
the conduct for which he is being punished will occasion its use

and unless other means have first been used to modify the
student's behavior (2) A second teacher or other school official
must he present at the time the punishment is inflicted and must
he informed, prior to itsinflictoinn- and ;n the student's presence,

of the mason for pOltishrrient. This
Trhis affords the Student an

informal ornortrinity to raise

hi

"hject;or) in

a rbitT a Tv

punishment (1) r he scho,1 of ficial wfirt admit-ft, fed the
wfitt7n
r f'tal
pito ishment must porn, ide. on
-.r ,i. t
ecr larlati(s r1 his het r"as,,.is for pi,"; 1f

fld itiCif,11

1

.%

r e yyt

(1) Altholluli j are'
ha
rourteen'th mendme. lihert
interest in the i"Oritt "1 of the retiring an(' edlIt'atitNr1 rf their
children. that right dot-, not preclude the state's use of
ren...onable punishment in order to achieve the legitimate goal
of order in the schools (2) 7 he child's Fourteenth Amendment
liberty interest in freedom from arhitrary infliction of even

minimal corporal punishment mandates that some r f,cedlii
safeguards he at lord.ed to him her
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(11

INGRAHAM v. WRIGHT, 97 S. Ct. 1401 (1977)
a

Facts:

Florida statute permits limited corporal
nishrvent but
requireS prior consultation between the puni hing teacher and
the school principal and specifies that the pt. ishment not be

"degrading or unduly severe:-

In

this case, punishment

consisted of pddjing two students with a flat wooden paddle.
Lower court evidence suggested that the paddling was
exceptionally harsh: one student required medical attention
and missed eleven days of school, while the other reported loss
of the full use of an arm for a week. The students arguedthat the

severe paddling they received constituted cruel and unusual

punishment in violation of the Eighth Amendment and
deprived them ola liberty interest without a hearing as required
by the Fourteenth Amendment.
Holding:

(5x4) Protection against excessive corporal punishment of

students is provided by the opportunity to file civil or criminal

complaints against school personnel. Therefore, neither a
hearing is required before corporal punishment is administered
is such punishment "cruel and unusual.-

#4)not
Ri7 e

(I) he cruel and unusual punishment clause of the Eighth
Amendment hoes not apply to questions of discipline in public
schools but is limited to protecting those convicted of a crime.
(2) The due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment does
not require notice and hearing prior to imposition of corporal
punihmnt While eilf pr,r.rl punishment in the public schools
does in ,,Ik e a kofni's lihert. interest. the ( c' tr t holds that
:111.1;(
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IV. EMPLOYEE RIGHTS AND
RESPONSIBILITIES
Reviewer: Bernard Shulman

Superintendent of Schools
Canton, Massachusetts

This section p'1-esents issues under the general topic of employee rights and
responsibilities. Such issues have been and will continue to be addressed by
the U.S. Stipreme Court. Reference 'must be made not only to local state
statutes dealing with employee relatiOns, but also to the federal laws and the
U.S. Constitution itself. As the cases in this chapter will indicate, an employee
right may be founded in a local ordinance, a..state statute.; the federal Civil
Rights Act, in one of the Amendments to the U.S. Constitution,. or in an
employer-employee contractual agreement.
Whether the rights of a teacher will be held to be constitu,nally protected
-will depend in part on the weight giyen'the teacher's expressed right, as against
the reasonableness of state action needed to operate and manage the schools
efficiently and effectively. Attempts by the state to prohibit such teachings as

foreign language in the Meyer case have been viewed by the Court as a

deprivation of the teacher's right to practice the profession of teaching. Where
recognize4subject
ubject matter was prohibited because of a religious belief as in the
Epperson eory of evolution case, the Court viewed the prohibition as

contrary to the First Amendment.
The interpretation of tenttre la ws has become an area of chief concern in

employee relationships for the Court during recent years. Since 1970,
litigation in the area of tenure and employment contracts. e.g., Sinderman

and Roth. has increased noticeably. The creation of a tenure right, its
definition and validity, the issues affecting enforceability, and the remedies
for breach of tenure contract involve both substantive and procedural due
process.
Loialty oaths have also been the subject of extensive review by the Court,

and as the cases indicate, the nature and wording of the required oath is
subject to careful scrutiny by the Court. The Court, as demonstrated in the
opinions in this chapter, has formulated a doctrine that will strike down asunconstitutional fo'r vagueness any loyalty oath which is unclear and/ or
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difficult for an employee to determine what conduct is covered by the law andr

what may be regarded as violative of the Fourteenth Amendment.
Reasonable residency requirements have been upheld recently on the
rational basis test under the Fourteenth Amendment, and the courts have
treated retirement laws as expectancies rather than rights. Protection has been

given to a teacher's exercise of his/ her right to participate in union activity for
purposes of collective bargaining, and further protection has been given to a
teacher's exercise of his/ her right to speak on issues of public importance.

The cases noted in this section can assist iin providing a framework for
administrative reference. As the body of federal. state, and local en_actmerrt
that deals with employer-employee relations .continues to grow, guidelines
must be formulated within the context and parameters of the U.S. Supreme

Court decisions. The Court will continue to wrestle with-the balance between
the employee's individual right and the interest of the educational
establishment as represented through the 'state. These cases'also reveal that

the shifting nature -of' the burden of proof

is

a controlling issue. in

understanding the opinions of the U.S. Supreme Court in the application of
the First and Fourteenth Amendments.
MEYER v. NEBRASKA. 262 U.S. 390 (1923)

haeis

A state law prohibited the in-School teaching of any subject in a

foreign language or of any modern foreign language to children
who had not yet completed the eighth grade. The law extended

to both public and private school teachers. A private school
teacher was convicted for teaching German to a child who had

not yet completed the eighth grade
con,:titutionalitt
th,

/I,' challenged the

(7 2x0) A state lak which r, .,h;Fitri the t.Ntehing of rnodern
foreign languages to

,rti!ti,!1,,11):11

Fourteenth

thrupt, phth

Amendment

protects individuals from
m'ettn,,,riabl,. state action in1P:litirIP Mt', liberty. or
propert, in .rests. T he right to practice the pr ofession of
teachcT k a ri ht protc,-ted hk the Fon r teem h Amendment. T he
1 he

ar bitrat% eit

stated purpo; of the restriction on the right to teach is' that
children who now only Fnglish through grade eight will he
better citi/ns. fowever. hecall.w there is no clear danger to t he

state that sterns from younger children studying foreign

languages. the reason given is unconstitutionally unreasonable
and arbitrar 1t is therefore insufficient to Sueiport the

limitation on the right to teach

I

-

BARTELS v. IOWA, 262 U.S. 404 (1923)
Facts:

This case consolidated the appeals of parochial school teachers
in Iowa and Ohio who were convicted of the violation of state

statutes prohibiting the teaching of foreign languages to

stuae.nts who hadsnot yet completed the eighth grade. The case
also considered a request twenjoin enforcement of a Nebraska r,
statute penalizing the teaching of foreign languages to young
children in schools.

Holding:

(7x2) A state law forbidding, under penalty, the teaching in any.

private, parochial, or public school of any modern foreign
language to any child who has not passed the eighth grade is
unconstitutional.

Bases:

( I ) The laws limiting the teaching of modern foreign languages
improperly invade the Fourteenth Amendment liberty interests
of teachers, parents, and students. (2) This decision is based on

Meyer v. Nebraska (supra.)

PHELPS v. BOARD OF EDUCATION, 300 U.S. 319 (1937)
Facts:

A Nekv Jersey law provided that teachers who had served for at

least three years could not he dismissed or he subjected, to a
salary reduction except for cause and after a hearing on the
merits of the case. In 1933, the law was amended enabling local
hoards to reduce the salaries of such tenured teachers. The new
law prohibited discrimination in payment between individuals
in the same class of service and set a minimum beyond which
hoards could not go in reduction of salary. Pursuant to this law,

a school hoard set up classifications and lowered salaries by
varying percentages according to classification. T hose in the
higher pay brackets suffered a larger percentage reduction in
pay than those in lower brackets. Crinsequentiy the loWest paid
individuals in the higher ray brackets received less pay than the

highest paid individuals in the lower bracket. In this case,
teachers challenged the validity

school

nrrion taken

piirctiant to the Ner,,L Ter,:ey

Ho/ding!

(9x0) It is constitutional for a state tenure law to he amended to

permit reduction of teacher salaries and for school hoards to
take action under such an amendment as long as they do not

discriminate unfairly against individuals in any classification of
school employees.

Bases:

(1) Article I. section 10, of the U.S, COnstiftlion prohibits laws
which impair contract rights. However, the Court views the
tenure laws as a statement a legislative policy, and thus subject
to modification, rather than'as a contract. (2) Th-t+-ourteenth
Amendment prohibits state action denying persons the equal.
protection of the laws. However, the Court takes as reasonable
the division of personnel into classes for the application of a

percentage reduction in pay. The Court, noting that allindividuals in a given class .are. treated alike, finds that the
incidental inequalities resulting from, the plan's operation are

not sufficient to invalidate the plan under the Fourteenth
Amendment.

DODGE v. BOARD OF EDUCATION, 302 U.S. 74 (03.7)
Facts:

A state statute provided a $1500 annual annuity to teachers
who reached the compulsory retirement age and an annual
annuity ranging from.$1000 to ti500 to teachers who took a
voluntary early retirement after twenty-five years of service. In

1935. the statute was amended to reduce the annuity of all
presently and prospectively retired teachers._ In this case,

teachers challenged the right of the state to reduce the annuities.

Holding:

(9x0) A statute fiAing terms of retirement and the amount of the
annual annuity to he paid to teachers does not create a right to
continuation of its terms for either presently or prospectively
retired teachers and may he altered by further legislation.

Ffirrvic

Article I. section 10. of the 11 S. Constitution forbids laws

impairing contracts, and 'the due process clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment prohibits state impairment of an

individual's vested rights without due process of law. The Court
finds that the statute providing for annuities was not a contract
with the teachers but a policy of the state which the state could
modify by further legislation. Since the pliymcnt: were
. Ole pal t ;Pti. tiw!)
gratuities invol,
.;tefi

INDIANA vv rs,1. ANDERSON v. BRAND, 103 U.S. 05 (0938)

A 1899' state law required that all contracts between teachers
ncl,schriol corporations he written, signed by the parties, and
made a matter of public record. Fach such contract was to
specify the starting date, duration of employment, and the
50

salary to be paid. The Teacher Tenure ACt subsequently credted
in 1927 provided that teachers who had served for five or more
successive years would have tenure and could be dismissed only

for cause. In 1933, the Tenure Aft was amended to exclude
teachers in township schools from its coverage. A teacher in a
township school .challenged her loss of tenure caused by the
1933 amendment of the Tenure Act.

Holding:

(.7x I ).A teacher tenure act creates in teachers, qualifying under

its terms, contractual rights which cannot be altered by the state
without good reason. The state's modification of those terms as
to township teachers is improper.

Article 1, section TO, of the Constitution prohibits laws
impairing contract rights. The Court views the Teacher Tenure
Act as a law creating contract rights in teachers. The state can

Basis:

modify. as an exercise Of its police power, only if su
modification is for thepublic good. The Teacher Tenure Ac is
reasonable in that it protects teachers from arbitrary school
board action. Because the amendment to exclude township

teachers is not beneficial to the, public; it is not a valid exercise
of the police power.

GARNER v. BOARD of PUBLIC WORKS, 341 U. S. 716 (1951)

Facts:

A 1941 amendment to the:Los Angeles city charter enabled the
City to deny Public employment to anybody who within the five
'years prior to the effectiye date of the amendment had advised,
advocated, or taught the overthrow of the government by force
OT who belonged tq organizations which. so advocated. An
ordinance passed in 1948 required that city employees swear
thzit for the preceding five years they have not advocated or

taught and do not and will not advocate or teach violent

revolution, and neither have belonged to nor presntly belong
to such an organization. Employees who refused to take the
oat h were discharged. Here they challenged theconstitutionality of the ordinance

Holding:

(

L 114),(31/2) It is constitutional for an ordinance to require that

ci yr employees swear they have not been, are not, and will not

be advocates of violent overthrow of the government or

members of organizations which so advocate. kis assumed that
the penalty of discharge from employment is utilized only when

membership in such an organization is knowing rather than
51

innocent. Since the oath was .held to be constitutional, all who

refused to take it and were discharged should be given stile
opportunity to take the oath and resume employment.
Bases:

I ) A law is unconstitutional if. it 'is' expostlizero, that is, if it
punishes conduct which was lawful at the time it was done. The
Court. finds that since the 1941 amendment to the city charter
(

barred from employment those who committed the acts

proscribed by the 1948 Oath, the oath could not successfully be
challenged as exost.facio. (2) Bills of attainder are laOrs which
act to punish a certain group without the'benefit of a judicial.

trial. The Court finds no punishrnerit involved in this case.

Rather, the Court finds that the city's standards are reas9nable,

and that its inquiry as to matters that may be relevant to

employee fitness do not offend due process of law.-

ADLER v. 'BOARD OF EDUCATION, 342 U.S. 485 (1952)

Facts:

A N6w York City Civil Service statute made any member of any
organization which advocates the overthrow of the government
by force or illegal means ineligible for employment in the publiC

schools. A list of proscribed organizatiohs was drawn, up and
membership 'in any organization on the list was, on its face,

eiridenCe of disqualification for employment in the public

schools. However, no organization could be placed on the list
without a healing. Similarly, n erson could be fired or denied
employment on the basis of embership in an organization
without a hearing. The decisio reached at the hearing was then
subject to review in the court, If the employee could show that
despite memberaip in a pr scribed organization he was fit to
ould not he applied. The New York
he a teacher, the sa
.

courts interpreted the law to require that membership in 'a
proscribed organization he knowing, that is. thallhe member
know the subversive nature of the orgnr,i7qtim) he she joins,
before crietions may he applied

1-101dirwR

(7x3) A lad disqualifying knowing members of proscribed
organizations from employment in the public schools is

constitutional where the presumption of unfitness to teach may

he rebutted at

a

required. hearing. Membership in such

organizations is considered prima-1;5'de evidence for dismissal.
Basis:

The Court finds the law to be sufficiently narrow for the
Fourteenth

Amendment's due
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process clause void-for-

vagueness doctrine

because it

penalized only knowing

membership and provides for a hearing. The Coutt'fincis no
infringement of the- First Amendment freedom of speech and

assembly since it finds that employment in the public schools is

not a right but a privilege which may be conditioned
reasonable state requirements

oil

WlEMAN, v. UPDLtilt.A1.44. 344 U.S. 183 (192)
1141CIS-'

An Oklahoma sttitiic lc...vaed cacti

stttic

condition of his employment, to take "loyalty oath" statng
that he is not and has not been t6r the preceding five years a

member of any organization listed by the United States
Attorney General as "communist front" or "subversive."

Several employees of an Oklahoma state college failed to take:

the oath. Although the state supreme court interpreted the
statute as limited to the' list of prohibited organizations in
existence at the time of the statute's enactment, it denied the

employees' request that they be permitted to take the oath as so

interpreted. The employees sought a declaration that the
statute was unconstitutional and an brdcr to require state
officers to 'pay them regardless of their failure to take the oath.
Holding;

oN
it is ti con II ti
1w a statute to condition public
employment on the taking of a loyalty Oath- based on innocent,

as well as knowing. membership in a subversive organization.
Base3_

(1)

1 lie decision is based on the due process elapse: of die

Fourteenth Amendment. fo be valid under this clause, a
statute must require that those to be penalized have actual
knOwleOge, of which organizations are bi.inned and of the actual

4

proscribed purpose of any organization to which they may
belting. The Court states: "indiscriminate classification of
innocent with knowing activity must fall as an assertion of
arbitrary power.': The Court assumes that the oath penalizes
innocent as well as knowing membership; since the employees'
request to take the oath as limited by .the state court's

interpretation was refused by that court. (2). The Court also
finds the .statute to be ary impermissible interference with the

First Amendment freedom of associations. 1 o require,Such an
oath, on pain of a teacher's loss of his/ her position in case of

his/her, refusal to take the oath, penalizes a teacher for

exercising his/ her -guaranteed right of association.
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Si OCIIOVVEIR v. BOARD OF 111(;131._14 E.I11.:( AI IUN,
350 1U.S. 551 (1956)

7

9J t)I thk: Ncvt Yolk City l hue tci

employee who takes the Filth Amendment before a legislative
committee to a%, old answering a question relating to his official
conduct can be discharged from his/ her job A teacherjn a cityoperated college was discharged without notice or a hearing
because he refused to answer a federal legislative committee's
questions coyceining his comiubnist activities on the grounds
that his a nswei might tend to incriminate him. Fhe local. board
already possessed the information requested by the legislative
committee Under New York City law the teacher had tenure
and could be discharged only for cause and only after having
notice of the I Caso11.71, a hearing, and an opportunity lot appeal

I he teacher challenged the constitutionality of the termination
of his employ mein under Section 903
t

2/%44 A

42.4A4ti

k

i tiuuaeet ta,

l4

Lk 41 1 tg t

iL>iiilsbi

4.1

teacher ...ILL to his. hei l'elbSal to answer Locstio0:- irrelevant to
an inquiry as to his hci fitness -to teach and without a hearing is
Bala .7

(1) I lie due pi 0,,,.:.:-. .,hitis,.. )1 the FOUL t4.:ClIt II Arkkindment
pi to.ects the people from arbni al) state action Since no

inference of guilt can 4:onstitutionally be drawn from the taking
of the Filth Ametidnient and since the inquiry in question was

\

unrelated to the board's search for information as to. the

employee's fitness to teach, the di missal of the teacher was
arbitrary and unconstitirtiona41 (2), The Supteme Court doe
not find a constitutional right to public emplOyment bui

follows Wit-mart (Aupra) in extending constitutional protection
to a "public serleafi-t whose exclusi94i from such employment

pursuant to a statute is patently .dibitrary or discriminatory."
v HOARD UM Yll131,1C EDI,JCA ZION, 357 U.S. 399 (1958)

A Philadelphia public school teacher refused to answer his
superintendent's questions about his communise activities and

affiliations. The teacher refused to answer even after the

superintendent stressed that the purpose of the inquiry was to
determine his fitness to teach and warned that his refusal to
answer could result in dismissal. After a hearing at which the
teacher's loyalty,yolitical beliefs, and associations were not in
54

.

Ll

issue, the board of education found that the teacher's refusal to
answer the superintendent's questions constituted "in-

competency." grounds for discharge under state law, and
discharged him. The teacher claimed that the board's action
was unconstitutional.
(4; 1x4) A board of education's discharge of a teacher for failure

to respond to the superintendent's inquiry concerning his

.fitness to teach is in accord with the Constitution,

I he school board may r-onstitutionally inquire into 40
employee's fitness to teach, and such inquiry need not be
limited to the employee's in-school activity. Such inquiry is not
an infringement on the employee's First Amendment rights of
freedom of speech, belief, or association

LERN
kat /3.

k A.SE

/

4o6 (1958)
ray tite

A ,itt_.N.n.4)

Cn)

LAIA,11

Authority was summoned to the office of Commissioner of
Investigation of New York City and asked whether he was then
a member of the Communist Party. He refused to answer and
claimed his privilege against self-incrimination under the Fifth

Amendment. Based upon his refusal, the City of New York
found that his employment would endanger national and state
security and suspended him. The conductor was later
discharged after he failed to avail himself of an opportunity to
submit statements showing why he should be reinstated. The
conductor sued for reinstatement, alleging.a violation, of his
constitutional right of due process.
(512x2) I he dtscharge, pursuant tti a state security law, of a

public-employee who refuses to answer questions celevant to
his/ her employment is constitutional.
Basis:

l'he conductor's discharge was not based upon an inference of
Communist Party membership draVvn from the exercise of his

Fifth Amendment privilege against self - incrimination, but

'rather upon a finding of "doubtful trust and retability"
resulting from his refusal to answer questions relevant to his
employment put to him by his empl6er.
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Shill ION v 11)k KER, 364 Ii S 479 0960)
All All 14. cilil.S.41:1 st.ituh. 1Ctillil

1- es&
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1 4-

E

enivloyment in a state suppoi ted st..nool

,1
%;ollegc. to tile Ali
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annual afficia.1t listing all olganiratios to which he she has
belonged or regularly contributed within the picceding five
yeat N. I cache's in the state school system had no tenure and
were not coercd by a civil set vicc SyStels1 I llc tdattite thus
lequiled them to tlisclose the infoiniation tl, 010:.0 wllu could
flit tbC111 at \Alit, VVII110t1t
Of the I easons of an
tspfl.rIttifilt f,.l a f.,..a1 mg, at the clid ul
school )cal ha
addition thc ritalute did itg. retittilk, that the Information
gallicied be iNcpt confidential 1 eachei s lalnt..d that the. staltlte

lttc.oustiiutlunally interfered with then pel Sofia'. asnoc..lational
and academic het:dom.
()N4) 11(

Ilk/a .a .A..4111114, 1. 1..tt.li
irtsbll, schools and colleges as a Cotnlitt.)11 o1 employment. to
list all oigaintations to whit h they Lac c belonged of
could ibuted in the past live years

Bas:

I

1.5

ill:. a.t.at4..;

Ea

it,

.+11

teachers. but the bioad sweep t.,1 this statute niterfeies with
associations that have no bearing on teacher fitness. goes tar
beyond what might be a legitimate inquiry, and theieby
unconstitutionally impans the teachers' right of ficcdoni of
association This First Amendment light ot ireedeini of

association is pl'oteCted hunt littliccessaVy ot 4.)Vcibtoad state

interference by the due. process clause of the Fourteenth
AllCildnICIIL I imitation

the power
ilte states to lnlellere
with personal fteedoins of speech, nitwit y. and association is

especially important wlieti those faced with impairment of
rights are members 01 the academic cbminunity.

4.

it A

Nii

Pacts:

BOARD Oi
It INS 1 Kilt 1 ION, 368 U.S 2.7h t1901)
A 1-loridtt statute: tekittited
y employee ,+t the state and its
subdivisio,ns to swear in writing that hrishe has never lent

his:her "aid, support, advice, counsel or influence to the
Communist Party." It required the immediate discharge of any
employee failing to take the oath. A teacher refused to
subscribe to the oath and challenged the statute, claiming that
its meaning was so vague as to deprive him of liberty. State

courts interpreted the statute to apply only to acts done
knowingly.

Holding:

(7x2) A statute requiring state employees to swear that they
never "knowingly lent their aid, support, advice, counsel or
influence to the Communist Party" at the risk of prosecution
for perjury or discharge from employment is unconstitutional.

Basis:

I he law is so aguc that it is dif fieult to detet mine what conduct
is covered and what conduct is not. phis vagueness violates the

Fourteenth Amendment guarantee of due process of law. A
statute is particularly scrutinized for vaguetless when it
operates, as it does here, to inhibit the exercise of freedoms
affirmatively protected by the Constitution
BADGE 1'1 v. BU1.1.11 1, 377 U.S. 361.1 (1964)

t'acts:

Membeis ul the faculty, stall, and :itudciti

of the

University. of Washington challenged the validity of two state
statutes, passed in 1931 and 1955, which required the execution

of two oaths as a condition of employment. The 1931

legislation, applicable only to teachers applying rot a license to
teach or renewing an existing contract, required such
individuals to swear to "by precept and example
promote
respect for the flag and the institutions of the United
attc.....1 the state of Washington, reverence for law and
States
.

.

order. arid undivided allegiance to the government of the
United States." The 1955 legislation, applicable to all state

employees, required each such individual to swear that he/she
is not a "subversive person" and to disclaim membership in the

Communist Party or any other subversive organization.

Her she must, in taking this oath, affirm that he/she will not
"commit, advise, teach, abet, or advocate another to commit or
aid in the commission of any act intended to overthrow or alter,

or assist in the overthrow or alteration, of the constitutional
form of government by revolution, force, or violence."

Holding:

(7x2) Statutes which arc so vaguely vvilticil that they could
reasonably lead to 'pi osecution for legally or constitutionally
protected behavior are unconstitutional.

Basis:

While the power of a state to take proper steps to safeguard the

public service from disloyal conduct is not denied, statutes
which define disloyalty milt not be vague in their terms and
must allow public employees to know what is and what is not
disloyal. In contrast, the 1931 and 1955 statutes and the oaths

based on thsin required of employees are unduly vague,
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uncertain, and broad. Therefore, they are invalid under the due
process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Vague language

especially susceptible to constitutional attack when

is

it

threatens to impair the exercise of First Amendment rights of
freedom of speech and of association.
RUSSELL, 384 U.S. 11 (1966)

ELF BRANDT

Facts:

Ai izona act which required an oath nom state employees
was challenged by a teacher. She based her refusal on good
conscience, claiming that the meaning of the oath was unclear
and that she could, not obtain a hearing in order to have the
meaning determined. The oath reads:

(--A-n

Ncdei11111). Nwcat
that I ill p 4.)1 the Constitution
of the United States and
of the State of Arizona., that I
'I hear true faith and alLegiance to the same, and defend
the -1 against till enemies, Foreign and domestic. and that I
will faithful's; and impartially discharge the duties of the
Office of (name of office)
I

4.1

.

.

.

Anyone taking the oath was subject to pi osecution lot

perjury and to discharge from office if he: she knowingly and
willfully became or remained a member of the Communist
Party or any other organization that :fidvocated the overthrow
of the government.
uldirtg

(5x4) A loyalty oath statute which attaches sanctions to
membership without requiring the " specific intern" to further
the illegal aims of the organization is unconstitutional.
I he due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment requires
ttuit a statute infringing on protected constitutional rights, in
this case freedom-of political association, be narrowly drawn to

define and punish specific conduct contituting a clear and

present danger to a substantial interest of the state. Those who
join an organisation without sharing in its unlawful purpose
pose no threat to constitutional government.

KEYISHIAN v. BOARD OF REGENTS. 385 U.S. 589 (1967)
New York had a complicated network of laws providing for the
discharge of emplOyees of the state educational system who
utter "treasonable" or "seditious" words, do "treasonable" or
"seditious" acts, who advocate or distribute written material in
support of violent revolution, or who belong to "subversive"
58

I tic

O

organizations. Faculty and staff members of the State
University of New York, who refused to certify that they. were
not and had not been members of."subversi-ve7 organiations
and who were therefore faced with discharge from their jobs,

sought to have the New York teacher loyalty laws and
regulations decfred unconstitutional.

Holding:

(5x5) oyalty oath statutes which make inenibeiship in asi
organization, as such, sufficient for termination of employment

are unconstitutional. To be valid, a loyalty law must he limited
to knowing. active members who help to pursue the illegal goals
of the subversive organization. In contrast, the New York laws
are overbroad.
Basis:

1 he opinion is based on the I-irst Ainen.dineni lieedoins of
speech and association. The Court gives this safeguard
particular iinpAtance when the issue involved is academic
freed 0 in.

WH11 EMLIL. v. ELK1N5, 389 U.S. 54 (1967)

Facts:

A teacher who was otteied a position at the University of
Maryland refused to take an oath certifying that he was not
"engaged in one way ur another in the attempt to overthrow the
by force or violence." The oath .was part of a
Government .
.

.

statutorily mandated procedure for deteriining whether a
prospective employee is a "subversive." The term "subversive"
is defined by Maryland statutes to include one who is a member
of an organization which would alter, overthrow. or destroy the

Government by revolution, force, or violence. The teacher
challenged the validity of the oath.
Holding:

A6x3) A statutorily prescribed loyalty oath conditioning public.
employment on mere membership in a subversive organization
is unconstitutional.

Basis:

First Amendment freedoms of speech and association are
infringed by the oath's lack of clarity since it may be read to

proscribe mere passive, as well as knowing, memliership in an

organization and support of peaceful, as well as violent,
revolution. The due process clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment prohibits such infringement. In addition, due

process of law does not allow prosecution for perjury to rest on
an unclear oath.
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PICKERING v. BOARD OF EDUCATION, 391 U.S. 563 (1968)
b'acts:

I he kiard of education dismissed a (Ca Lhci for writing and
sending to a newspaper for publication a letter et itici/ing, the
board's allocation of school funds between educational and
athletic programs and the board's wad of int orniiim. of not
info! ming.. the public of the "tear reasons w h' additional tax
revenues were being sought for schools I he dismissal resulted
from a deterrnmation by the board. after a lull hearing that the
publication of the letter was -detrimental to the cf ficient
operation and administration of the schools of the district" and
that. thet clore. under the relevant Illinois .tatute. the "interest
of the school required [his dismissal]." Sufic cif the statements
in the tdachei's letter were substantialIN true Others were false.
but seemed to he the product of fault research rather than
being knowingly. maliciously. or recklessly false The teacher

challenged the constitutionality of this dismissal
fluide,467

2NO) Absent pi oof of false statements knowirtgi
recklessly made by him tier teacher's eNereisc of his her rle,ht
to speak on issues of public importance. c g
the raising and
disbursement of funds for education, may not he the basis of
his her dismissal from public employmerit: Iii this case, the
dismissal of the teachet is improper.
4.1

ficraca .

(I )

I he

teacher's fitst Amendment

r ight

to het:do, of

expiession is balanced against the state interest in effic-idnt
schools. Where a teacher's comments deal with a matter
of public interest and do not impair the day-to-day operation of

the schools or the performance of duties,dismissal based on

such comments is violative of Fit:4 Amendment rights since the

teacher is entitled to the same protection under that Amend-

ment as any 'member of the general public would have. (2) The
Court does not decide whether a statement that Nas knowingly
or recklessly false tvould, if not proven to have harmful effects,

still he protected by the First Amendment.

MARYLAND v. WIRTZ, 392 U.S. 183 (1968)*
Facts:

l'he Fair 1..abot Standards Act cif 1938 lequIrcN cvei y employer
to pay each of his employees "engaged in commerce or in the
production of goods for commerce".certain minimum wages
and overtime pay. The original Act's definition of "employer"
*Reversed by National League ofACities v. Usery infra.

excluded the federal and state governmenjs. In 1961, the Act's
coverage was extended beyond employees directly. .connected
with 'interstate commerce to include all employees of enterprises engaged in commerce or in production for commerce. In
1966, the Act's definition of "employer- was Modified so as to

remove the exemption for states and their subdi isions with
respect to employees of hospitals, institutions, and schools. In
this ease, 28 states and a school district challenged the validity
of these amendments.

Holding:

(7x2) 1 he 1961 and 1966 amendment:, to the Faii Labor
Standards Act, which extend the Act's application inter Witt, to
school employees, are constitutional.
A

Basis:

the Court finds Ow Act and its "elite' rase'' concept to he
clearly within the power of Congress under the commerce
clause. It is a rational regulation of activities which have a
substantial effect on interstate commerce and on national labor

conditions. The amount of Congressional interference is
minimal, extending only to wages and hours. Fhe argument
that the Tenth Amendment prohibits such interference with the
states is rejected by the majority.

EPPERSON v. ARKANSAS, 393 U.S. 97 (1968)
Facts:

chers in any state
A 1928 Arkansas statute prohibited
supported school from teaching the Darwinian theory of the
evolution' of man. Violators faced dismissal from their jdhs.
The biology text provided for the 1965-66 school year at a high

school in Little Rock contained a chapter on the pr ascribed
theory. In this case, a teacher at the high school sought to have
the statute invalidated so that she could include the chapter on

'evolution in her program of instruction.
H aiding:

(6,3x0) A law forbidding the teaching of the Darwinian theory
of the evolution of man is unconstitutional.

Basis:

Al he statute violates the First Amendment's prohibition of state
establishment of religion as incorporated through the
Fourteenth Amendment. The purpose of the statute was not to

excise all discussion of evolution from the curriculum but to
proscribe a discussion of the subject which was considered by a
religious group to be in conflict with the Bible. Such state action
is not within the bounds of neutrality towards religion required

by the First Amendment.
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CONNELL v. HIGGINBOTHAM, 403 U.S. 207 (1971)
Facts:

A teacher was dismissed lot het iailtne to sign a loyalty oath
which stated the following: I do heiebv solemnly swear "that I
will support the Constitution of the United States and of the
State ol
Ida." and "that I do not believe in the overthri)w of
the Goernment of the United States or of the State of Florida
by force in . iolence.- She challenged the constitutionality of
the two clauses

f I vidius;

(5 3'

( I)
It) Lilt) 0.11.11
...A)11%.,111.1,11111.6 17111,11L
employment on t he employee's it:gun cd al firma t ion that
1e she will sup/It'll the federal and state constitutions is alid.
(2) A pro. ision requiring a public employee(s) to swear that
tie she does nut believe in the .iolent ov eft hi ow ol the federal
of state govertri nt is in\ alid where it pi o ides
dismissal
t)\

I

V1 It ht)11i it tleil4 1

tia3es:

( 1) Oaths w ich re pi ospectt. LI)
ouus:,01)
ikot reci re ,,rcil lc tufure acts, are not unconstitutional
inh inge lent:, on First Amendment rights of t reed om of speech
and ass elation (2) l'he majority finds that mere refusal to take
the oat Is not irrebuttable proof of unfitness to teach. Thus,
the statu e's provision for dismissal without a hearing offends
the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The

concurring opinion would invalidate this Clause on First

Amendment grounds. that is. that one may not he penalized for
a belief per se
4.

01 F.
act.%

1-(1( ft.A.HOSON. 405 U.S. o76 (197%.1)
lylassachusetts Li public eiliploy cc 1'\ us d INChLk V,CLI because
she erefused to subscribe to the follovNing loyalty oath:
di, NolLiiiii1). :.NA cal
that I rir /( uotiold and detend the
onstitution 01 the thitted States
and the Constitution
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and that / will
.

Oppose the oerthrovv ol the government of the United States
or thisCommonwealth by force, violence or by any illegal or
unconstitutional method. (emptasis added)

The employee claimed that the'oath is unconstitutional and
sought to have its application enjoined.

Holding:

-'
(2.,2x3) ( I) A loyalty oath required for public employment

which is addressed to future rather than to past conduct and
62

which speaks in general rather than in specific terms

is

Constitutional. (2) An employee refusing to take a con-

stitutional oath has no right to a hearing prior to discharge
from employment.

Bases:

(1) The First Amendment freedoms of speech and association
are not impaired by the oath since it dpes not bar past, present,
or futtire membership in any organization or past expressions
of opinion or belief. The Court finds the oath to not require that

specific action be taken in a future actual or hypothetical
situation but rather to be "simply an acknowledgement of .a
willingness to abide by constitutional proceSses of govern-

ti

ment." (2) Fourteenth Amendment due process protection of a
hearing prior to discharge from employment is not required
since there is no constitutionally protected right to overthro-w
the .governrinent by unconstitutional means and the oath is
merely an expression of a commitment to live by the
constitutitonal processes of our system of government.

BOARD OF REGENTS v. ROTH, 408 U.S. 564 (1972)
Facts:

At c e

as hired by a state university for a fixed term of one
cademic
ye
d was later notified that he would not be
.
rehired for the following year. State law, university regulations,
and the teacher's contract did not provide for a pretermination

hearing or require that reasons for dismissal be given to a

nontenured teacher whose employment was terminated at the
end of an academic year. In this case, the teacher challenged the

constitutionality of the state university's action in dismissing
him without notice of the reasons for its decision and without a
hearing.
Holding:

(5x3) The state may properly fail to rehire a nontenured teacher
at the end of a fixed period of employment without providing
such an employee with the 'reasons for the decision or with a
pretermination he4ring.

Bases:

The Fourteenth Amendment mandates that state action

.

impairing a person's life, liberty, or property interest meet the
requirement of due process of law. If, as in this case, no life,
liberty, or property interest is impaired, no due process of law is
required by the Fourteenth Amendment...( I) The Court finds
that a nontenured teacher who is not rehired at the end of an
academic year is, absent any employer's statement that would
63

f

damage his reputat+on, tree to seek other e.mployment. A
person is not deprived of "liberty "* protected by the Fourt4Enth
Amendment when he; she simply is not rehired in one job and

remains as free as before to seek another. (2) The Court finds
that no state law, uniesity policy, or term of the employment
contract contains language creating an entilernent or expetalion of continued employment. A teacher has no constitutionally protected -property'. interest in continued employment,

absent any statutory or administrakive standards granting
eligibility for reemployment. (3) The Court did no&#decide
whether the teacher had been fired for speech protected by the
First Amendment.

PERRI
1- acl.$:

lfV1)11111V1A1VIN, 408 ti.S 593 (1972)

A teacher in the state 4.:ollege sysicin. .114,) had been euiployed
for tell years undet a series of one-year contracts and' who was
without formal tenure rights, was fired after he had publicly
aiticii.ed the policies of the Board of Regents. 'The- regents
14

issued a press release stating that insubordination was the

reason fur dismissal but provided the teacher with no official
statement of reasons There was no pretermination hearing.
l'he teacher challenged the validity 6t the regents' termination

of his eMployment. claiming that their decision was un-;
constitutionally based on his expressions of opi`nion'on matters
of public concern and was also invalid for failing to accord him

the- right to a pretermination hearing. Although he had no

formal tenured or contractual_interest in being rehired, he relied
on de fat() tenure based on language in the college's official
Faculty Guide and in the guidelines promulgated for the Texas
College and University System. The guidelines provide that a
teacher with seven years of employ ment in the system is tenured
and can only be dismissed for cause.
(61,'IN

I

1,1;0 ( I )

A teacher's public ciittclsiti of his !let superiors on

mane: s of public concern is constitutionally protected and may
not be the basis for termination of employment. This righAot

to be discharged for constitutionally protected conduct does
not depend on the presence or absence of tenur, rights..(2). A
teacher's subjective expectation of tenure will not require the
administration to provide reasons and pretermination hearing
at which the sufficiency of:those reasons may be challenged.

However, an objective expectation of reemployment, for

*For subsequent Supreme Court cases which delineate the "liberty" interest see

Bishop v. Wood infra and Paul v. Davis, 424 U.S. 693 (1976).
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example arising from rules and understandings offiCially
fostered, and promulgated by the public employer, will require
that such procedural safeguards pr ede termination of
employment.
Bases:

1

( I ) 1hc First Amendment, made applicable to the states
through the Fourteenth Amendment, prohibits state action

which impairs freedom of speech and expression. A person may
not be denied a governmental benefit because of the exercise of
constitutionally protected rights_ (2) An objective expectation
.

of tenure creates a "property" interest in continued employ-

.

meht which is protected by the due process clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment. Tfie .state may not impair a life,

liberty, or pi operty interest arbitrarily or without affording the
injure4party appropriate procedural protections.

GEOUI.DIG v. AlE1.1,0, 417 11.S. 484 (1974)
Fuels:

Ciditornia I 1 4:1,s a disabilitz, insurance. plan tc,t pt Ivatc employees

tomporarily disabled by an injury or illness that is not covered
by Workifierf.s Compensation. Employees Colatribute l% of

their salary up to an annual maximum amount, and the.

program is compulsory unless suitable private insurance is
substituted. The plan's coverage is not comprehensive and
certain disabilities are excluded.:Among. the conditions which

are not compensable is disability resulting from a normal
pregnancy. This exclusion was challenged here.

Holding:

(ox3frhe exclusion of disability arising in a normal pregnanc-ty
from eligibility for benefits under a state -run insurance
progra*is constitutional.
.

Basis:

Since the exclusion of disability arising in-no- final pi egnan

of sex -based discrimination, it is not barred by the eti
Protection clause of jhe Fourteenth Amendment. Also, t
equal protection clause does not require the state to comp
sate all disabilities or none. The legislature may attempt to
ameliorate part -of a problem without attacking the whole and,
absent invidious discrimination, its action will pass the
constitutional test. The state's insurance plah is designed to
provide minimally adequate, coverage affordable by even lowincome groUps. The inclusion of benefits for normal pregnancy
would force major alteration of this reasonable program and is
/not required.
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MCCARTHY v. PHILADELPHIA CIVIL SERV1C:E CONLMISSION,424
U.S. 645 (1976)

,

Aftei sixteen years of service. a hieman was discharged because

Pacts:

he moved his permanent residence from Philadelphia to New
Jersey. A Philadelphia municipal ordinance re uired
employees 01 the city to reside in Philadelphia he fireman
chaillenged the' constitutionality of the ordinance uhder which
he was discha,rged
11u/ding:

a

If
(per clariam 6/ 3x0) `Art Orcimanct.: Okay pipet ly icLiktiie
city

-

employees to reside In the city at the time of their application
for employment and as a conaition,of continued.employment.

A'

Bases:

Zee- ts a federally pc otectcd light

to interstate travel but this
right is not infringed by laws requiring prior residency of a
certain duration as a condition of eligibility and not by laws
containing present and continuing residency requirement. The
status of city employees who resided outside of the city at the
time of the ordinance's effective date was not at issue in this
case.
4,

131S1101'

SNOOD, 42o t S. 341 (197o)

acts.

A peillksaltcilli) cinpiwyed policenian was disehaiged without a
hearing Lie was told that the dismissal was based on his failure

to perfo, m his duties adequately and on conduct trisuited to-anf
officer. A city ordinance providcs lhat.a permanent employee
be given notice if his her ,work is deficient so that he she may

have an oppollunity to bring 'his, her performance up tb a

*satisfactory level. It provides fol- dismissal
fo'r cause. There is no
.,

.statutory provision for
t a pretermnation. hearing but, upon.
request. a terminated. permanenverhployel: is ent... led to notice
of the reasOhs for discharge'. The policerna claimed a
constitutional !Sight to a preterminatiort hearing.
.

Holding:
I

t.
C5 x 4) Where according.to' state -court decisions. there is no
statutory or contractlural entitlement to continued employment
Oi
and
where
thereasons
ran for discharge,
arge, although dainagi ng to-the
o .
.
.employee's reputaticin; are not made public. there is no
constitutional right to a preter,miniition hearing.
.

.

Bases :'

F

.

..

In. order, to be protected by the due process clause of the.
Fourteenth Amendnient, lin employee _facing discharge must
1

'

.

,e0

also 'face. impairment of a liberty or property interest by.the
state termination of employment. cr ) Where the state court

and. local, federal court decisions indicate that there is no

entitlement to or expectlition of continued employment such as
is p.roteeked by the Fourteenth Amendment, the Court will not

find 4 constitutionally protected property inttligt requiring a
preterminatiorr hearing. (2) Where the reasons fOr discharge.

although damaging to the employee. are not made public, there.

is no harm done to the employec-s 'reputation and his her

ability to rind other employment is unimpaired. His; her liberty
intert-4 tinder the ourreenth Acndment k not infringed

HORTON% 11.1.E JOIN I SCI-1001-VMS1141.(4 Nil. I
FD1 .( %, I f)r.: %,-;,;(je I \ I It)TN. *76

N.

I

(1976)

4

4

roloriged negottatst.tt:
cefrool h.,tr(f laded
pr

Ft...A:weep

t,..;h.ts :Ind a .,\Viscfnsin

a contr;1( t and tilt. t,achers ,,vent

on Kir ikt 11nder sr a re law she t-..r+atti ha, the pIker to neslo't iate
ter me nt entrlo% rnent 1}1 eiC her ; d is tit,. o)12, hody vest ,rd
b. statute: N.% it Kt he pov., I er-lcio.
teac'he's t here
T

no stlittite pros,ifi;ng for
t

T

et. th.re

i" Y Of ht:i

ctatut

kiOns 'NT) such

Tv
pr ohibition a0ainst
teacher strikes T he t4 :), het. efiltied T e heated hoard urgings
that the return to work The ho:ird then held a hearing for the

Tna t t'T

I1

striking teachers and kot4ed to ter tTlnnate th-eir enItiltuner-44 i he
teachers contended that the hake been denied dne proerss of
law required ht the Fourteenth nit...tidmerkt hecause they were
discharged b
hoard !I de, ;Nii,r
hod thrthey rift irned w:1, rirNt trOp:irti:i

Holding:

(6\3) Absent a shok ing of. bias or rrlalice; a local school board
can valicllk conduct a hea'ring to terminate illegally, striking
teaokiers evert though the hoard \A:1, ngoti:Iting lohr gut-sat-vets
ith the tZachers.

'sing a balancing ikppriiat.11, the Court defers to the state's

interest in maintarnifig the allocation of responsibilit-y for
school
ftk.ir% that is established hy.stfiteate..: Where there is no0
showing of personal. Ainancial. or 461.i-union bias.' the
presumption that the sChool board wi.11 fulfill the Fruirt7enth.
Amendment due process requii-ernent of imp.iirtiality stands.
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qt,

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES v. USERY, 426 U.S. 833 (1976)

Facts;

,The original Fair 1.,a6or Standards Act of 1938 sPecitically
excltided the states from its coverage. In 1966, tkie definition of

"employer" under the Act was extended to include the state
governments with respect to employees of st-ate hospitals,
institutions, and -.schools. This extension was upheld by the

Supreme Court in Mar Blanc! v. Wirtz, (supra). In 1974, the Act
w,as amended so as to extend its minimum wage and maximum
hoiirs to almost all employees of the states an their political
subdiVisiops.

In this case, a number of

challenged the validity 0-fr ese amendments
.r

ies and states

(1/ 1x4) 1 he 1966 and 1974 amendments to the Fait Labor
Standards ,fir

,,,,00nqiitlitionfil II !wilful,'

If it t-

vt.tpro )

1411E Wit,

f)%

In the absence of a national emergency. the Tenth Amendment
og
to exercise power in a fashion that impairs the
oT hid s
bryeir ability th
integrity Elf the states as govrnmental
(lir-Action in federal system T he Fair I ahor Standards Act as
amended in 19'41 nd L974 infringes on the :,:tates' sovereignty
s.
h1, atte,npring r pif,scribe minimum wages and rna,e.imurn
1")

salarie for sip,flit,

MAgSACI-vor'cr T
107 (1W7Or

V

fV4

Pr)

'

.;11C7,,,f1(17t;<T1:±1 Fr-

PF IR FRIFN

v

nt1TP4

4 77 11

A state statute requires that uniformed state police-officers he
retired when they reach age fifty. in accord with this statute, a
c0-year old officer was retired although he was still Ptiy4ically
capable of doing his job and did not wish to retire lie
challenged the constitutionality of the statute.
*

4

(7x I) The law reqiiiiririg.state police officers to retire at age fifty

is crinstitutional
e policeman claims that the law denies him -equal protection
f -the Vws guaranteed by the Fourteerith Amendment...To he
stiultional, the state's forced retirement of 50-year-old
emen need only belrationa Ily related to a legitimate slate
ent related ease. based on statutory construction, see United Airlines

ann. 46 11 S W 4043 (Dec. 13, 1977).
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-

purpose. A test more protect!ve of.the employees'.rights would
0

be used by the courts if employment as. an officer were a

fundamental right or if cla:Sefications based on age fifty were
discriMinatory against a minority group historically mistreated
and therefore in need of extra protettion..Age-groups are not
considered such a class. (Racial and national origin minority

groups, for example, are 'afforded extra protection.) Since

police work it physically demanding and since physical prowess.
diminishes with advancing age, the state re ulation is rational.
The state's decision not to do more indivi uali7ed assessments

of physical ability may not be wise, but
constitutional

is

it

not un-

MADISON v. WISCONSIN FIMPLOVMFNI it ET ATioNs

comkur:caor\r, 470 I S. 167.(1976)
r.,,

In 1971, the Board of Fdtication and the teacher's onion, the
were negotiating a collective
bargaining agreement. Orie issue ithder discussion was the
union's demand for a 'fair share" clause requ. iring all teachers
within the bargaining unit to pay union dues,
or not
they were union members. Wi'consin had a law prohibiting
school hh.ards from negotiating with individual t'-achess on'o,
exclusive bargaining agent

;1,1 exclusive bargaining agent has been .eie.cted.
Our ing an open public meeting held by the, school hoard, a
teacher who was not a representative of the union spoke briefly,
urging that a decision on the -fairshare- clause be delayed until
the matter was studied by an impartial committee and until the
teachers and the public were properly informed about the issue.
The State Employment Relations Committee found the board

guilty of the prohibited praCtice of negotiating with a party
other than the` exclusive bargaining agent and ordered that the
hoard cease to permit any employees but union officials to
speak at board meetings on matters subject to collective
hargaing. The schhoT hoard challenged this ruling.
Holding:

(6/ 2, i x0)" State Employment Commission order prohibiting
the public school board from allowiiig teachers who are ncil.
union representatives to speak during public meetings, if the
matter they wish to. discuss is sti hieCt to collective bargaining, is

unconstitutional.
139s

(1) The teach...7;s haye a FirstAnyndment right to communicate
with the hoard. When the board holds-a public meeting in order
69.
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'to h r the views.of the people, it may not be required to
infringe on the First Amendment rights of some part of the
public on the basis of employment or of the content of speech.
(2) The non-union teacher's brief statement was a concerned

citizen's expression of public opinion and not an attempt to
negotiate with thd board. The union remained the sole and
unchallenged collective bargaining agent. The teacher'4 First
Amendment 'freedom of speech could not reasonably he
curtailed as a &Anger to labor-management relations
MO(

(I 977)
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nontenured teacher. who had mt.-6011.4k been in .oked in
.:evt ra 1 a lie
11'4
t
Vkith other tk-alier.4. etnplovec%. and
students. including an incident in which he rnade-ob.4-ene
gec'ture.; t. fr mak. students, phoned in to a radio tAtion the
.whSta Tice elf the school ri i nci I.; memorandum to faculty
cod,' i he radio station announced
concerning a teacher
the adoption
elre.144 code tas a nrV1/44; tem thereafter. the
on
hoard.
the t t,cortIt11:11Clat 1011 Of the 'ill rt'i
told the' teacher he Vk,("110 flot he re hired Thc hoard cite.' the
teacher !rick of tact in handling pi-oft:K.:4.)ml! matters and

mentioned ,:peificalk the ohsere gesture and ,adio station
incident', T he teacher chall-.-npeci 'he
1,;,
iIrfl ,1
tion

the

of the terrnina-

rillft r 11,1rr1tiIr'd

(9x0) (1) The teacher's call to the radio station was constitUtionally protected speech and was a substantial or
motivating factor in the schpol board's decision to terminate his
employrnent.,,(2) If the teacher's employment would not have
4.0

been terminated but for his protected conduct, then he is

entitled to reinstatement and to hack pay, If the teacher would
have been dismissed even if he had not dons the constitutionally,
itutionall
protected act, then the school hoard is not required to retain
him and termination of his employment is acceptable. (3) Once
the teacher shows that his constitutionally protected conduct
was a Stlbgtantka 'factor in the board'silecision not to rehire
him. the hoard in order to succesNfullv.defend its decision must
sh'ow by a preponderance of the evidence that it would have
reached that samesieekion even in the absence of the protected
conduct
70

Basis:

the First Amendment, made applicable to the states by the
Fourteenth Amendment, protects the teacher's
to
freedom of" speech. Since the. teacher's conduct did not
not disrupt

the orderly -operation of the school, it was constitutionally

protected and could not serve as the basis for the termination of
his her employment..However, the teacher should not be able
by engaging in "constitutionally protected conduct- to prevent
an employer from assessing his her entire performance record
and reach a decision not to rehire on the basis of that record.

131)% VrIGER, ci7
trwtv

et 8s2 (1977)

Police officer Velger was dismissed from employment during
his prohati,InaiV training period because he put a revolver to
his head in an apparent suicide attempt I his information was
placed in a the which a later employer «-,,camined with Velger's
permis,,ion Velger was dismissed from his second job and was
refused
prior ti"

;11 of hers :is %veil Velger was not afforded a hear: rig

his disrisals

11;m
noc+per, (1:4t1+1,0,

}, "a r ;*Ity

tt. .1;I

(4f-iimed 'that the. city's failure to
' einsta tenr,nt awl to
eh'

""t"."''

the. file

(per 'llr iani 4 I xit) A dismissed nontenured employe /claiming
t hat his h. !t reputation and chances for, future. mployment
1-1:1%.e been impaired ht information placed in is her file and

seeking reintatement and damages hecause/he; she was not
afforded a pretermination hearing must allege that the
prejudicial information contained in the. file is false in the
:th,:ence of such an assertion, his her claims fails
Basis:

rile due process clause or the Fourteenth Amend ment prbtects
a person's liberty interest in.his!her good name and continued
prospects for employment. Ttierefore. even a nonteriured
employee is 'entitled to a hearing prior to termination if the_
employer -creates and disseminates a false and defamatory
impression about the employee and the reaons for dismissal. If

a tenured, employee does not assert that the information
disseminated is false, then he she cannot assert a claim for

damages arising from the lack of a hearing. A hearing would he
of no use to a person in an attempt to clear his."., her ri'ame as
he she would he unable to.refute the inFormiition in the file.
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ABOOD.v. DETROIT BOARD OF EDUCATION, 45 U.S.L.W. 4473
(May 23, 1977)
Facts:

Michigan legislation authorized a system for union representation of employees of local governmental Limits. It specifically
per.mits a union and a local government employer to agree on

an "agency shop" arrangement by which each employee

represented by the union must pay the union dues or, if he! she
is not a union member, an equivalent amount. An employee
who fails to comply faces discharge from employment. The
authorized teachers' union for e; V *-;oyees of the Detroit Board
of Education is the Detroit F 0-400n of Teachers. In 1969,
.17

this union entered into an a0;7100pop agreement with the
Board. In this case. teachers Wiii-are opposed to collective
bargaining for public employees challenged the constitut
ali-

'3

ty ty of the agreement which forces them to support the uhli-m's
collective
T hey also challenged the allocation of part
of their moneN to the svprort of a varietx of union activities that
are e-conomif pol;tict,t.

not directly
ter+rtliw

.t

,'1:1Pr

-)fes,-;onal,

! ti

s'

1,T)cvi
i

i nature arid'
f

ltv

0;1

1,g(1) (I ) T ocal go. er nmental emploN ment

may properly he
conditioned on an emplovee".s payment of union does or their
eq Ili% a lent when such funds are used bv the union for collective

bargaining, contract acl ,ini,:tration, and grievafice adjustment
purp6ses. (2) Howee, the Constitution requires that funds
paid by employees as a condition of continued government
.

emplovrrent not he ti-=F..<1 1, the union for idf-olOgical, political
purizoses which \ri..te fltk, fl;feet1{, fPlatc'd t( its r(mective
ha rga ining funct ion
Ra cis:

lie First Amendment guarantees of speech and belief, made
applicable to the states by the Fourteenth Amendment, forbids
that public employment he conditioned. on the payment of
union dues which are used to force ideological conformity or
support of a political position.

INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF TEAMSTERS
STATES, 45 Ti.S.L.W. 4506 (May 23. 1977)
Facts:

v.

UNITED

The Federal Government brought thisaction under Title VII of
the Civil Rights. Act of 1964 which prohibits disccrimination in
employment. The Government claimed that a large carrier of

motor freight had discriminated againsl minority group
72

ti

4,

members by hiring therri only as local city .drivers while
reserving the higher paying, long distance line drives jobs for
whites. The Government. further claimed that the seniority
system agreed upan,by the Teamster's Union and the employer
perpetuated the effects of this past discrimination since under
that system a city driver transferring to a long distance line
driver job had, to forfeit all his city driver seniority and start at
the bottom of line drivers' "board:" ThtliOlovernment sought a
court order permitting city drivers to transfer to line driver
status with full seniority
(7 1 x 1 ) The Gbvernment sustained its burden of proving

that
the company engaged in a system-wide pattern or practice of
employment discrimination against minority members in
violation of T it le VI I. Fmployees who, after the effective date of

Title VII. either were denied jobs because of racial or ethnic
discrimination or who were deter re iom applying for such
jobs because of the company's know discr=irnination policy.
/an-7
titled to retro10i e Ntniority dating ha 'V to later +hail
the of ective date i'be Act Fri:iploNee.: who
cf d7

r;

r

is; ....

ifsel

tr,

y

S niorttV iNstrn.: in a bargaining agrek-rneni max perpetuate

.(he effects of pa q rat-ill and ethnic- discrimination r 04er paid
employees if made tr. to. 'fejt their seniority in order to transfer

to a hiltrer paid job, rta show that tit,- comp:, n,. is --r,..rf ire I
r ,;,
In I
4:, .1
il Rights Act r,r trtf.1
I

9
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V. RACE, LANGUAGE, AND SEX
DISCRIMINATION
Reviewer: David G. Carter
Associate Dean

School of Education
University of Connecticut

I his chapter focuses on Supreme Court cases in the area of race. sex_ and

language discriminttiun. A review of these will reveal the range of issues
which has emerged as a result of iht numerous court decisions. 1 he Court.
}:ac
through rendering a ,.arietv of .klecisions.
ha rteii a sOrnewhat MCanderingi.our'sw.

It pros ides some perspecgive,i'f little comfort. to recall that resistance to
segregation as a significant !ha-( in the move toward integration did not
commence in 1954 with the Brown I deck:ion. but weaves through the historic
fabric of this country. to retrospect one sees that when the Supreme Court
ruled that segregation

of school children on the basis of race wiis

unconstitutionat. the Constitution changed much more significantly than the
schools. In practice. the decision failed. as Brown II (19s5) did. to inspire
reform in the sehools"with all deliberate speed.During the yeiir following Rivw,/ II. the Supreme Court refrained from
activeinvolvement in the desegregatio4process: gather it relied on the lower
courts to bring about desegregation process "with all deliberate speed." gut

concerned with the slow rate of progress. the Court, or[ May 27, 1968,
rendered its Green v. County School Board decision, and set-the stage for a
new era in school desegregation. Fhis ruling brought to an-eridthe scicalled

"freedom of choice" options as the predominant means of implementing
desegregation because they had utterly failed to bring about desegregation in
the South.
Although th-e Court. d id 'n o.t rule in Green t hat freedom of choice plans were
unconstitutional. it did state "the burden on.a School board today is to come

forward with a plan that promises realistically to work, and promises

realistically to work now.- The criterion used to determine success was the
existence of a plan td achieve desegregation.
The Court went on to say that if other reasonable ways to bring about. a
"unitary. nonracial, school system exist. freedom of choice must be held
74
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(

unacceptable." 'Therefore. the school hoard was directed to take step~ that
would change. "black" and "white" schools into schools without those
adjectivesIt was in Green that the Court first adopted the percentage of black-white
students auending'a given school liti the primary measurement of whether a
desegregation plan had been effective in achieving a unitary. nonracial school
system. But instead of reducing the number of desegregation cases, the Green
decision actualry increased the litigation as school systems began tc.? avail
themselves of the apparent loopholes left by that
decision. 1 hese loopholes
inclvded the failure of t he Court .t o define what a working desegregation plan
...,

.0-4 ...)

w

would entail and the failure to speZ:if N. what a tin. it:try school system was. I he 4)

ambiguity surrounding these to points_ generated confusion and further

litigation.
It was not until June 29, 1970. when the Supreme Court granted cerfirirari
that some of t he complex problems raised in.earlicr decisions on busing were
addressed Vedera I District Court 'ridge Ja me.; McMillan of ( 'ha rlotte. Nor t h
Carolina in St (um ). Cheirhtti- I fr? 4 /c/r/ttirg hoard r)/ Frim atiew. had

rendered a decision supporting racial balancing that necessitated 1,11,ing

school ehi.41 r .-n in met, opolitan ( 'ha rIntte and !\1c, k lenbiug ( ount

When the Suprerno ( (nu t granted ecti 1( ir ,), i in 1 he c firm ca:e. school
l'1/4 a itt,d tin intlkIk' I c)r- its d-cision While the ease was

&sir j c t . : eer \ NVItt.'te

und:, c(,11.ide I Zit ilM 'lie IkstiC ' a I (.4$t? / t' ' rerel tt.'d N il 110 I It definite direction to
tile extent 1.1 NA hich hirsing ,uld he irs,,1 I,, effct desegrevati,m In its
.

,1,:ki4,n the i--;.firp, -r'ne ( Ien t on,-.idott,c.i ii Ow lust t I MO r 0111.7(:11% e '' tt"1": 1 hat
:t

r )1\4640 ( OW t t:CillICI 1;1 VC in Cf td , i MI It 1111Filir Nll"cd 4; \ till'Ill t4,

ee.0%;,-,

.,cgr cgal d ..;\ ...tern I n :I V ,1:1 riii,I011': t)ritlid'n t he ( "tire
discrissed :ind :irpt(), ed 4....er:r1 remedies and ..peciti( all\ 13 rhtid I be
tr.:10...mi nw Mt l I Ich.rd 10 hedge Mc Millan - or (lei
I he k:uprorne ( (Hirt
entere (Ink. one !..ti)ilat Ion' NI) nhiect inn to t t 10.00110 t ion of 47:tUdt.btit,; Ma%
ha N.e a lid it w hen r he time 0 distance of tra.el is ,:o grt..-at :1'4 to risk either the
I n net it)bn ing a... a

health of thj'children or sign ficanth' impinge on the ed0ational process
I he court discussed these -transportation limitations. as follows: -1 units on
time of trael will a ry it h m :U factors.'hut
none more than the
age of

the stitch:firs.-

I ht Supreme (-Ail

noted that bus
transportation had been an -integral part of the public education system for
.1 List ice.;

years and s perhaps the single most important faCtor in the transition from
the one-roo k school house to the consolidated school In 1976. 43'.; of all
school %antic

-. \ler(' bllsi'd but 0 nh, -1( ;" of them veie bused I or desegregation

purposes.
Reaction concerning the Supreme Court 's t tiling in Su win came quickly.
ra d those op- posing busing pr( -posed a number of alternate means for limiting
eliminating it Both congress and the FxeCutie-branch have, itLgeneral.

4resisted con rtrordered desegregation in oh. ing

hi ising since iheN`ii.-iigirt,44.:.x.

decision.
. ,.
While Snt/1111 can he k iev1/4 ed as being representatke
ot (le mre cases. the
.
.

c.
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Supreme Cou is involvement. with a schoOl system where segregation had
never been law, but segregated sehobls existed nonetheless (de facto) came

about in ke' yes v. School District No. 1, Denver.. Colorado (1973). This case is
significant for two additional reasons. First, it sought to eliminate segregation
by crossing School district boundaries which involved an increase in court-

ordered transportation of students. .Next, the Court required the desegregation plan to reflect the hilingual-biculturalmeeds of Hispano-Americans. By.
contrast, in 1974. when the Supreme Court heard arguments on the Milliken
Bradley case,
case, the majorty and dissenting justices agreed that the actions of
i

the Dettoit School Board and the State of Michigan coraributed to the

perpetuation of segregation. 'However, ince no basis was established
concerning inter-district violation of ae segregation e
S, a remedy
requiring inter-district participation was "unsubported by
orcr evidence."
Another aspect of discrimination emerged when the Court heard Lau v.
Nichols. This case and others moved beyond the melting pot notion of ogial
integration and moved toward the idea that schools must adapt to meet the
language and other needs of the students.
Sex discrimination represents the most recent area with which the-Court
has become increasingly involved. Although the (--,.a.zr-; in this area 'are few, it

"PPear to he an area of increasing litigation.
I he contempOrary judicial lanc(-ape

vith decrees .., many of
NA. hich are enmeshed in contto%Cr; Fake liahilitv and remedy qire-tspersist

and nev issues emerge as more court rulings aro

I ach case
concerning discrimination must he interpreted v,ithin t-he limited context of
iced

the specific facts of that case. This is not tr say that principles of law have not
been established. on!. that the ei%tvirlev it\ (It
is such that it must he

I he one consitant which can he found in all of the cases reviewed is the
courts un.waverityg )uppOrt of justice. However, because judicial decisions
frequently raise Wrnumber of questions. speculation as to the filture of
discrimination efforts by the Court should he made with caution.
.P11.1F,SSY v. FERGUSON, 163 U.S. 537 (1896)* t.

Facts:

Holding:

A man who was- a VP i7en of the United States and a .rsident 'of,
Louisiana challenged.a Louisiana law which required railway
companies to provide separate-hut-equal facilities to -whites
and to Hacks and which provided criminal :penalties for
passengers who insisted on being seated ina car pot reserved for
their own race.
The law requiring segregation of the races in railway cars
*Reversed by .Brawn v Bearri of EtilJeation

.76

Brown I ") infra.

and providing for separate-but-equal facilities for both whites
and blacks is constitutional.
Bases:

(1) The,Thirteenth Amerdmentabolished-slavery...but is not a

bar to actions short, of involuntary servitude which may
nevertheless burden the black race. (2) The Fourteenth
Amendment prohibits the state from making any law which

impairs the life, liberty, or property i'Aterest of a ny person under

the jurisdiction of the United Stat-e-s. Although this Amendment requires equality between the races before the law. it does

not require the social corningling, of the races or the aholit ion of

social distinctions based on skin color.

CUMMING v. RIIIMOND COUNTY 140ARD OF FlriUCATION, 175
U.S. 57R (I F199)

A state law required the provision of separate-but-eruai public
educational facilities to children of both races.. However, the
local school hoard ceased operation of the high school which
stiltved sixty black slur-lents, whilP r out inning to support :1 high
school for NN bite girls and tc aid sr high school for. white hryk;

t he school hoard claimed the;r action was caused not

hostility toNarrl

ehe,ice E-,etr.r

hitt by a lnci- of fund,: kkhich ohligerl a

011

1711 T,11

r

II

I

f.,. /11;1, 1,

f,,r
Idirt
k

15/

ti h;%.)/
0

1,1

(QxO) It is coraitutionally perpoissihle for a school district to
provide a high school edw.-ation for white children but not for
black children where the easo lack of hinds rather thnn
hostilify toward the Hack race
71.4

Rasj'

f

Absent the state's clear and unmistakable disrega'rd of rights
secured by the ,Constitution, federal interference with a state
program of public education cannot he justified. The board's
action in closing the black hi h hool for lack of funds was not
an arbitrary denial of eqw treatment under the law such as is
prohibited by the equal rotection clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment
:-*

FARRINGTON v. TOKITSHIGE, 273 I T.S. 2R4 (1927)

Facts:

N rnerous .private Japanese language schools challenged as
uric stitutional a Hawaiian statute which requireil schools
zonducted in languages other than English or Hawaiian to
77

obtain a written permit and to pay an annual fee of $1.00 I>r--------pupil to the Department of Public Instruction. Other sections
of the ..statute limited the hOurs of instruction, t tie subjects
taught, and texts used.. The statute also required ttiat students
reach a certain age and level of academic.achieveMent before
being perMitted to.attend a foreign language school.

--1",

.

.

Holding:

(9x0) A state law which gives a ffirmative directions concernin
the intimate and esssntial details of private schools and which
entrusts their conirM to public officers and denies both owners

and patrons reasonable choicegarid discretion with respect to
teachers. curricurum, and texts is unconstitutional.
,-,.

.

The Fifth Amendment provides that no person v shall be
,

Bases:

.

.

.

deprived
of life, liberty. or property without due process of law
,
and applies to the federal government and to the governments
of federal territories. ( I) I he pervasive regulation of private

schools mandated by the statute in question infringes on the

property interests of the foreign language schools since it would
probably dest r ON most of them. (2) The statute infringeslon the
liberty interests of parents who wish their children to he
ins t ructed in a foreign language since it severely burdens and
lim t; such instruction (1) The statutt cannot he justified by an

ocfriding ise)hii,. interesr art4t is ,t} erefore at, tinreasonable
infringement on prorwftN ;end lib.11
th,-

CON(: 1

r

I

if th

FM J

\tvcirlftwto

275

if,f ,,;c1'..: ill

iglint;,,h tvf

7R (1977)

$-;

.

li:a-cfc

\

I.

I he superintendent of,education of Missistkippi excluded Gong
I.urn's daughter'frorn attending a white school because she was
not a member of the White race. The superintendent was acting

pwsuant to the stale constitutional provision which states:
q.Sleparate schools shall he maintained for children of the
'"44j.le and colored Flees."
V,

.

4

,

MI

L

c

.

Holding:

(9x0) No right of a Chinese citiien is infidinged by classifying

him her for purposes of education with black Children and
denying him,' her the light to attend schools established for tl4e
white race.
f
-

,..

.

Basis:
,,,,

,

iec

A state may regidat,e the method of provArinf for the education
of its youth at public expene. The establishment of separate
schools f'or white and black students' is permi-tted.. The
9
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separation between white and yellow students- is not treated
differently. The decision toplace Chinese students in the black a
schools s within the state's authority to regulate its public

schools al does not conflict with the Fourteenth Amendment.
SWEATT v--.---PAINTER, 339 U.S. 629 (1950)

Fogs:

A plack student was denied admission to the state-sitipporte'd
Uhiversily of Texas Law School solely 'on the basis of race.
State law prohibittd the admission of blacks to the urtiversrty of
Which the law school was a part. Under a court order to afford
the student a legal education. Texas created a separate law
chobl for blacks. The new scbOol was not the equal of.-the
university law school in many respects ranging from sire to such

intangible qualities as reputation of faculty and alumni.
standing in the community. traditions. and prestige, In

addition. the black law school could not enroll whites. The
black studenr\relused to enroll in the new lay. ,chol and ,here
k ~ought ntr ititq the Imkersitx
izho,;1
g:

(9x0) I he legal e
ation offered. to the -black student by the
state is not substantially equal to that hich he would r0ceie if

admitted ro the nni\ersity of I exas 1.aw Sthool and,
qualified. the student
T

(F is

ho admitted, to Ow Lin

xa,: Law d.cch(mt

if

of

he equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment
prohitrts sfate 'action which discriminates against persons on

the hfisis of t-ace. T fie law- school education offered to blacks by

Texas is inferior`to that offered to whites in many tangible and
intangible ways. These conicrerations make it mandatory_that
Texas admit blacks' to its previously all-white law schobl.

MCLAURIN v. OKLAHOMA STATE REGENTS FOR HIGHER
EDUCATION, 339 "U.S. 637.(1950)

inicts:

..

A black citizen of OkIhhoma was admitted to the graduate
school of the state 'university as a doctoral candidate: A,state
law reqsg.d that blacks be admitted to white educational
,

programS.Orily-when comparable programs were unavailable at
black sta
Ilegts-and that" their education was to continue ota
segre
d Eva-sis. In accord with this Jaw, the .student was
assigned isolated seats in the classrooni-is, II bra'rY, and cafeteria.

.

.

,..w.

the constit,,tiOnality of the
restrictions on kis university attendance.
-I
,
.
(4x(3) A student admitteeto a state g clukate. School must
In this _case, he '7 challernged

...

1

Holding:

,

,

Bahl:

receiveequal treatment. The state may
discr,LatinateagainSt
, students on a racial basis by isolating
in ivity group'students
from the majority of the student boo)

.

The Fourteenth Amendment prohibits state ation which-.

.- ,arbitrarily denies a person or grdupgqual protection of the law. ,e
The restrictionsjrnpOsed. oil, the studeht because of his race
impair his'abiaity to prprsue his eaucationand-deny him equal
protection of the law.

BROWN v. BOARD OF EDUCATION, 347 U.S..483 (1954) ("Brown
Pao's'

Footir separate cases from t
tates,of Kansas, South CaYolina,
Virginia. and Delaware_we Consolidated and decided, in this
cage. In each of the cases, _black students :4Ought admission to

the public schools of their cOmmunity -on 'a non-segregated
bas'is. Kansas, by state law, permitted but di i not require
segregated, schools. South Carolina, Virginia. and Delaware
had state constitutional and statutory provisions whic4

required. the segregation of blacks and whites in public schools.
State reiAlents_and taxpkyers who were chaben'ging-flirese. la wol;,,
were denied kTelief.(excerit in the Delaware 'e. The courts
denyi`ng relief relied on the "separate but
doctrine

announced by the
in P/essv v. Ferguson (supra). That
case stated that ceistitutionally required equality of treatment
is attained when the races are' proyideb substantially equal,
although separate _facilities. The Dela...wat courtgranisd `relief
because the schwts which black children attended in that arrea
were substantially inferior. The'refore, the '.'separate but (qua I"

arictrinecould not validate Delaware's system.'

(46003*.
.Studqnts cannot' be 'discritninated against in their.
: admittance to the public schools on the basis. of race.
-,
/

Hidding:,
t,

_,

._

ilasis:

0

t"1/4The ,Fourteenth, Arnendnent guarantees that srudents receive
equal protegiOri of the Iws. The states' segregation of children
ip public schools solely on the basis of race deprives minority

.

q

.

.......

'

v ,

.

children of eqyal educational opportunitie, even though the

-,

real facilities and other tangible-factors may be equal.

.,

e scrlal systems violate the ,equal protection, _
clause .0 the Fo rtee7rith Athendme t
Tta

o

,__

a

p.

s*
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BOLLING v. SHARPE, 347 thS. 497 (1954)
Facts:

Holding:
Bases:,

Black children in Washington, D. C were refusFed aclfriission to
public schogls attended by while children solely on he basis of
race. They challer)ged the constitutionality of the segregation of
> ?he public schools of the District of Columbia.

\

The federal government may not discriminiAte

ainst the

chool children of Washington, D.C., on the basis of race.

(1) The Fifth Amendment prohibits the federal government's

denial of due process of law to the people. Since racial

%egregation serve. no, acceptable governmental purpose, the

denial of liberty toqblack school children in orid-erhieve

separation of the races is unconstitutional. (2) The Constitution, in the Fourteenth,.Amendment, prohibits the states from
maintaining racially segregated public schools. It is unthinkable that the same Constitution would impose a lesser
duty on,the federal government.
BROWN v. 'BOARD OF EDUCATION, 349 U.S. 294 (1955) ("Brown 11")

Facts:

Brcxvi'rz I (supra) declared the fundamental principle that racial

discrimination in public ectucatipn is unconstitutional. All

provisions of federal. state, or local law requiring or permitting
such discriminatiOn must yield to this principle. Because of .the

complexitits involved in moving from a dual, segregated

system to a unitary system of public,education., the Court here
considers ql the suggestions of the-parties involved, and of state

and feder41 attorneys general. The Court then returned t

e

cases to the local federal courts. from which they had come.
action in accord with the 1,111(1,.iTIg gilidelineN and with the
ott.rci
decisir
11o/dirtg

(9x0) (1) Local school authorities have the primary respon-

sibility for implementing the Brmt riz.1 de-cision. T he function of

the federal courts is to decide whether a school borard

is

complying in good faith and to 'reconcile the'public in1rest in
orderly and effective transition to constitutional school systems
with the constitutional requirements themselves. (2) Ho-wever,
the principle ok equal adueational opportunity cannot yield

simply because of public disagreement. A. "prompt and
reasonable start" toward full compliance must be made and

compliance must proceed "with all deliberate speed."
81

ti
b.

The Fourteenth 'Amendment, as interpreted in Brown I.

Basis:

guarantees students equal protection -of the laws.and requires
that racially segregated public.. schools he declared un,constitutional.

('((PER. v. AARON. 358 U.S. I (1958)'
're

e

irk compliance with the

Facts..?
a.

Brca

,

decisions (.supra), the Little

Rock. Arkansas, School Board developed a plan' for the

gracitial desegregation of the public schools..The,plan called for
e admission of nine blac15.s to a pireviously all-white high

'school. The stare legislature passed laWs intended to thwart
iknplementation of the plan and the Governor dispatched
ploops to kee.p the black students from entering the high school.

lhe. public violently opposed ttie desegregation of the high

a

school and the blacks were able to attend the school only under

the protection of federal troops and at serious risk-to their

safety. In this case, the school boa.rd sought to postpone

Implementation of the;-desegregation plan because of the
s.c.n.erity of the negative reaction to it.

lfolding:

(8/ I NO) Public hostility, especially when encouraged bty the acts

.ot the state legislature and other state officials, cannot justify
the postponement of implementation.of school desegregation
plans.

he Fourteenth Amendment, as interpreted by the Br()n

decisions. is the supreme law of the land and Article VI of the
U.S.' ConstitutiOn makes, it binding on the states. The
Fourteenth Amendment prohibits state action which denies

people equal protection of the law. hus, state support of
segregated public wchook
prohibited hv the Fourteenth
1,4

mcnci me n t

"COSS v. RO Rn OF EDI 'CATION. 373 I.S. 683 (.1963)
Facts:

I wo I ennessee schools hoards proposed desegregation plans
which provided for the re>oning of school dislricts witho -ut
reerenetNo race. Each plan alsoetontained a transfer provision
under which any student would he permitted, solely on the basis
of his. her erw`n rate and the racial composition of the school to
which he she was assigned by virtue of rezoning. to transfer
erom such a schAol where he ,) she would be in the racial 'minority
back to his her former segregated school. The transfer
82
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Holding:
,

'provisions clearly worked to move students in one direction;
across racially neutral coning lines and hack into segregated
.schools. Black students challenged the '-validity of these
desegregation plans:
(9x0) No official transfer plan which works to produce racially
segregated schools'and which' based on racial factors can he
valid.

Basis:

!lie Fourteenth Amendment prohibits state action :thich
denies equal protection 6f the law. State action creating or

/tpaintaining segregated public schools is prohibited under this
Amend mem .

GRIFFIN' N. COUNTY SC1-1001. BOARD, 377 U.S. 218 (1964)

acIN:

/ (Atipro) held that Virginia school segregation
laws *ere unconstitutional and ordered that black students in

In 1954. Bro

Prince Edward County he admitted to the public schools ono
-acianV nondiscriminatory hasi,s "with all ,deliberate ;ipeed.Faced with an order to desegregate. the county schocirboard
sed. in 1959. to appropriate funds for the Operation of
r
conpu lic 'Cch\iols. However, tax credits were, gi-yen for
tri utions to private white schools. The students in these
priatt.;' schools became eligible for county and state tuition
grants in 1960. Public schools continued to operate eisewhere'in
The local tedcral court ordered the reopening of the
public schools. Th..' vall4itrof this court order as in question
herd

Holding:

7 2\0) I he school hoard's action in closing e.o.tinty public

schools while at the same tih-te giving state financial ;. Astance
to \. hite. private schclol students is unconstitKional. I he time
for mere "deliberate speed" has run out and that phrase can no
longer justify the denial of egtt,tl educational opportunity to
black students. I he local court maN, order the rerpenirfp, of the
public school,..:.

1 he equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amtindrrapit
requires that the states provide equal educational opportunity
to black and to white students. The closing 4public schools
while state financial aid is giventOtwhite, ,private school
student's in the same county denies blacleChildren equal
educational opportunity and is therefore tinconstitufional.
83
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BRADLEY v. SCHOOL. BOARD Of CITY OF
RICHMOND,
38,2
103 ( 196,5) ("Bradley I")
Facts:
.

Plans fair desegregating p,vo school .system werr
approved by
the local distrUst Court although they did
not
_contain
provision s
for the nonra, I assignment of school teachers witkikri
the
districts.
15

:o.

Holding:
.

c-,

.

.

rt-,
(9x0 per curia m) ( I) The assignment of faculty
on
a
nonradkal
.'
basis is lin important'sfact6r and m-Oist be
considered in a
Wesegregation plan. (2) Evidentiary beatings should
Ii'e prdvickl
ed.
,

.

.1

<,

Bases:

(1) The Fourteenth -Amendment. as interpreted'
in the Brown
decisions (supra). requires desegregation ,of the public'schools

pr -viously segregated by law or by state action.
Racially neutral
Ynment of teachers, when proposed by those
to
desegregate schetot'i, is a factor which merits serious seeking
consideration. (2) The,Court was unable to decide on the merits
'the
case because at the district court.level there had not been of
a full
'evidentiary hearing on the istue.
,a

ROGERS v. PAUL, 382 tkiS. 198 (1965)
Facts:'
l'he desegregation plan adopted by the
system was a
"grade a year" plan..Elis meant that some school
high school stUdents
were still attending segregated classes. The blacks ¢ttcnded
high school which did not have the range of courses offered ata
the white high school. In this case. black students challenged
this sOtitation and also the :41iocotion of fiicultv at all grade levels
on a racial basis.
(5'21x0

per curiam) ,( I) Where equal course offerings are note
available to black students in grades that have not yet been
desegregated tinder a "grade a year" Milan, the black students
Must he admitted immediately to the white school which has
superior curriculum. (2) The racial allocation of teachers deniesa
students an equal edit 5ational opportunity and 'is'
unconstitutional. Students "sbeking desegregation of the School
system are entit4ed to a hearing at which the ftsis or teacher
allocation can he established.
Basis:

The Fourteenth Amendment as interpreted in the Brown
.decisious (sugra) require. at this date, im
late estoblishment of unitary school systems in those istricts
prePiously
.84

4 sed"

segregated by law or bystate action. The time for "all deliberate
el
has passed.
-.:
..,

0

,

.

..

,

.

'

,.(;1111E.1EN ;COUNTY SC140011....BOA,R1j, 391 U.S. 430 (1968)
.

acts:

C.

....:

'4 t.

/
.).:'.

,.

';

.

-

.-

7-

t,.-'

.

'';44
f.

',:

..1The New Kent .0 =ounty school system iri Virginia was serving
.; about 1,300 students,
approxkiatelf 4-.)f which were black.
There was no residential
in the County.and persons
of both races resided throughout. The school system had. only
twschools, onelor vvhiteS,and one for blacks. Each school ,
served th&vwhole county and 21 buses traveled overlapping.
routes in order. toittanisp.ort:Atud is to segregated cittsses. In
1965, the sc12001 boat'd, in orcle -o remain eligible for federal
financial. aidk, adopted a ",freedom of choice" plan for
.. desegregving the schools. The Plan permitted students, except
th6se entering the first an cl eighth- grades, to choose annually
between schoo .. ThaFE1613( 'choosing. were assigned to the
school they 1-4 .PrevipuslY attended. First and eighth graders
had to affirmatively choetse a- school. During the plan's three
years of .operation no white student had chOgen to attend the
all-black school, and althOukh 115 blacks had enrolled in the
formerly all-White school,. 85% of the black students in the
system still attended the all - black school. The adequacy of this
desegregation plan was challefiged.',in'tklis-case.

4

1. .

t

i

i"---..

Holding:

I

(9x-0) A "freedom of choice" plan, when established in a distFict
with a long history of segregated schooling, offers' Little real
promise that the required, unitary,, nonsegregated school

system will be 'established. A desegregation plan that

is

ineffective must be discontinued` and an effective plan must be
established

St

Ha cis:

Tha Fourteenth Amendri-ient,4;interpreted,, in the Brown
deciiOns (supra) requires unitary. desegregated schdol

systems. J hirteen years after the Brown decisions, ineffective
plans cause intolerable delay. Effective plans Must be adopted
immediately so that the Fourteenth Amendrrient requirement
of equal protection under the law for black students can be met.

.

MONROE 11;7.41BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS, 391 U.S. 450 (196$)

Facts:

In .an effort to desegregate its elementary and juniqr high school

_systems, the City of Tucson instituted a`,`freelrarisfer" plan,
which perrriitted a child, after registering in his/ her assigned
$5
f.

1

mg'

r.

..

.

.
.

-,..

.

,..
:'

...

...

s.

/

,

,

;,;('
\
school in his/ heNatte,ndia.nee
zo'ne,

ra sfer freely to another
e a ilable. After three
school of ,his/ her choice if space
junior high school
years of operationr the plan, the one
in the syAem i:vak till .corhpletkly black; on of the two-white
junior high 'schools as still almost all fvhite .and three, of the
`eigheelemehtaryschdols were still attended on by blacks. The
'black children ch'alleAged the adequacy of this lan and of fhe
Sch oo 1

1

board's etforts to. meet its responsibi ty to effect a

=transition' to a unitary chool system.
A

..

Holding:
,
I

*

(9x0) A, free-transfer pla -t hich does not resul in effebtive
ddesegregation is inadequat and does not conStitut compliance
'All
the order creating in t e school board an At'
,
,toconvert to a unitaryiesch I system.
.

..., .

..,

,

t

,

No 4ficial .transfer plan

Basis:

.,

.

r

,

provision, of w ich racial
,

'segregation
is the inevitable co seqt.iente,Triay Sian under the
,
Fourteenth Amendment.. If it c nnot he shown tha -a transfer
pliin-will further, rather than lay.i.c.vversion to a uqi
nonracial, nondiscriminatory..sc of system, it is unIcceplable
,
.,..

1

..
,1

1

.

UNITED STATES vAtillONTGONIERY COUNTY BORDA:_k.09
EDUCATION, 395 U.S. 225 (1969)
.

Facts:

",

.

..-..'

From l964 to, 1969, the localrdiStrict court worke,d4o: push' the
gesegregaii6d.ofi the county's schools. The general iattern.was
one of taleniSrniiand delay on the part of the schoollboard'Und
patience and perSistehce on the part of the cou'tt. TI*tionfacia I
:-,-...

4116cation of faeulty was a facet of the program- 'which. was,
i t4, nonracial:
'count finally ordred
especially lagging. Tile --'count
.allocation of,faetilty and required school board 'Compliance'
ios. The reliance an
with 'definite matlfematical
mathematical ratieNs wa. challenged v the sOlool ho: rd in this
case.

Holding:

(9X0) In view of the pattern of lagging &ii4liance by the, school
hord and the judge's record of Tai rness and -patience, the need_
for specific goals is evident and. the numerical ratios, are proper
guidelines for de,.egregation.

Basis:

,The Fourteenth.x Amendment prohibits state. action denying%
people equal protection)of the law, and, as interpreted by ate
Brown decision (Supra),..,requires the establishment of nonracial
segreghted bylaw or
school systems in.t hose districts previou4ly
i
to -,4-

86
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9

by' state action). The

assignMent of faculty 'is part of

this requirement.

ALEXANDVR v. HOLMES COUNTY' BOARD O1 EDUCATION, 396
U.S. 19 (1969)
Facts:

The Fifth 'Circuit Court of ,App'eals .granted a motion for
additional time and deliv&d implementation °fan earlier order
mandating desegregation inisome, Mississippi school districts
educating thousands of ichildren. This delay 3)%r.aschallenged in
this case.
(9x0 .per -C.INifiam) Delay can. no longer be tolerated and the

Coup, o5 Ap.peals must order immediate desegregatiop of the
school districts. Modifications of and objections tp_the order
may he considered while the order !is. implemented, but the
implementation cannot he delayed any longer. (47

Basis:

b the

The equality of educational opportunity required

--Fourteenth Amendment and tn, the B1-01VIT decision (.se/pi-coca n
no longer he delayed. The rights of black stuaL:nts must he

suppoksd by the courts. Dela'S/s should not he granted and v"\l'
amendments to desegregation plans must he reyiewed by the
courts and ee'rmittedonly if t hey will work to further the goal of
desegregation.

4,

DOWELL v". ROAR() OF EDUCATION, 396 1:.S. 269 (196)

Fat's:

I he school board's desegregation proposal for immediate

t iota() I. sc_ ool attendance /ones was a pproved
by- t he trial
.
cow t. and the s oi.41 hoard wars r'd ed to submit co m prehen
sive plans for the de7;egiegation of the entire school system.
I !poet being challenged, the order approving the attendance
font= changes was xacated by the court of appeals. which stated
that action :horrld aNx nit the adoption of the comprehensive
plan I ht' cf,H1 t fI
def.,;on
hallrnued h hhic-k
a

.

(suit. !It,:

ll olding

(9,(0) r he immediate cha
attendance /ones tci promote
desewl_sgatiom should he ernitted. pending formulation of a

cornpreherisive desegregation plan.
Basis:

I he

Fourteenth Amendment requires, at this late

ate,
immediate desegi.egation of school systems segregated by state
87
%IL

1

action: Desegregation orders are to be implemented pending
appeal, as further delay can no longer be tolerated.
CARTER v. WEST VELICIANA PARISH SCHOOL 'BOARD, 396 U.S
290 (1970)
Facts.:

s,

Soon after the Court in Ale.vandrr v. Hahne* Coervtv Board of
"Lineation (supra) vacated a lower court order granting a threemOnthsdelay in desegregation and mand,ated immediate'action,
the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals decided Sing/eton

Jack son Municipal St'parate Shdbl District. 419 F. 2d 1211.
(5th Cir. 1959). This case was a cprigolidation of sixteen major

school cases and involved hltridreds of thousands of 'school
children. The Fifth Circuit was reluctant to require relocation
of these children in the middle of an ongoinglitschlool year and

therefore required desegregartn of faculties

ac-.

tivilies, staff and transportation no tater.than February 1,1970,

but delayed ,integration of the student bodies until the

' beginning of the next school year. Here, an order was sought to
reverse the order to delay student integration.

Holding:

(1; 2;4: 2x0 per curiam) Immediate desegregation of the

Basis:

The Fourteenth Amendment's equal protection clause requires
desegregation of public school systems where such segregation
is caused or supported by the state action. The time for "a11

student bodies is 'required. A maximum period of eight weeks is
allowed for impleme'ntation of this order. 46

deliberate speed"

is

past. Compliance with constitutional

irements miiqt-1-4-,Arrimeciiate apikcornplete

GRICC v DUKE POWER CO., 401 1T.S. 424 (1971)
Fact c

Prior to July 2. 1965. when the 1964 Civil Rights Act took
effect. the Duke Power Company had openly discriminated on
the basis of nice in the hiringand assignment of employees in its
Dan River Pjan.t. 1114955. the CornpaRy began to require that
employees have AA high school diploma for initial assignment to
a n,' but t he lowest paid. traditionally black departmerit and for
transfer to the ligher paying white departments. In 1965. the
C (n pa n V began to require that transferees to higher paid, white

0

departments obtain 'satisfactory scores on professionally-

prepa red general aptitude tests as well. It was shown that whites

Who met neither of these criteria had been adequately
88
4

perprming jobs in the higher paid rclepartMents for years. Black
employees challenged these diploma and testing requirements

which tend to render a disproportionate number of blacki
.ineligible for employment and transf&r.
.

.

(8x0) Diploma or degree requirements and generalized aptitude

Holding:

tests cannot be used when they work, tp., disqualify a
.disproportionate nuniber of-minority group embers unless

the employer can show_ a'direct 66,r,relation between the, skills
tested and adequate on,-the-job performance. The requiithnents
here in question have not been shown-to be directly related to

job performance and are therefore invalid.

Title VII' section 703 (.h) of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

Basis:

prohibits employers frcirn using tests and Vlorria requirements

which' work to disqualify. a disproportionate number of

minority. group 'members unless such tests. are shown, to be
on the
a
directly indicative of the ability to perform adequately
job.
WILLIAMS v. NiCNIAIR,316 F. Supp. 134 (D.S.C. 1970),aff'd,
401 U.S.'051 (1971)`
I
,

The South Caro-lino system of higher education consists of

Pacts:

ns are co-

ekiht college and universities. -Most of these inst itu

educatidriarbut one has historically been limitedio males and}.
another, the.tiollege at issue in this case,' historicapy been
A limited to females. The college for females specialiAs i-n% a
curriculum teaching secretarial and drawing skills as well as
offering a generafliberal arts education. The school for Males
a gene 1 ethiPtation and is, in addition, a military school.
In thkcase, ale studer06 who sought to he degree candidates
at the girl school argued that sex -haled limitation on
enrollment is per se unconstitutional. -hey did not clai-mr4444.--,
theN/ were denied the opportunity to take any particular course
of study. nor did they claim that the single-sex pillicy at the
school relegated the cnen to ,t*.-ndpIlrP lit{ a
pr ectigious institution.

Derision:

Summarily affirmed (8x I)

Holding:

(of the three-judge lower ,court.): Where

AIM

limited 'number of

sitateupported schools which are part of a general co-

system are restricted to one sex 111u:der to further a
89

A

ri

/

40

.

s

V

program of educatian of generally greater.interest tone sex, _ '
thery is no constitutional violation and 4I-.1 open admissions '
policy will not be ordered. '
.

, ,0-

.

.

.

Since.the male students have access to similar course offerings
at equally prestigious tat
stitutiora and since single-sex

rf.
educatiOn is support: ,i.
..y a large nupber of ieSponsible
educators, the star ...erasion of single sex schools in,brdet to
further certain py grarN of study is rational and is not an
arbitrarfderiial of the Fourteen,th,Ame.ndment's guarantee of
equal protection of the laws.

SWANN v. CHAR LOTTE-Al ECK LEN-IWRG BOARD OF
EDI:CATON. 402 U.S. 1 (1971)

Facts:

The Charlotte- Mecklenhutg schOol system, with_ a student

body which was 71(4. white.. and 29(7-i black -remained largelys,
segregated in 1969, despite a 1965 desegregation planr based
upon- geographic zoning with a free-transfer provision, After
the school board failed to produce a new plan, one was imposed
by the -district court. This plan grouped several outlying
Oen-ler-149. scho.ols with each black inner, city school and
requiied extensive busing. The plan alsci required that as many
, ischools.as practicable reflect
the 71.29 white black ,ratio then.
existing in the district as i..0whole. Here. the neW plan was
Challengpei as toci. burdensome.
.

ro&

,

.

.

.

(9x0) When school authorities fail tC.aevise effective remedies
for state-imposed segregation.. the district courts, have broad,
discretion to fashion a remedy that. will assure transition to a
unitary school system.( I ):Qistrict courts may constitutionally
order that teacaers be assigned to achieve a certain degree of
faculty desegregation. (2) District coilrts may forbid patterns of
school construction an d41.1abandonment .which serve to
perpetuate or ree.:ta blish a di al system. (3) Racial quotas, when
/. used neat as inflexible requirements but .Its a starting point for
the shaping of a desegregation plan, may be imposed by tile
courts Once desegregation is achieved, school boards will neNt
he required to 'flake yearly adjustments in the racial
composition of student holies. (4) District courts may alter
school attendance zones, may group and pair -noncontiguous
zones. and may require, busing to a school not closest to the
r students' homes in order to achieve
desegregation. Only when
the travel time is excessive
x
objections to busing for
integration be sustained.

r

fr

9()

-

f

..

-I

,

The equal protection clause of the F urteenth Ainendmerit
interpreted in Brown (supra" forbids suite segregation OV
public schools .on, the .basis of race. When school atithoritiet!'
default in theit'otiligation to provide acceptable remedies, -014
that Will
d'' ict courts have broad power to fashion a remedy
,
are re a unitary
school system..
_

Bows:

5

DAVIS v. BOARD OF SCHOOL COMMISSIONERS,
402, U: =33 0971)

The -metropolitan area of Mobile. Alabama; is divided by
major north-Stuth highway. About 94% of the black students

Facts:

in the metrowliten area liveeast of the highway. The schools-in

the western Nectioh were relatively easy to desegregate.

1-dowever, the plan formulated by the Department of Justice
and approved by the court of appeals resulted in nine nearlY.allblack schools in the eastern sectian (serving 64% of all of the
black elementary school students in the metropolitan area). In
addition, over half of the black junior and senior high school
students in metropolitan Mobile were attending all-or nearly
all-black schools. The plan which resulted in this number of

black schools dealt with the eastern and western sections

separately and did not provide for the movement of students
across the highway as a means for effective desegregation. In
- this case, the adequacy of the plan was challenged.

Mtg

_

(9x0) Plans to create constitutionally mandated unitary school
are not limited by the nEighborhood school concept.
syste
from a segregated to a unitary school system
rhe ansition
an
should include every effort to achieve actual desegregation. Bus
transportation and split 7.oning must IAN given adequate
consideration by courts in formulating effective plans and must
he used when cther measures are ineffective.

,aiding:

,
S.

Basis:

The equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment
creates a pleent right in black school children to public'
educatibnfree of state-created-lc:sr state-supported segreation. A
school system that has operated under state segregative policies
has an immediate duty w make an effective transition\to
uniry schools. The time for delay has passed: effective actibn

is required now.
91
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ARRESI, 402 U.S. 3? (1971)
The E3oard of 'Educaticin of ,Clarke COunty, Georgia. (With. a
white -black tratio of pupils in the elementary:school system of
approximately two -to -one) devised,a student assignment plan
for desekregating elementary sc-hools..The plan relied primarily

uPon geographic attendance zones drawn to achieve greater
racial balance. Additionally, the pupils in :five heavily blac.
attendance zones either walked. or were transpotted by.bus t
schools located in other attendance -7ones. The resulting hiac
elementary enrollment ranged ft.orn 20(X to040ri. in an by two

schools, where it was 504 '4. Parents of the white students sued to
enjoin the plan's operation. alleging that it violated the.equa.I
protection clause "by treating students differentIy bleause of
their race and that transporting pupils in order to achibieTacial
balance is prohibited.liy Title IV of the Civil Rights Act.-

(9x0) School boards that operate.,ittu at school systems are
charged with the arfirmatiVe
duty to.. ke whatever steps might
he necessary, including transportingstudents based on race:, to

convert to a unitary system in which 'rackl discritireation
would -be eliminateti.
Bases:

) The transition from a dual to a unitary school system will
almost invariably requi.re that students he assigned diffeiently
on the basis of race, and the equa,1 .protectii-m clause of the
Fourteenth AMendment requires rather than prohibits'this. (2).
he plan is not barred by Title IV of the Civil Rights Act since
the act is direcled only at federal officials and does not restrict
.tate officiajs in assigning 7tridents within their systems

IF% ii1PNG I.F.F v.. .FOHNSON. 404 U.S. 1215 (1971)
r.acts:
(rntil 1947. the California Education Code provided

-..for the
establishment of sett date
schools
for
sttjdenis
of
Chinese
.

arIcestry. In the years following repool of that rode section, the
Barr F rancisco school hoard repeatedly dre'Vki school attendanCe
zon.-s which tended to perpetuate Chinese majority schools. Iii
this case, people of Chinese ancestry sought fo stay implementation of a court-approved desegregation plan which would
alter the school attenthince of students of Chinese ancestry_

Holding:

Orne- judge,opinion in chambers): Where school segregation has.,

been fostered by state law and state action, prompt steps to
92
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1

c;

%a'

effecavely desegregateyt.he school system must be taken and
delay can only -be permitrd inmost ,unusual cirEumstances.
Sihce rw such circumstances elxist in this case, no delay can be
70e-permitted.:

l'he equal ploteCtiOn clatise of the Fourteenth Amendment
requires that state segregation of education be remedied pr.omptly. The Fourteenth. Atmendment applies not only to
blacks but to all recognized minority groups ant' requires

desegregation of all school systems segregated pursuant to state
law and action.

SPENCER

v.

KUGLER, 326 F. Stipp. 1235 (U.N.:: 1971), aff'd., 404 U.S.

40274-0972)
Facts:

'a

Ne* Jersey State law creates municipal school districts whose

boundaries coincide with municipal boundaries. Housing

patterns and population shifts caused some municipalities and,

therefore, some school districts to have a preponderance of
' black students. In this case, black students challenging this
l'"Ihi1;46,s-

system of school districting sought redistricting for the purpose

..-Qf desegregation and remedial programs for black districts
'presently vgregated.

Decision:

Stimmarily (firmed (8x 1 )

Holding:

(of the th.re -judge lower court): A state law . establishing a
reasonable system of school districting that is nOt segregative in

intent is constitutional even though subsequent population

shifts result in de facto school segregation under the system so
established.
Basis:

(of the lower court decision): 1 he equal protection clause of the
Fotirteenth Amendment pfohibits state action which

deliberately establishes or aids racially segregated schools.

However, in the absence of intentional governmental
segregative action, federal courts cannot alter the assignment of

students in order to remedy racial imbalance caused by
population shifts.

JEFFERSON PARISH SCHOOL. BOARD v. DANDRIDGE, 404 U.S.
1219 (1971)
Facts:

In 1.97 I, after seven years of litigation, the school board, which
93

had repeate8t .balked at the desegregation of the schools, was
ordered to desegregate its sohools.NAlthough there were no
more than normal difficulties incident to the transition from
segiegati( to uni-tar schools, th.e-school bozii d soultht a stay of
the desegregation order.
k

Holding:

one-jugge opinion in chambers). Where no more than the

and temporary difficulties incident to school desegrega- usual
lion are anticipated and where the school hoard has pertiisteiltIN:'
balked at school desegregation. further delay will not he
permitted.

I he fourteenth Arneiidnlent, as intcrpieted

Basis:

11%

firr,w,/ /1

(..upra). requires that sch.00lsystems segregated by state action
he desegregated pi'omptly
% RICH I
FiletA:

N.

(

NCH. Of'

(. I

OIC FMPORIA, 407 U.S. 451 (114,P72)

Until the 1969-70 s._.tiool cal . the public Nehools in Greenville

Count, Virginia, were run on a segregated basis. All of the

hite students in the county' attended schools located in the city

of Emporia. Black students attended schools located largely
outside of Emporia. I here was one school for blacks in

Emporia. In 1967. Emporia changed its status from Ai:town" to
a "city" that could, under state law, maintain a separate school
s% stem. However, until a court-otdered adoption of a plan by
which all children enrolled in aid particular grade level would
attend the same school. Emporia chose to remain part of the
county school system. After the-desegregation order, Emporia
withdrew from the county system and proposed a plan for an
Emporia-only desegregated school district. Emporia's proposal
would hate resulted in the perpetuation of the division between
better-equipped white schools in Emporia and black county
schools. Its validity was challenged here.

Holding:
,

C5 LIO) Segregation has been county-wide. The Withdrawal of

Emporia, the site of the better equipped, traditionally white
schools, from the county school system impedes the dismantling of the unconstitutional, segregated school system and is.
Therefore not tobe permitted.

)

gas is:

.Because the effect of Emporia's withdrawal from the county
system would he to impede the establishibent ofa desegregated
school system and to perpetuate a dual 'school pattern, the
94
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Fourteenth Amendment forbids the establishment of a separate
Xmporia school district at this time, while the tran itionfroma
segregated system to a unitary system ik under a(5r..."*

UNITED STATES v. SCOTLAND NECK CITY BOARD OF
'EDUCATION, 407 U.S. 484 (1972)

Facts:

The schools of Halifax County, North Carolina: were
completely segregated by race until 1965. In that, year, the
school hoard adopted a "freedom -of- choice" plan that resulted
in

little actual desegregation. In 1968, the Department of

Justice and the school board agreed to a plan to create a unitary
system for Halifax County in the 19.69-70 school year. In 1969
a bill was passed by the state legislature ena,bling the city of
Scotland Neck which was part of the county school district to
create, by majority vote, its .own separate school district. The
newly created district would 'be 57(.%i white and 43% black.
The schools in the rest of Halifax County would he about 90%.
black. Thus the effect of this plan would he to nullify the 1968
desegregation plan and to maintain a system in which Scotland
Neck schools were largely white and the outlying schools were
largely bl_kick. Its validity was challenged in this case.

Holding:

(5,4x0) The dismantling of a segregated school system cannot
be impeded by the legislative creation of two new districts, one
white and one black. The state action dividing Halifax County
into two school districts interferes with the desegregation whichis requiredby law and is therefore unconstitutional.

Basis:

'rhe Fourteenth Amendment, as interpreted, in the Brown
decision (supra), forbids state action creating, supporting, or

perpetuating segregated public schools. That the state action
involved here was by the legislature rather than by the school
board does. not change its segregative effect or make it
d.

DRUMMOND v. ACRES, 409 U.S. 1228 (1972)

Facts:

The district court ordered thie transportation of students to
accomplish desegregatiori of the elementary school system of

Augusta, Georgia' Id this case, parents sought a stayf the

order, premised solely on the federal statute, Title VIII, section,
803 whiCh reads:
65

.v

In the case of any order on the-pail- dot- anylnited States
district court which requires the transferor transpbrtalion of
any student . . for the parposes of achieving a balance
the effectiveness of
among students with respect to race .
hace been
such order shall be postponed until all appeals .
exhausted.

469

.

.

.

f

Holding;

section 803 does
(one-judge opinion in chambers): Title
not act to block orders requiring the transportation of students
for the purpose of desegregating a school system:. It postpones
implementation only of those orders requiring the transporta-

tion of any student for the purpose of achieving a balance

among the students with ,respect to race.
Basis:

"I he district cou t order was entered to accomplish,desegregation of a schobl s stem not for the purposeof achieving a racial
balance as conte plated by section 803. The constitutional

command to dese egate schools does not mean that every
ays reflect the racial
school in every com nity mus
composition of the school system as a whole.

I

KEYES v.. SCHOOL DISTRICT NO.1, DENVER, COLORADO, 413 U.S.
189 (1973)
110

Although the Denvei-, Colorado, school system had never been

operated under a state constitutional .provision or law that
mandated or permitted school segregation, many of the city's

schools were segregated. In 1969, the school board adopted a
voluntary plan for the desegregatio.p of the predominantly
black Park Hill section of the city. A school board election was
then held which resulted in a majority of the members opposed ,
to the plan. Subsequently a Court order was obtained which
mandated the desegregation of the Park Hill section and found,

that the segregation in Park Hill had been caused by prior
school board action. In this case, those favoring integratijn
sought desegregation orders for the remaining schools in the

district and the counting of Hispanic,' as well as of black
children, as mino.rijy students.

Holding:

(5/ 11/2x1 I/2)

(1) Absent a showing that a school distcict is

divided. into clearly unrelated units, proof of a state action, 6.g.,

'school-. board action causing segregation in a -substantial
%lb

portion of that district, supports a finding that the entire district
is segregated. The court may order a district-wide remedy ifs in

fact, The segregation in one part of the district results in

v.?

segregation in the rest of the district.
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Once segregtition fostered by state action is showri in one part
eikpthe district and it is shown that other schools in the district
arc,,,, segregated, the state v:/' Id have to prove a lithk of
"segregative intent" with res r-t to the other schools i`oavoid adistrict-wide desegregation.orar. (2) For purpop.es'of defihing
a segregated school, bliks:ks.Alsi spanics should-be considered
- together as minority studentsince both groups suffer the same
educational inequities when compared to the education offered
.
.
Anglo students.
4

e..

the Fourteenth Anielitiment prohibits stak. action
results in segregated public schools and which denies minority

students equal protection tt the law by denying them equal
educational oppoi t unity

NORWOOD r_ HARRISON, -113 1),S -45 (1973)
1-acts:

Since 1940. Mississippi had teeter buy. ing teNtbooks and Lading
them I reet0 students in both public and private schools without
reference to whether or not any participating private school had

racially discriminatory policies. The number vf private, nonsectarian schooM had increased from seventeen in 1963-64
(white students enrolled numbered 2.170) to 155 in 1970 -71
.white students numbered about 42,000): The creation and
enlargement of these private schools was in dir'ect response to
the desegregation of the public schools. Thousands of students
who were attending private, all-white schools were receiving
free textbooks. While 90(4 of the state's school children still
attended public schools, some school districts had lost all of
their white students to private, segregated schools. There was

no proof that, absent the free texts, any children would
withdraw from segregated. private schools and enrolPtlin
unitary, public schools. The provision of texts to segregated,
private schools at state expense was challenged here.

Holding:

(7/ 2x0) -1 he state may not grant tangible,

ecific financial aid,

e.g., free hooks, tuition gran4s, to private, segregated schools.
Basis:

Racial discrimination in state-operated schools is barred by the

equal protection claiise of the Fourteenth Amendment. The
state/may not induce, encourage, or promote private persons to
accomplish what it may not constitutionally accomplish itself.

The state provision of free texts may not be essential to the
continued operation of private, segregated schools but it does
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LAU v

Facts:

I

,

.

.

constitute, subsiantial state support of . discrimination and
therFrcie pebhibited by the Fourteenth Amendment.
if

is

i

I -IOLS, 414 U.S. 563 (1974)

144

The San Francisco school system. which according to state
Statute has the teaching of proficiency in English to all students
as a major goal, failed to offer Medial English language

instruction or any other species compensatory program to
pils. This class of pupils
aboUt 1,80Q Chinese - speaking
claimed that the school board was in violation of the equal
protection clause of the,Fourteenth Amendment and of section
fAC

601 of the Civil Rights Act. of 1964, which prohibits recipients
of federal aid from discpiminating against students on the basis
of race, color, or national origin. H. E.. W. has authority under

section 602 of the 1964 Act to promulgate regulations in
furtherance of section 601. A pertinent H.E.W. guidelines
st to "where inability to speak and understand the English
ge excludes national-origin minority . group children
from effective participation in the educational program offered
by a school district, the district must take affirmAtive steps to
rectify the language deficiency in order to open.its instructional

prograo to these students."
Holding:

(5/ 2/ 2x0) A school district receiving federal aid must proyide
special instruction for non-English speaking students whose
education is severely lvtimpered by the language barrier, at least
when there are substantial numbers of such students within the
district.

Bases:

(1) The failure to prOvide 1,800 non-English speaking students
with special
instruction denies them a meaningful opportunity
. t
to parts spate in theytiblic education program and thus violates

Section 601 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the H.E.W.

regtilati i ns and guidelines implementing the Act. (2) The Court
does no decide whether the failure to provide such a progra'M is
violativ of the equal protectibn claUse of the Fourtcerith

Amend' ent.

CLEVELAND. BOAR I OF EDUCATION v. LAFLEUR, COHEN
CHESTERFIELD-CO NTY SCHOOL BOARD, 414 U.S.. 632 (1974)
Facts:

v.

Public sc ool .teachers, who became pregnant and who were
obliged to leave work under Mand4tory maternity leave rules
98

before they so desired, challenged the constitutionality of the
rules. The Cleveland rule;:requNired every pregnant teachertto
.fake a maternity leave without- pay. beginning five oaths

vjs

before the expected birth. Apfrlicrion fo

requireeio be made no later than two wee

prior to the date of

departure. A teacher on maternity lea
s not allowed to
return to woik until the beginning if the ne t regular school
semester following the date when her child reached three
months o.4 age A doctor's cer ificate of health was required.
The Chesterfield, Virginia, rule required that a pregnant
teacher leave work at Least four months prior to the expected
birth Notice was required to Ile given six months prior to the
expected birth. Return to work was guaranteed no later than
the first day of the school year following the date when the
teacher presented a doctor's certificate and could assure the
board that care of the child would cause only minimal
interkience with tier job,
Holding.

(5 2x2) Wttllc !RAW ' IC41.111 CL.Iteills aye tuLep.tabik.;. itlundatt,Ly

termination dates established in both rules and the ina.ndatbry
three-month period of ineligibility foi return to work
established in the Cleveland rule are uhconstitutional.
Pregnancy should be treated like any other temporary
disability for all job-related c4.,trposes.

I he mandatory tcrinina Lion provisions and the mandatory
waiting period befOre return to work
the Cleveland rule
violates the due pro-cess clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.
Freedom of personal choice in matters of family life'is a liberty

protected by the Fourteenth Amendment and state rules

affecting this liberty must not needlessly, arbitrarily, or
capriciously impinge upon it. Since the ability of any paymular
pregnant teacher to continue or return to work is an. individual
matter, the rules creating conclusive presumpticins of inability
to work are violative of due.process. The notice pFovisions are

rationally related to school board needs for planning and do
not impair the teachers' rights or offend the constitution.

MAYOR OF PHILADELPHIA

v.

LEAGUE, 415 U.S. 605 (1974)

EDUCA:110NAL EQUALITY
7

Facts:

Under the city charter, the mayor appointed both the
Educational Nominating Panel and the nine members of the
school board, who are nominated by the above-mentioned
-e"
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f.

panel. The nominating panel contains thtrieen membe.rg, tout
of
are ciocsen frdrn the itizenryaat large and nine of
whoim must each be the. highest ranking officer
governmental.-commu..nity. or educational organizat.i4m here
was sorne.:;evidence that the mayor was unaware of Much civic

groups.. 'Whose .officers- ought to have been eligible for
I
mayor's
consideration. 1:here was a' newspaper report o. the

statement that he would a pint no more blacks to the school
board in 1969.
The Educational E.qualit
eague charged that Mayor late
unconstitutionally discriminated agaikt blacks in making his
appointments to the 197 Is panel and sought an order barrinig
that panel from nominating .prospective school board
members. 11 also sought ap order mandating that the mayor
correct the racial.imbalance.of the present panel and appoint

racially balanced panels in the future, but it did not seek
imposition of strict numerical quotas on the ayor's appoint

merit power Mayor Tate was succeeded in office by Mayor
RiZZ.. No e' vidence as to Mayor izto's policies had bten`
'introduced
Holding:

(5x4) Where there is no cicai evidence ot
in the appointment of the school board nominating panel, no

actithi will be taken by the courts to alter the method of

selection of appointees. The fact of numerical racial imbalance
is not proof ofunconstitutional discrimination in this case.:

Basis:

Absent clear' evidence
a violati,on 01 the 1oui teeiith
Amendment, the Court de lines to interfere with the appoint-.
rnent power. of governrotental officials.

BRAD1 EY v. SC1-1001. BOARD, 416 U.s. 696 (1974) ("Brii.i.liey ti")

Facts:

Following a long court battle for a more ettective school
desegregation plan which reached the Supreme Cz:iti (see

Bradley supra) the federal district court awarded th
rents
and guardians of black students their expenses and attorneys'
tees incurred during the litigation, and found that the actions
taken and the defenses made by the school board had caused'
unreasonable dela* in desegregation of the schools and had
caused the parents to spend large sums in order to protect the
.-children's constitutional rights. The court of appeals voided the
award of fees because there was no federal statutcouthorizing
such payment either at the time that the legal services were
100

liltrsridered or while the desegregation case was pen ing. Before

the court of appeals readied its decision-as to the propriety of
the fee award, a law was passed authorizing such payments to
e
cleserAg prevailing parties

Holding.

(7 tO) The law author izing lcc awards bc,.:datc cffccttvc while
this case as to the propriety of such awards was pendigig. The
law, therefore, may be applied to "this case and may authorize

payment for legal services rendered prior to the taw's enact-

ment.
Basis.

91

An appellate cum t ikkust apply the law in effect at the time of the

decision unless to d so would be unjust. The nature of the
parties and rights involved and the laW's effect on those rights,.
determine the justice of its application to cases arising before its
effective date. The law is properly applied to compensate
Parents who bore a heavy financial burden in order to vindicate

a public" right, and its application works no injustice on the
school board whose duty to provide a unitary school system is
unchanged by the law.
G11,Muitt: v. MONTGOMERY, 417 U.S. 556 (1974)
fac-ts:

In 1959, the disrtict court ordeted the city of ,Montguinety,
Alabama, to desegregate its public parks. Thereafter, the city
coordinated a program with the racially segregated Y.M.C.A.

and managed to continue to run segregated recreational

programs. This case, was begun in 1971. The complaint was that
the city permitted racially segregated, private schools and other

segregated, private groups to use city recreational facilities.
Holding:

(5/ 31/2x4) (1) Ihe city may not permit segregated private
schools and school groups to have exclusive access* to public
recreational facilities. (2) If non-exclusive use by private school

groups directly imairs an existing school desegregation order

or constitutes a vestige of the type

segr,egation

of the

ofrdrtfil-t-e-sponsored

city's recreational facilities

that was

prohibited by the district court in 1959, it should be enjoined.
(3) Unless it is shown that the city is actively participating in the
discrimination practiced by segregated, non-school groups, it
should not be enjoined. from permitting such groups to use park
The term "exclusive access- does not include the situation where.only part of a
facility may be allocated to or usedby a group. For example, the use of two-of a
total of ten tennis courts by a private school' group would not constitute an
exclusive use; the use of all ten courts would.
101

facilities on an equal basis with other members of the public.
Base,:

(I

1 he CIty 10%A.1:1 uncles an order to desegregate its schools in

accord with tequilements4 the Fourteenth Amendment. The
allocation of exclusive use of. park facilities to pfivate,

segregated schools works to support those schools and

constitutes state 'interference with the. desegregatiem order
which is unconstitutional. (2): the First Amendment's freedom
of association prohibits the state from refusing access to private
iron- school groups merely because they are segrwated.
Howevei the Fourteenth Amendment prohibits state support
of segregation'.
ob. MI1 I It EN v. BRADLEY, 418 U.S. 117 (1974) ("1111111Aela I -)
I his Case arose clittzi a Jisli lei ....)tii t oi del ed a 4.1Lbcgi cgati,,C1

plan for Detroit's scric,ols which encompassed a number of
outlying school districts as wet-II as the city of Del.' oit proper.

Detroit did not have a history of segregation ordered or

permitted by law However, there was a long history of public
and prk ate disci imination that had helped to produce,
residential segregation. Detioit school children and their
parents claimed that the school board's imposition of school
attendance /ones over t - . !sting segregated residential
pattern had produced an u constitutional dual.school system

lw
s

in Detroit, They cited the school board's policy in school

construction and its approval of optional attendance /ones it%

fringe areas Tat unconstitutional segregation existed

in

Detroit was not questioned here. What is in question is the
constitutionality of the court-ordered desegregation plat')
extending to outlying districts with no history of segregative
action on the part of their, school boards or local governments.
Ilohliteg

(5x4) Absent a showing that the outlying districts have failed to

operate unitary school' systems or have committed acts that
fostered segregation in other school districts, a court-ordered
school desegregation plan cannot cross school district lines to
,
include them in the plan.

.Basis:

1 he Fourteenth Amendment prohibits state action which
denies minority group school children equal protection of the
law by maintaining a segregated school system. The argument
tharthe outlying districts are subdivisions,of the stale, that the
state contributed to segregation in Detroit; and that, therefore,
102
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the vutlyi4 districts are sutkject to a multi-cleistrict school

desed.regatiorr plan, is rejected. In order for a multi-district
remedy to be ordered by-a court, the local governments of
outlying district's must have committed segregative acts.

iEVANS B.UCHANAN, 393 F. Stipp. 428 (D. Del. 1975), aff'd., 423. U.S.
'963 (1975)

Facts:

Action was brought complaining that black -children. in
- Wilmington, Delaware, were' being- .pFripelled to attend
segregated schools. The three-judge tiffil court held that
presence of de jure black schools whichlipained identifiably

t

black Up a clear indication that segre;.00 schooling had
never bertfeliminated in thakocity and triat'ttiere still existed a
dual school system, d spite adoption' oir;'racially neutral ,
attendance zones.. The court required the' State Boat of
Educition to ccmle forward with plans tO, remedy e

segregation. Consequently, the state passed dnAct authorizing
the Board of Education to consolidate school districts according

to the dictates of sound' edcatiOhal administration. The

Wilmington school distri4:14,as explicitly excluded in t§e act
from reorgabization of stateboards. The lower court held the
statute to be unconstitutional. The school board challenged this
ruling.

'ir

Decision:

Sufnmaril

Holding:

(of the three judge court): Where a statute explicitly

Basis:

d (3x 1)
or-

effectively .makes goa of racial minorities more difficult to
achieve; such statute i unconstitutional.

(of the lower court decision): Neither the purpo
s to
constitutional requirement;-vniw the state interest ,in pr
ing
historic school district boundaries, nor the state interest in

maintaining school districts with enrollment below 12,000 was,
individually or cumulatively, a compelling state interest. Such
an interest must be shown in cases a suspect classification

under theequal protection clause. 4
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jYASIIINCTON v. DAVIS;, 426 U.S, 229 (1976)*
part of its selection procedure for polic e academy recruits, Wpshington, D:C.. officials adrninstered "Test 21,7 which was
also used gerrerzully in the federal civil service to iest. Verbal
ability. It was shown that -a passing score on e test was
positively correlated with successful completiori ofeAhe course
of study'at the police academy. irowever., a positive correlation

between a passing score on the test and the quality of an

applicant'S on-the-job perforrnance'was not shown. The Police

Department actively sought black recruits and 'raised the

percentage of black recruits solthat it was roughly equal to tile
pert stage (}1 20- to 29-year-old blacks in the area from which
perso nel were drawn. While there wits no showing of
discri inatory intent.or action in administration of the test,
four ti es more blacks than whites had failed the test. In this.

i

case, blasck applicants claimed that the test had a racially
disproportionate impact and i4 therefore unconstitutional.
Holding:

14/ 3x2) A test that

is

racially neutral on its face, that

administered without racially discriminatory action or inten
and that is reasonably related to a legitimate state pu,rpose,
that of insuring a minimum level of verbal ability in police
recruits, is constitutional.
Bases:

( I rThe due process clause of the Filth Amendment prohibits

the federal government from acting with racially disc
criminatory purpose. However, a law or other official,act isinot

necessarily unconstitutional solely because' it has a racially
disproportionate impact. Here, the test was racially neutral on
its face and was administered tq serve a legitimate purpose.

There was no official intent to discriminate and there is,

therefore, no constitutional basis for invalidating the testing
procedure. (2) Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 requires

that' applicant screenin tests with dispropOrtionate racial
impact be abandoned unle
employer can show a difeci,
correlation between skills tested and )ob performance.
However, Title VII was not a basis for this decision since it was;
at,the time of this case, not applicable to federal employees. 1t
has since been extended to cover such employees.
0

*For a subsequent Supreme Court decision that was vacated in light of
Washington v. Davis, see Ausdn Independent School Dist. v. United States, 45
3413.(Dec. 7, 1976).
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RUNVON v. MCCIFARY, 427 U .160 (1976)

Fads:

.,,

.

.

11,1'No blilek chic ren applied 'tor ;stdmissiore to priv.
tariait:schools which advertised in the yellow pages 0.
bulk rnaiii . in order to
'attract student~. Both c
44,
'1
denied
denied ad-missi n solely on, the basis of race. In th
-

,_.-1,.,

.:;-,..

1--

.,

iv.. gh

n were
ase, the ..

children ;ChAlenged
schools' :acts of ,raciirr dis71,,
-f.,,.the private
:
criminatibn.
...,,,,
:
.--i".

Holding:

(5/12x2) Pri
onsectarian. schools .which off r eneollment
to ua4jfi ed''' applicants:
the pu,)ilic.tf,-14ge ay not limit'.

theit offering to whites only. and. refuseNadmission to others
solelyOn the basis of race.
_

Bases:

( I ) The Thirteenth Amendment to the Constitution prohibits
slavery, and the badges and incidents of that condition. The
Thirteenth' Amendment also provides that the federal govern
ment shall enforce these 'prohibitions by appropriate leg 1ation. Title 42 U.S.C. section 1981', which provides, in part that
all persons shall have the same right in every state to ma
nd
enforce contracts, is appropriate legislation under the

Thirteenth Amendment. It prohibits private acts of racial
discrimination in the offering of contracts to the public, e.g.,

contracts for employment or educatiOnn. (2).The Court does not
state that promotion of the concept of racial segregation is
barred by 42 U.S.C. section 1981 and only prohibiAS
implementation of such a policy. (3) The couil does not decide

whether sectarian, private schools which practice racial

discrimination for religious reason are prohibited from doing
so by 42. U.S.C. section 1981.
s

PASADENA CITY BOARD OF EDUCATION v. SPANGLER, 427 U.S.

.

424 (1976)

Facts:

As a result of a la suit brOught by parents, students; and the
United States Government, the City. of Pasadena 'was,ordered
to desegregate its public schools. The court order required that,
beginning with the 1970-71 school year, there would be no
school "with a majority of any minority students." The board of
education assigned st snts in -a racially neutral manner and in
1970-71 the "no maj ity" requirement was met. In the years
following 1970-71, e school system had an increasing number
of schools th
ere not in compliance with the requirement.
This .change n student' pppulatrn was not caused by
C

105
Ip

S

,.-

4

'segregat fve

e 1111

'act.iO4 Ina by random opulatiun
shifts in the district.. The botird of..euucation sought th have the
"no majority of minoriqrStuderits" required:it:kit dropped.
.

.

Holding

(6x2)-( 1

) Although the students who originally brought the-

desegregation suit have graduated from the school 'system, the

court orders may stO he litigated since the United- States

remains an interestea.parly.
(2) Once desegregation of student
i
ni
populations is acl-eved to eliminate school system.:discrimina' tion brought abok by official action, school officialS may not
be "required to nke yearly alterations of Student assignment
plans; in order totriintain a strict numerical ratio of majority to
Minority studerWSuch ratios may be used only guidelines
or starting
for the initial transition from se regated to
unitary schoo sIc'
(I) i[ice th students have already graduated and no longer
fiae a legal, Merest in Pasadena's public schools.and since their
court actio was not properly certified as a.class action, the case
would be oot under Article 111 of the Constitution and the

Bases:

desegFe

On orders would be void but for the continued

interest o the United States as authorized in the Civil Rights
Act of 1.964. (2) The Fourteenth Amendment requires the
desegregation of school systems segregated by the public
officials. ,Once desegregation is achieved there is no constitutional requirement of any particular racial ratio in the
putzlic schools.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS v. METROPOLITAN HOUSING
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATIQN, 97 S. CC568 (1977.)*
Facts:

Metropolitan-, a non-profit builder, contracted.. to purchase.

land with boundaries on Arlington Heights in order to build
acially integrated low- sand A moderate-income housing.

Metrcipolitan applied for the necessary rezoning from a single -

family to a multiple-family classificatian. The Village of

Arlington denied_ Meti.opcilita.ft's request. Metropolitan and
individual minority persons filed suit to compel acceptance of
their application, alleging that the denial was racially
discriminatory and violated the equal protectioncclause or the
Fourteenth Amendment and the, Fair Housing Act of 1968. The
*For 'a subseqUent Supreme Court decision which was vacateI in li t of
Arlington Heights v. Metropglitan Hoitsing Development Corp ratio see
Metropolitan school Dist. v. Buckley, 45 U.S.L.W. 3508 (Jan. 2 197
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federal district court held that Arlington's denial was motivated
ial discrimination but by a desire to Protect property
not by
values. The ourt of appeals reversed, finding that the "ultimate
lington!s .denial was racially discriminatory.
effect" of
Arlington appe d..the court of appeals' reversal.
(5/ l x2) An official action that results in a racially disproportionate impact is not unconstitutional unless proof of a racially
discriminatory intent or purpose is shown,

Holding:

Basis:
A,

Disproportionate impact is not irrelevant to the equal
protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, but it is not
the sole touchstone of an invidious racial discrimination:

Because legislators and administrators are properly concerned
with' balancing numerous competitive considerations, courts
refrain from reviewing the merits of their decisions, absent a
showing. of arbitrariness or irrationality_ ,vliowever, racial

discrimination is not just another competing factor. When
there is proof that a discriminatory purpose has been a,
motivating factor in the decision, this judicial deference is no

*

1-041ger justified.

VORCHEIMER v. SCHOOL, DISTRICT OF PHILADELPHIA,
532 F. ?d RIO (3d Cir. 1976), 4:Wed, Q7 S. et. 1671 (1977)

r

The Philadelphia School District offers college preparatory
programs in two different types of high schools: academic and
comprehensive. Comprehensive schools provide a wide range

of coin'ce-s. including those required for college admission. The
Criterion for enrollment in these schools is residency within a

designated area and most cif the schools are coeducational.
There are only two academic high schools. These have high
admission standards (only 7 percent of the city's students

qualify) and serve the whole city. One school accepts only male
- students and the other accepts only females. The two schools
are comparable in quality and offer essentially equal
educational experiences. Enrollment in either school is

voluntary and a student is free to ch se a cdeducational
comprehensive school as an alterna e. In this case, an
ficademically,: qualified . female stude t, who would have

preferred to atten.d the academic high school for male's and who

was denied admit nce there solely on..the basis of her sex,
challenged the co

itutionality of her rejection.
t.
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Decision:

Summarily affirmed (4x4)*

Holding:

(of the three-judge lower,court): If attendance
at single sex high
schools is volubtary, if coeducational alternatives
are available,
and if the educational opportunities offered
at the schools for
males and for lerniies az: comparable thenthe
maintenance of
such schools is constitutional.

Bases:

(oft he lower court decisiort): (1) The equal protection
the Fourteenth Amendment requires the states to clause of
provide all
students with ati equal eduCatiOnalo opportunity. Students
of
bbtWsexes musts be afforded equal
educational
opportunity
in
all intellectual fields. However, the value of
sex-segregated
education has long been recognized and the existence
of two
voluntary, single-sechools offering
comparable
services
in a
school system which is Otherwise coeducational does
not offend
the Amendment. (2) The Equal Educational Opportunity
Act
Of 1974 does not proscribe the maintenance of
single-sex
schools. Its language requires "equal
educational opportunity"

without regard to rate, color, or sex; but the Ccingress,
choosing to study the issue further, did not in thispAct
ban
separate but equal sex-segregated schools.
MILLIKEN v. 1112AnT,FV. 45 IT.S.L.W. 4873 (June 27.1477)
("/Iii/liken /7")
evf

fs

In Milliken I (supra) the Supreme Court decided
that the
district court's interdistrict remedy

icourt

for rle.jure segregation in the
Detroit school system was not constitutionally
mandated and
the case a sent hack to that court for the formulation
of a
Detroit -on y remedy. The district court's new order
of a Detroit-onIS, ptipil assignfrient plan and of four consisted
remedial
educational programs designed to combat
the effects of prior de
jure segregation. TheSe programs, which had
been proposed by
the f)et roil fichooti board, were in the
areas of remedi0 readin
in-service teacher training. student testing,
counseling.
district court ordered that one half the costand
of these programs
would he borne by the school district and that the other
one half
would he borne by the state. In this case, the state challenged
the district court's authority to order remedial
programs and its,
power to allocate one half the financial burden
for such
programs to the stats.
,*Negligible. If any, precedentiat value.
708
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Holding:

(8/ 2x0) (I) As part of a desegregation d.ecreea district courrah-n

order remedial educational and supportive programs for

children who have been subjected to de jure segregatioriin the
past. This is especially true when such programs are supported
by evidence and proposed by the local school 'board 2) The
court may constitutionally require that the state pay one half of
the cost of such remedial programs.

(1) The Fourteenth Amendment prohibits de jure segregation

Bases:

in public schools and requires that de jure segregated schop-Is be
converted to unitary ones. The federal courts giving consideration to the scope of the constitutional violation, the interests of
local governments in managing school affairs, and the remedial
nature of a desegregation order may require programs as well as
pupil assignment plans in order to implement the transition to a

unitary school system. (2) The Eleventh Amendment, which
protects the states from .financial liability for past acts of state,

ti

officials, does not bar courts from ordering a state to
participate in or financially support compliance with the

constitutionally mandated desegregation of public schools. The
Tenth Amendment protects the states from federal interference

with their governmental form and functioning, but doesirt
preclude a federal court ordering that state funds he expen-ded

it, the ipletvlentatim, s,f Frinr teenth Amendment guarantees.
1-1A71.!EWefTT) SC 1104rli Elf

rur( i

v

INT I Ft) R I A T-FS. 45 U.S.I. W.

4102 0°7")
In the Hardwood School flistr ict. which is located in St. Louis
in 1977.73
County, the percentage of black teachers was
and I.8c;r in 1973-74 In St 1 imis County as a whole. the
percentage of black teachers was 15.4% during those years. T he
city of St. Louis was, during that time, attempting to maintain a

50% black teaching staff. Excluding the city, the percentage of
black teachers in the county was 5.7 percent. 'Title VII of the
CiN;i1 Rights Act of 1964 which prohibits racial discrimination

in hiring and employment, b2ie applicable to school district
in March of 1972. Hazlewood school district hired 3.:7% black

teachers in 1972-74. In this case, Hazlewood school district
challenged a lower court ruling based on a comparison of the
racial composition of St. Louis County-teachingforce with
that of the school district's. The ruling statesat the distric as
RV I
engaged in discriminatory practices in Vitolatton of Title II.
109

Holding:

i

(8/ 2x 1) Citing the Teamsters ease (supra). the Court ruled t 'hat

"where gross statistical disparities can be shown, they alone
may in a proper ca#nstitute prima facie ,proof of a pattern or
pfactice of discrimination." In deterMining whether an
employer's hiring practices are in violation of Title VII of the
1964 Civil Rights Act, a court should compare the number of
qtialified mingrity group members available for employment in

the relevant labor pool with the number of minority group
members hired by the employer in question. ( I) This
comparison should be concerned only with the number of
minority group
mbers hired since the effective date of the

Act, as'emplo s are not liable for pre-Act disCriminatidn. (2)
When ar empl ers make special efforts .to hire minority
group
mbers the percentages of such employees in their
work force may not properly reflect the number of qualified
minority group members as a whole in the labor pool, and this
should be taken into consideration when a determination as to
employment discrimination is being made.
Basis:

Title V11 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits discrimination in hiring and employment but will not require that
remedial measures he taken when a low percentage of minority
group employees in the work force is caused only by pre Act
patterns of discrimninatiot'

DAY i"ON BOA WM 01
(lump
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PRINK nv kr.; 15 11.R I

Vi' 44110

he d i s t , 41 cow t found that eb it,' e Se g r t. ga lion existed in the
findings on the
rii.tri,-t It based
PaN.ton. Ohio.

following three' factors. ( I) substantial racial imbalance in

student bodies throughout the system, (7) the school hoard's
use of optional attendance zones for high schools which had a
segregative effect, (1' he district court forincl that the use of such
zones was racially neutral at the elementary school level and the

court also found that no students in the optional zone were
denied their choice of school because of race.) (3) the school
hoard's rescinding of a prior board's resolutions acknowledging the Ilpard's role in racial segregation and calling for
remedial measures. The district court at the insistence of the
court of appeals ordered a. school' system wide remedy, the
propriety of which was challenged here
Holaing:

(7/ 2,0) Where segregative acts of a school hoard are not shown
rs

1 IQ

4

)

to have system-wide, effect, a system-wide remedy cannot.

properly be imposed. ( 1) The existence of racially imbalanced
a schools does not warrant court-ordered remedial action in the
absence of .a showing of causation by segregative acts of the
state or school board. (2) Such a segregative act, the use of the
optional zone for high school students; had only been fwind at

the secondary school level. (3) The rescinding of the .prior
board's resolution calling for desegregation action is not a

segregative act unless evidence establishes the existence of prior
de jure segregation. The case is remanded so that the district
court may establish whether other segregative acts of the school

board ,can be established so as to warrant a system-wide

remedy. or whether a more limited order must be formulated.
Pending tfew determination, the district court's present plan is
to take effect.
Basis:

The Fourteenth Amend Ment forbids the states to engagein acts
which establish or further segregate public schools:- The 'power
of the.courts to order remedial measures to combat segregation

is dependent on the scope of the Fourteenth Amendment's

prohibition. Therefore, courts can only 'order desegregation of
schools in which segregation is the product of .governmental
action.

I 11
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VI. PROCEDURAL PARAMETERS
Reviewers:

Aviam Soifer
Professor
School of Law
University of Connecticut

Perry A. Zirkel
Deari'and Professor'
School 'of Education:
Lehigh University

The cases in this chapter illustrate some of the procedural hurdles which
must be overcome in order to obtain a ruling on the substantive issue(s)
.presented to the Court.. The two major procedural hurdleS relate to the
justiciability of the issues and the standing of the parties. These conceptg are
interrelated and flexible. presenting a source ofdiscretion and evolution for
the Court.
There is a constitutional' -requirement that cases or:controversies be
"concrete," which in legal terminology is referred to as justiciability. Thus, the
substantive claim may be moot and not proper for decisions due to the lengthy

trial and appeal process before the case reaches the Supreme Court. For
example. in the Dorenru.v and DeFunis cases. the substantive issues had
become moot because of the graduation of the plaintiff-students during'4he

course of the litigation. A jurisdictional requirement of federal courts related
to concreteness iti the limitation to -substantial federal questions.-4.e., those'
involving federal statutes, treaties, and the Constitution. Thus, the Court'
declined to decide Ellis and San Mateo for lack of this jurisdictional elemeht.
Another restriction is the impropriety of deciding collusive suits. when the
parties are not truly adverse. Finally, it has been held improper fdr a federal
court ts.-) issue advisory opinions, which either are not framed as law suits or
involve issues not properly subject to judicial resolution.
Standing of the parties similarly stems from the Court's institutional
avoidance of abstract or hypothetical matters. The complainant must show an
actual stake in the outcome of the case. The interest or injury may be financial,
as in FA.C;Thr personal. as in Mercer. Plaintiffs, generally, may not plead the
interests of others except as they qualify I or class actions, as outlined in the.
Jacobs .case.

The cases which foliOw; although arty often represent vacated and
dismissed decisions, provide .perspective aS to the institutional parameters
courts generally and the singular position of the Supreme Court specifically.

For ti*se who seek a hearing from the Court or wish to understand its
decisions, such procedural parameters provide an important, but often
neglected, context. Thus, these cases-are a fitting end to the digest.

DOREMUS v. BOARD OF EDUCATION, 5 N.J. 435 (1950), dismissed,
342 U.S. 429 (1952)
Facts:

The parent of a child, wh9 in the interim graduated from the
school system, and a resident,.who is a taxpayer of the schobl
district, challenged the validity of a New Jersey statute which
proliided for the reading of five verses from the Old Testament
at the beginning of each school day. s

.

Holding:

(6x) The Court cannot decide the constitutional issue raised by
these two complainants since (1) the claim of a child who has
graduated from the school system is moot, i.e., no longer a live
controversy; and since (2) the taxpayer cannot show how the
time spent in Bible recita ion directly costs sufficient tax dollars
to give him a particulayflnancial interest in having the statute
invalidated.

Back

1 he Court is limited by Article

III

of the Constitution to

consideration of concrete cases or controversies. Since neither
of the complaining parties has a sufficiently active'inrerest in
the ik;.;t1+ the ( (NlIf t lack il.11r
01 the ens?
NON. 120 N. V .S.

rar

Rgi (1951). tfirrrsicco.d. i40 I 1.0 4glit (1055)

Members of the Yonkers Committee for Peace brought an
action claiming that the school hoard had unconstitutionally

denied- them the List' of a school building for a forum on peace

and war. The members did not challenge the school b2ard's
right to regulate reasonably nonsehoof use of school buildings.
nor did they challenge the hoard's regulations as unconstitutionally vague:They asserted that other organizations
had been permitted to use school buildings; however, they did

not present eviderfce that they were similar to those other
organizations and had therefore been unfairly treated Under
school board classifications arid regulations. Their complaint
was dismissed by the state trial court and their fequest to be
.

i13

')t

heard on the state appellate level was denied. They challenged'
the state court action.

Holding:

(5x4) The Cbmmittee did not present a case.which -must be
decided on federal grounds, since it now appeared that the state

coati iiu.lings rested on. adequatestate grounds. The Curt
.

Bases:

dismisses ttre writ of certiorari. as improvidently presented.

(1) The Court cannot decide this case on federal constitutional
grounds_ since insufficient facts were presented-in the record of
the lower court proceeding to form the basis for such a claim.
(2) Since the Court assumes that the state court's denial of the
ComMittee's request to appal was based on adequate.
nonfederal grounds, the Court has no jurisdiction t consider
the case anew.

FLAST v. COHEN, 392 U.S. 83 (1968)
ti

Facts:

Titles land II of the Elementary and Secondary.Education Act
of 1965 manclted, the expenditure of federal funds for
educational materials and inschool services to both public and
religious school children. Federal income taxpayers sought a
declaration that the disbursement of public funds to religious

schools was u ncOnstit tit ional. A federal district court dismissed

their complaint and ruled that, as taxpayers,- they' lacked

sufficient interest in the matter to maintain the federal action in
court.
11,7M
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(5 3x 1) A taxpayer may challenge a statute in federal court if
he; qhe can show that it is: ( I ) an exercise of Congress's power to

tai; and to spend (rather than a primarily regulatory act
requiring only an incidental expenditure of funds for

administration): and (2) in violation of a specific constitutional
guarantee, e.g., the First Amendment's prohibition of
governmental establishnient of religion and therefore beyond
the Congress's spending power.
Bases:

( I ) Article 111 of the 11.S. Constitution requires those persons

bringing federal suits to have "standing," that is, a personal

stake in the outcome of the litigation. Taxpayers have

a

personal stake in being free of taxing and spending that is in
contravention of specific constitutional limitations of Congress's taxing and spending power. (2) The Court does not
decide in this case whether the statute in question violates the
114

establishment clause of.the First Amendment. The Court only
decides that federal taxpayers have standing to seek judicial
determination Of this question.

JOHNSON v. NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, 449
F. 2d 871 (2d Cir. I9.71), vacated, 409 U.S. 75 (1972)
-Facts:

New York enacted a statute providirig for state financial
assistance ($10 per pupil) for the purchaie of textbooks for
grades seven through twelve. The statute also enaked qualified
voters'ithin a school district to vote a tax for textbooks for

.grades one through six. if the voters failed to approve a
proposed-propterty tax to finance school operations, textbooks

could be obtained in grades one through six only upon the
payment of a rental fee ($7.50 per pupil)'. Indigent mothers of
minor children brought an action claiming the statute to he
, unconstitutional. The court of appeals. upheld the constitutionality of the statute, finding that the legislature's
intention to promote education in certain fields by purchasing
textbooks to.be loaned free to grades seven through twelve, but
not grades one through six, was based on a constitutionally

reasonable classification. While appeal to the Court was

pending, voters in the indigent mothers' s_chobl district agreed
levy a torehe putchase of textbooks also to he loaned free
to 'grades W'to
dine through six.
(8/ I x0) Since t he voters in the school district voted to levy taxes
for textbooks to he loaned free to grades one through six rkis

permitted by statute, a claim by the indigent mothers that the
statute constituted a discriminator, bitrden might not present a
case or controversy. T_hhe case is sent hack ti f tiF- fliAztrict r.-lott
deterrnine Whether it had become moot
("mitts will decline to decide arguments based on mof,t
e

cases no longer r re,:e nt in g liVe controversies.

iDEFUN IS v. orwc; A ARE). 82 Wqach. 2d. 11 507 (1973), vacated, 416 1r.S.
312 (1974)
Facts:

Alter being denied admission to a state-operated law school,
DeFunis brought suit for himself alone, and not for a class of
applicants, asking that the school's admission policies he
declared racially discriminatory and .that he be admitted to.the.
school. The student was admitted under court order, and While
115

appeal of that decision was pending, completed all but the final

quarter. The school assured, that he would be perrnitted to
complete this final term.
Holding:

(7x2) Since the student would be allowed to complete law
school

of any decisioh on the merits of the case., there

is no' rifesent controversy and the case is no longer a proper
vehicle for judicial decision-making.
.

Basis:

Article III of the U.S. Constitution re

iliikt,
es than the :courts

decide active controversies. 'since the issue raised in the case

are likely to reach the Court again and since this student's
opportunity to complete school is assured, the usual rule in

federal cases that an actual controversy must exist at the time of
rev iew as well as at the legal action's beginning is followed here.

This case is moot. -

MERCER v. MICHIGAN STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION, 379F.
Supp. 580 (E. D. Michigan 1974), aff'd, 419 U.S. 1081 (1974)

Facts:

A M ichigan statute prohibited the giving of instruction, advice,
or information on the subject'of birth control by any person in

the course of sex and health education classes in the public
schools. In addition. parent's were also permitted to exclude
their children from- such classes.. No person had yet been
charged with breach of the statutes. A teacher in the Detroit
public schools and a local physician sought to have the statutes
declared unconstitutional on their fa,.,, rflther than as applied in
any particular instance.

feeicinn.

Summarily affirmed (6! 1x0)

lio/dirm

(of the three-judge lower court): ( 1) The doctor has no standing
to challenge these statutes in federal court. (2) The teacher has
standing to challenge the statutes, but only with regard to how

they adversely affect hisiher interest and not the interest of
other persOns, e.g., students or parents. (3) The state's
elimination of birth control instruction from the public school

curriculum is constitutional.
Bases:
:5

..

.

In order to have standing in federal courts to raise an issue
concerning an alleged violation. of a constitutional right, a
person must first be able o show an actual interest harmed or
threatened by the challenged action or statute. The challenger
116

must have a personal stake in the outcome of the controversy
such as to insure that concrete adverseness will sharpen the
presentation of issues; and the injury claimed or threatened
must be to an interest arguably protected by a federal statute or
a constitutional provision. ( I) The doctor has no standing since

he cannot show an injury giving him sufficient interest in the
matter. His status as a doctor does not have a sufficient relation
to the statutes under attack to qualify him to challenge them in

federal court. (2) The teacher- has'standing to challenge the
statutes as they affect his status as a teacher (and if the case is
properly certified as a class action,. t he status of o her teachers),
but he cannot challenge the statutes for' thei
ct on the rights
of others, who if they so wish are Able to bring a challenge of

their own. (3) The statutes are nol overly broad so as to be
violative of the First Amendment freedop of speech guaranty
nor supportive of religion so as to be violative of the First
Amendment establishment clause. The states have the power to
establish public school curricula and to permit parents thesight

to determine which courses their children will attend.

BOARD OF SCHOOL COMMISSIONE)1S v. JACOBS, 490 F. 2d 601
(1973), vacated 420 U.S. 128 (1975)

Farts:

Six students who were involved in the publication and
distribution of a student newspaper successfully challenged
certain actions taken by. the school board and other school
officials which threatened to impair the students' freedom tr;
publish and distribute the newspaper. However, the students
failed to define properly in their pleadings a class of persons
adversely affected by the challenged rules. In this case, the
school board challrmge,1 the court rill;ugi against certain Or its
,t11 pglllfntrrl I.f1f11 tlr
rules and actiotw 111, ,ito.rit
criwol S% St efll

1-14-tldhyR

(8x I) Since the class of students adversely affected by the school

hoard's actions was not properly defined, there was no "class
Therefore when the six students graduated, their case
ceased to have validity as a controversy. The students are no
longer adversely affected by school hoard action and, therefore.
act-ion

have no right to challenge it.. The lower court decision
protecting the students have no present validity as to any
and are void.
Basis:

n

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23 (c) (I) and 23 (c) (3) requires

that class actions be properly certified and that the class be
117
)

properly identified, especial when the original omplainants
are not likely to be actively involved in the co roversy by the
time die case is appealed.

CITIZENS FOR PARENTAL RIGHTS v. SAN MATEO COUNTY
BOARD OF EDUCATION, 51 Cal. app. 3d (1975), dismissed, 425 U.S. 908
(1976), reh. denied, 425 U.S. 1000 (1976)

Facts:

'Five California public school districts instituted family life and
sex education programs for public school students. The
programs did not promote any particular religious viewpoint in

their curricular coverage. TKe programs were operated in
compliance with two state statutes which required that parents
haVe both advance notice that such courses would be offered

and an opportunity to preview any written or audiovisual
materials to be used in them: The statutes provided parents with
the right to have their children excused from the programs or
from any portion of them which were offensive to the parents'
religious beliefs. The three-judge federal court on a vote of 2x I

held that family life and sex education courses, which do not
promote a particular religious viewpoint and which provide

parents objecting' to the programs with an opportunity to
withdraw their children from them. are constitutional. Appeal
was sought here:

(9x0) Where the Court does not find a "substantial federal
question,- e.g., violation of a federal constitutional provision,
presented. it will nor fmthet
iew the rage Thin, the Court
digrni,:,:ed the race

Under Article Ill of the Constitution, the judicial power of
federal courts includes cases involving "federal questions,- i.e.
those involving federal statute4, treaties, or the Constitution. A

case which does not fit intn*this or any tether of the specific
categories enumerated in Article III, e.g.; controversies
hetween citizens of different states, falls beyond thejurisdiction
of the federal courts. The Court. therefore, cannot ma)ce a final
decision in such cases Furtheimore, the federal question must
he a ,suhstantal one.
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GLOgSAR Y
Ad valorem:

cording toe. the value;" a ,tax or duty assessed in
pro ortion to the value of the property./

Appellant:

i:,
Party, be 's/he plaintive .or defendant
at the lower

.

.

court-level, who upon losing-at the -lower ley-el-brings-an_ ______,_

.

.

appeal.

Appellee:

Party, .be s/ he plaintive or defendant at the lower,
court level, who is put in the,pOsitibn of defending the
deci&ion upon its appeal. It should be noted that the
same! party may become "appellant " 'and "appellee" at
successive stages of the litigation. ..

Certiorari:

"To be made certain of;" the name of a writ of review
for a case falling in the discretionary area of the.
Supreme Court:6 appellate jurisdiction, requiring an
alfirinative vote of four. Justices.

Class Action:

An action brought on behalf of other persons similarly
situated..

Concurrence: -

An opinion separate from that of the majority filed by
one Or more Justices who agree(s) with the general
result of the majority decision, but who choose(s) t-o
emphasize or differentiate the reasoning or.grounds for
the decision.

De facto:

in fact;" actually occurring.

De jure:

"By law;" occurring as a result of official action:

Dissent:

An opinion which. disagrees with that of the majority
and is handed down by one or more. members of the
Court.
ti
l!9

.

.
Dismissal:

1

;

ill

Decision without opinion by the United

States..

Supretrie Court in the mandatory, area of its appellate °
jurisdiction which summarily disposes O( the case
'because of the procedural status of the parties.or
the
issues e.g:, mootness,4standirig, or laCk of substantial
federal question:

)

.

Due process:

Th, regular course of administration of justice
through,
the rules and forms which have been eStabliOed for
the
protection of private; rights in courts of law,.

Enjoin:

TO, require a person by an injunction to perfornior
to
abstain from performing some act!
J

',Ex post facto:

.

"After the fact;" a law passed after the occurrence of an

act which retrospectively changes the Ina' conse-

quences of the act.

"Upon information of;" legal proceeding which is
instituted by-. the Attorney General
'or ;other ap-

propriate official in the name of and on behalf of the
state, but on the information and the instigation of
an
individual who has a private interest in the-fnatter.
In loco
parentis:

In re:

"In place of parents;" charged with a parent's rights,

duties and responsibility. In the case of a teacher,
this is
a condition applying only when the child is under the
reasonable cbntrol.and supervision of the school.

"In -tha, matter of:'d igating.a judicial proceeding.
.3

Incorporation:

e.g.. juvenile cases, in which the customary adversarial
posture of the partie is deemphasized or nonexistent.

Evolving doctrine by which the United States S

Court has applied a substantial part of thelfiill of
Rig,hts, e.g., First Amendment, to the states and
thereby public school officials via the Fourteenth
Amendment.
Infra:

"Below;" cross reference to a fuller citation appearing'.
subsequently in the document.
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Inter alia:
One ;fudge opinion
in chambers:

"Among other things."
Special ruling issued by a Supreme Court Justice under

unusual circumstances and thus not carrying full

precedent ia I effect.

Moot:

An issue Which is not considered by the Court because
it no loriger contains a live dispute of the sort proper
for a judicial decision. A moot case seeks to determine
an abstract question which does not arise upon facts or
rights existing at the time.

Parens patriae:

"Parent of the country;" referring to the states as

Per Curiam:

"By the Court;" an opinion concurred in by several/or
all the members of the Court but without disclosing the
name of any particular Justice as being its author.

Police power of
state:

having sovereign power of guardianship over persons
under a disability, such as Minors and insane persons.

The power vested in the Jegislature to make and

establish laws. statutes, and ordinances which would
be for the goodoof the state and its people. This power
extends to all areas of health, morals, safety, order, and ,,

comfort of the people.
Prima facie:

"On first appearance" or "on its face;" evidence which
is presumed to be true unless rebutted by proof to the
contrary.

'Remand:

"To send back;" action by an appellate court to send
the case back-to a lower court for further proceedings.

Standing:

Status as

Staifite:

Sub nom:

a

proper party before the Court as

determined by the Cdurt; requires an actual injury or
immediate interest in the action at hand.
A law enacted by the legiSlative branch.of the federal or

state government.
"Under the name of;" designation for the change in the
121
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name of either party (or both parties) in the course of
the litigation, e.g., upon the death of one of the parties
during the appellate process.
Supra:

"Above:" cross reference to a. fuller citation appearing:
earlier in the document.

Summary
affirmance:

Decision without an opinion 13) the United .States'
Supreme Court in the mandatory area of its appellate
jurisdiction which gives binding effect to the lower
court's decision* but which does not have as ,rpuch
precedential value as,a f ull opinion by the Court-on the
m ts. -Thus. the Court feels less constrained to
.
overrule su mary affirmances ttan full opinions while

it expects lower courts to follow both equally. The

jurisdictional statement filed in.t he parties' briefs to the
Court. ranker than the lower court ot3inir, must be the
focus of any inquiry regarding the scope and meaning
of the summary affirmance.***

l'.S. RepOrts:

Official reports of the Unite

tales Supreme Court

decisions. as contrasted to ._parallel citations of
unofficial reports of the decisions %;Vhich are available
through S hephard's and other such reference volumes.

Void for
vagueness:

Constitutional infirmity when a law is savnclear that it

does not provide the specificity reqtAred by due
process. thus making it void.

flicks .tfirunda. 422 U.S. 322. 345 (1976) (surnmar dismissal). The Hicks rule was applied
to summary alTirmanees in Dike
findg.n. 500 F. 2d 1206. 1207-08 (2d. Cir. 1974):
Aland% v. 19.623 .4 cres (if: Land, 536 F. 2d 566.571 (3d. Cir. 1976): Thonen v. Jenkins. 517 F.Virgin
2d 3.
7 (4th C'ir. 1975): Window v. Hodge... 539 F. 2d 582.584(6th Cir. 1976): Beinith..5iannin. 528
F.
2d 688. 691 (7th Cir. 1976): Brcul1-: Slate Bar el*Caliliirnia. 533 F. 2d 502. 503n. I (9th Cir. 1976).
Miranda. 422 U.S. 322. 345n, 1 (1976): McCarthy. v. Phi/ackiphia Civil Service
*

" nick,

C'tnrin (Airprii).
r

*** Edelman s.. .lortkin. 415 1'. S. 651.671 (1976)
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zPomMunist activities, 53-55, 56-58. See
also Proscribed organizations
Compelling state interest, 10, 103
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Amish, 24
Aptitude tests, 88-89, 104
Arizona, 58, 85-86

Compensatory education, 98, 108-109
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schools, 16
Connecticut, 23, 41
Conititution; See specific Articles.
Amendments, and freedoms
Contracts: employment, 64; ,private
schools, 105, racial discrirninition, 105,

Arkansai,.. 36; 6.1, 82

Arm bands, 33, 38
Article I: Commerce, viii, 60-61; General
Welfare, vii; Impairment of Contracts,
viii, 6-7, 50-51
Article III;106, 113, 114-115, 116, 118

..

Article IV, 7
Article VI, 82
Assembly, freedom. of; See Freedom of

Cruel and unusual punishment. viii, 46. See

also Corporal punishMent
Delayiare, 80, 103'
Desegregation. 74-76; attendance zones,

82-83, 87-88, 90-91, 92-93, 102-403,
.

;

.

.

110-111; busing, 75, 90-92, 95-96;
Chineie, 92-93; closing public 'schools,
83; delay of iMplententation. 81-82, 87-

88, 92-93, 94, 100-101; free transfer.
plans, 8243,. 85.86, 90; freedom of
choice plans, 74-75, 85, 95; grade-:ayear plans, 84; neighborhood schook.
concept', 91; non-racial facility assign

65, 92-93, 98, 105-106,
2*.

7; tenure, 49-50, 51, 64-65

torporal punishment, 33, 45-46
Creditors, 3-6

liability employment, 4-6; state.
)3-4, 7-8, 9; validity, 3-5; voter
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Busing;. 75;10-92, 95-96

.

.

Assembly
Association, freedom of; See Freedom of
Association
Bible reading; 15; 19-20, 113
Bills of Attainder, 52
Bonita.:

- religious, schools, 25; retirement anbuities, 50; school district boundaries,

,.

1.18

California :F-duc:atiorrCode,.92
/
Chinese, 78-79, 92-93, 98

Civil Rights ACt. of 1964: aptitude tests,

ment, 84, 86-87, 90; public recreational
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education, 98; desegregation, 106;
hiring, 72-73, 88-89, 1.04, 109 -I 10;
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Separation of church and §tate; See
Establishment of religion

variations,- 1, 2, 9, 12, 13-14; state limits,

9, 12; supplying textbooks, 16-17, 115;
voter ratifkatiori, 13, 115
Teachers; See Public employees
Teamsters' Union, 72-73
Tehnessee, 82-83
Tenth Amendment, viii, 61, 68, 109
Ten:tire; 47, 49-50, 51, 54, 64-65
Texas, 13-14, 35, 64-65, 79
Thirteenth Amendment, ix, 77, 105

Sex discrimination, 74, 76; pregnancy
disability, 65, 98-99; single-sex schools,
89-90, 107-108
Sex education, 116-117, 118
'Slavery; See Thirteenth Amendment

South Carolina, 80, 89-90

Speech, freedom of;

See

Title VIII,ection 803, 95-96
Title 42 U.S.C.; 43-44, 105
Treasonable acts, 58
Union dues, 72

Freedom of

speech
Standing, 112, 114-115, 1.16-117, 121'

Vaccination, 33-34, 35
- Virginia, 80, 83; 85, 98-99
Void for vagueness: definition, 122, loyalty
oaths; 47-48, 56-58; picketing, 39, 40;
proscribed organizations, 52-53, 56-58
Voting: 60% rule, 2, 13; eligibility; 1-2, 9-'

States' rights; See Tenth amendment
Strikes, 67
Student newspapers, 42; 117
SubversiVe organizations; See Proscribed
organizations
Suspension, 33, 38, 42-43
Taxes: accounting, 6; ad valorem, 12, 119;
collection, 1, 2, 6; Congress, 114;
credits, 26-27; distribution, 1, 2-3;
exemptions, 21; school district

10; school board elections, 8; school.

district elections,

taxes, I3,

1-2, 9-10,

Washington, 57-58
West Virginia, 13, 36-3"
Wisconsin, 24, 63=64, 67, 69-70

r
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